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I • INTRODUCTION 
Engineering and science have been responsible ever since the invention 
of the wheel in prehistoric t:imes for much of mants intellectual as well as 
material advancement a Century by century one or the other or both have added 
to knowledge and the ability to convert energy to useful work. Recently 
scientific and engineering contributions have been coming at such a fast rate 
at all levels that in a matter of only two decades civilization has gone through 
the nuclear era to the space age~ Furthermore, there is every reason to be ... 
lieve such changes will continue with even greater accelerationo 
Thus, America finds itself once again at a frontier= ... the intellectual 
frontiero A century ago characteristics which distinguished the pioneer were 
physical prowess, courage and braveryo Today, he must possess mental prowess, 
integrity and wisdom. He is the scholar, the scientist, the engineer and the 
teachero In those years of long ago the people followed their pioneer leaders 
in wagon trains to help develop the primitive lands just west o Today, too, 
our citizenry must meet a challenge, the challenge of engineering advanceo 
The task, though difficult, is clear4 Educate the leaders-to-be to a 
high dedication of learning in all fielcls and to proctice of the Golden Rule, 
and cultivate a deep understanding between the public and the expert o The 
choice is simple, use nuclear energy to free man from drudgery or use it to 
make this discussion of engineering educat:ion and every other discussion 
useless" 
-1-
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II, ENG:lliEERING EDUCATION 
Aa The Past 
Formal engineering education probably had its beginning in France in 1775 
with the establishment of the Ecole des Fonts et Chaussees. England founded 
its Royal Technical College of Glasgow in 1796 and Germany its first real 
technical school in 1833 at Karlsruhe. In the United States the Military 
Academy, which graduated its first class in 1802, became the first school 
of applied science in 1817 when Col~ Sylvanus Thayer, who had studied abroad, 
became its superintendenta In 1823 Stephen Van Rensselaer founded a school 
in Troy, New York u1for the purpose of instructing persons who may choose to 
apply themselves in the application of science to the common purposes of 
life .lY 416 Twelve years later in 1835 the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
granted its first four degrees in civil engineering.. The University of 
Michigan pioneered in engineering educatl.on in the then West, offering its 
first degrees in 1860. In addition, attached schools of science such as the 
Lawrence School of Science at Harvard and the Sheffield School of Science at 
Yale made their appearance in 1847. 
The need for technical schools was felt strongly by our young, growing 
nationa Passage of the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862 accelerated founding of 
schools emphasizing a agriculture and the mechanic arts rr·u and also, the teaching 
of t' other scientific and technical subjects" Yv The Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology was started in 1865 ~cfor the purpose of instituting and maintaining 
a society of arts, a museum of arts, and a school of industrial science, and 
aiding generally by suitable means the advancement, development, and practical 
application of science in connection with arts, agriculture, manufactures, 
and connnerce.," 418 Dartmouth and Cornell opened engineering colleges in 1867; 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute opened in 1868 with a scheme of shop training 
by actual production~ 
In 1871 the Stevens Institute of Technology was founded as the first 
school solely in mechanical engineeringQ Its institution resulted from an 
endowment of $600,000 from Edvin A o Stevens, member of a family of early 
452 pioneers in railroads and steam power. Among many other engineering schools 
founded in this early period were ~~rdue in Indiana in 1876, Georgia Tech in 
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the South in 1888 and Stanford in the Far West in 1891. 417 The Wickenden report 
covering an extensive investigation of engineering education conducted between 
1923 and 1929 contains the following statement concerning early American efforts: 
In 1866 there were but six engineering colleges of established repu-
tation and but 300 men had been graduated in the previous thirty-one 
years. By 1870, .•• the total number of engineering colleges had 
mounted to twenty-one and the number of engineers graduated to 866. 
[The National Science Fo~~dation estimated 650,000 engineers in the 
United States in 1954.]264 ••. In the period leading up to 1870 
science was struggling its way with difficulty to a place of freedom 
and equality in the educational scheme. The scant sufferance ex-
tended to science in Eastern institutions with deeply rooted classi-
cal traditions made it necessary for applied science to seek a home 
with adequate resources and scope for development in independent 
uinstitutes ,'' which did much to invest engineering education with 
its distinctive qualities and its traditional rigor. 
Dealing with the period 1870 to 1885 the report indicates (p~ 545): 
This was the great formative epoch in American engineering educationo 
The collegiate type of curriculum with its extended base of science, 
mathematics, languages, and social studies, though modified by the 
pressure of expanding engineering knowledge and technique proved its 
stability and became firmly established as the basic process in Amer-
ican education., 
Continuing with its discussion of developments the report notes (p. 548): 
Among the specific changes in curricula between 1885 and 1900 may 
be noted the distinct recovery of ground by the physical sciences, 
the progressive transfer of elementary mathematics from college 
curricula to entrance requirements, the reduction of time given 
to drawing and shop work as distinct subjects in favor of the en-
gineering subjects as such, the diminished emphasis on foreign lang-
uages in consequence of the rapid growth of an indigenous engineer-
ing literature and the pressure of increasing technical specializa-
tion, the recovery of ground by English and the emergence of eco-
nomics to a place of prominence among the group of social sciences. 
The real significance of the changes enumerated can be better under-
stood if we note the now most amusing statement found in the 1889 catalog 
of one of our institutionso It reads: "Those who desire to begin the course 
in Mechanical Engineering must enter the Apprentice Classo A limited number, 
however , may be admitted to this department in an advanced class, provided 
they have had sufficient experience and actual work in wood or iron in some 
approved shop o a au Such preparation for entrance to college is indeed 
strange in v:i.ew of today r s technology o 
-4-
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Another college's catalog of 1906 states after describing the many trips 
to various plants as a regular part of the curriculum, 
But it is obvious that in the attempt to apply the principle 
to some concrete problem of practice, the student will most speedily 
gain a true comprehension of its bearing and force. He should, 
therefore, have as far as possible his practice in the fiel.d or in 
properly directed laboratories ~ o o Necessarily, the nearer the 
field or laboratory practice is made to conform to the re~uire­
ments of actual operation7 the more forcible its teachings and the 
more valuable the experience here gained. 
The Wickenden report continues on page 549~ 
The first decade of the century saw en.gineeri.ng education in 
America reach the c,limax of its popularity relative to other 
major divisions of higher educationo As the second decade devel-
oped.? agricultural education sprang into prominence and as it 
closed collegiate education for hasiness was in a rapid upswingo 
..... T.ne events of the World War (1), however, served to direct 
attention to engineering education anew.. How familiar these 
observations sound~ 
A more concrete indication of changes in engineering curricula is con-
tained in Table I below 0' Except for the 1960 -co1l:mm.7 whi.ch is an estimate 
of today 1s progr~m7 the data are reproduced from page 552 of the report. 
TAN.nE I 
PRINCIPAL CATEGORY ~UIREMENTS m ACADEMIC YEARS 
Year 
CateBory 1870 1885 1900 12!2 1923 (1260l 
Humanities 1 .. 137 .706 .65.3 . .. 560 .. 516 .648 
Scientific 1 .. 385 1.091 1 .. 094 14065 1.127 1 .. 048 
Free Electives .,026 o059 .048 .. 084 .151 .. 164 
General Technology .939 1 .. 143 1.,173 1 .. 136 1.068 1 .. 136 
Special Technology o509 ~882 .. 965 1.122 1 .. 095 .. 624 
It is noted first that figures in each colu.rn:c. do not add exactly to four 
years because certain few sub.j ects do not properly fit into either of the 
categories and thereforeJ are omittedo This omission is even larger in 1960 
because of ROTC .. 
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It is also interesting to note the drop in humanities as well as the rise 
in special technology and free electives which occurred during the period 1870 
to 1923o The report (p, 552) summarizes these changes as follows: 
In the face of the above facts it cannot be asserted that engineering 
curricula h9..ve become more liberal as a result of evolution.. The 
peak of specialization has apparently been reached and passed, there 
has been a gain in scientific content and emphasis, and opportunity for 
free election has been increased, but the prescribed humanistic content 
has been decreased<)' When al.l reasonable allowances have been 
made for compensating elements not appearing on the face of the data, 
it still remains true that the trend of evolution up to 1915 was away 
from a broad educat:l..onal emphasis and toward a specialized training. 
Since that date there has been a perceptible trend toward broader edu-
cational i.deal.s and programs o 
Bo The Present 
Changes in engineering curricula during the period between the Wickenden 
report and World War II are not of major importance .e~ The depression years 
of this period left little for study and experimentation., Here and there a 
plea for greater liberalization of the engineering curriculum was raised., 
Practical subjects were emphasized because a struggling economy lacking funds 
:for on~the-job training hired only graduates with immediate production poten-
t:lal, 
The war years, however, created new demands, Demands for more engineers, 
for engineers better able to solve quickly new and changing problems, and 
especially for technicians capable of performing routine engineeri.ng tasks 
and supervising maintenance of increasingly complex material., Scientific 
developments during and since the war continue to make greater and greater 
demands upon engineering., A better understanding of scientific principles, 
greater use of mathematics, and a deeper appreciation of man's nature and 
needs all over a more mutually dependent world have placed a premium upon 
creative engineering, never even approached before_; and this situation is 
getting stronger almost daily, Thus, the scope, breadth, and depth of en-
gineering education are undergoing evolutionary change in the attempt to 
supply engineers capable of handling, now as in the past, the technological 
needs of the day o 
A brief review of what may have happened to engineering education 
during the immediately past decade is now in order, Table II is representative 
-6-
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of the average engineering curriculum for each of the three years analyzeda 
Study groups or categories are in accordance with nomenclature popularized 
by the Grinter and subse~uent reportso 
TABLE II 
CATEGORY REQlJI REMENTS Dl.ffi.ING THE FIFTIES IN PER CENT 
Year 
Category .1950 }955 1960 
Mathematics .l3a9 14o5 13d0 
Basic Science 12o8 13ol 13a3 
Engineering Science 2lo0 .19o8 20a9 
Applied EngineerJ.ng .17 o2 l8l>2 15al 
Word Communication 6ol 6i)o 41>5 
Humanities 9<>3 Sol lla7 
Electives 4a6 6 .. 8 8a2 
Training 2t~7 3a0 2o0 
Other 12o-3 l0o5 11o3 
Certain changes are q:u:i.te obvious, others, though rather important, 
are nota Training or skill type courses, like drafting and shop, have been 
reduced to a low of two per cent o Applied. engineering re~u:irements have also 
been reduced while humanities and elective offerings have each been noticeably 
increaseda Changes in mathematics and the basic sciences are not evident on 
a percentage basis o Modifications in these categories have been principally 
a matter of upgrading" In practically all cases mathematics courses have 
become more rigorous and demanding~> Chemistry and physics have also reached 
deeper i.nto scientific subject matter a In addition, entrance requirements 
have been raised to permit commenc ing studies at higher levels~~ Thus, though 
only a little more tjme, if any, has been added more advanced material is 
being coveredo 
This evolution in the engineering curriculum is almost fully, as might 
be expected, i.n ac.cordance with recommendations of the Grinter report a On 
page 12 it states~ 
The preceding discussion of i .nstructional goals indicates that cer-
tain curricular areas are obviously basic to undergraduate engineering 
educatj.on a These areas include mathematics and the bas :lc sciences, 
the engineering sciences, the appl.ication of these sciences to the 
analysis and synthesis of engin.eering systems within the student us 
major field., technical courses outside his major field, and humanistic 
and. social studies o 
~7= 
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The Evaluation Committee further proposes on page 22 the distribution con-
tained in Table IIIo It should be noted that figures do not add to a whole 
because the Committee did not wish to specify a fully restrictive curriculum. 
Actually, it stated~ 11There will be many reasons for variations among in-
stitutions and among departments of a single institutionu Experimentation (in 
curricula) is strongly encouraged," 
TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR ENGINEERING CURRICL~ 
Category 
Humanities 
Mathematics and basic sciences 
Engineering sciences 
Appli.ed engineering-...ana.lysis, design and systems 
Electives or options 








A search of the literature between 1950 and 1960 revealed the tremendous 
concern of engineering educators, the engineering profession, industry and 
government in Americais education of its scientists and, particularly, 
engineerso A total of over five hundred papers, pamphlets, and books have been 
revie\-Ted o A majority of these (over 400) have been abstracted, All are con-
tained under seven groupi.ngs in the Appendix to this report" 
In general: strong indicati.ons exist that engineering education is a dy-
namic, controversial process undergoing significant chang~so Its purposes 
are expressed in d:i.ffering words, its goals are claimed many, current curri-
Cl.:tla are questioned, new ones proposed and then re-examined. Traditional 
subjects are being replaced, course contents modernized or at least modified, 
and academic years reapportioneda These things are not just paper investiga-
ti.onso Many inst:i.tutions are experimenting, trying one idea or another, 
evaluatingo However, opinions are definitely varied and numerous, and the 
emerging educational picture certainly not too clearo 
A closer look at some of the opinions, recommendations, and evaluations 
might assist formulation of probable trendsa Of course, the major publication 
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of the past decade is the Grinter report previously referred to~ It reports 
upon an extensive and searching evaluation of engineering curricula and recom-
mends some sweeping changeso Educators, industrialists, engineers, adminis-
trators and government officials were interviewed in the attempt to arrive 
at a broad understanding of engineerj.ng needs and a probable satisfactory 
method of education to meet these needsa 
The category distribution contained in Table III was recommended a Mathe-
matics and the bas i.e sciences, physics and chemistry, constitute the foundation 
of the engineering educationo A minimum level of required mathematics should 
be established with differential. equations in this minimuma Physics shou.ld 
include some modern material, and chemistry should extend through topics in 
physical chemistry~ The six engineering sciences-o=mechani.cs of solids, fluid 
mechanics, thermodynamics, transfer and rate mechan:i.sms, electrical theory 
and material properties -~uld be in every curriculum, In some cases even the 
life and earth sciences have a placea The committee emphasized that the en-
gineering sciences represent the trend in future engineering education. 
Several institutions have since founded degree curricula in engineering 
science a 
The importance of' engineering analysis and creative design was strongly 
indicated a The place of the laboratory as a tool. in helping develop an inquir-
ing mind, the ability to organize experimentation~ and skill in presentation 
of engineering information ·was stressedac 
In connection with humanistic and social studies the committee stated: 
If' the student is to be provided with a foundation upon which he 
may build a career of professional stature, his education must help 
him to seek his fullest development as an individual o This involves 
stimulating his imagination, i.nstill.ing a respect for learning in 
all its forms, and creating an awareness of the great variety of 
ways in which man has sought order and meaning in the universeo 
As already noted (Table III) the committee recommended four-tenths of' a 
year of electivesa It stated in this connectiong "The objectives of engineer-
ing education are best satisfied when each student is given a free choice of 
options or elective courses a a o The changed attitude with regard to elec-
tives is well realized when it is observed that MaiaTo stated in its bulletin 
of 1912~ 419 a~Its courses (curricula) differ, too, from those of many others 
in that electives are introduced to a much lesser extent, in the belief that 
-9-
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better results are obtained by prescribing, • o • the principal. studies which 
he is to pursue"'" 
Dean So Co Hollister pointed out early in 1952 in another ASEE report 362 
the need for engineering curricu.la based upon the fundamental sciences and 
mathematicso It is interesting_, also, to note the report's claim that archi-
tecture was "far ahead of engineering in teaching students to solve problems 
creatively -o" 
Also ·' in 19 52, Mr a Harry K 6 Inrig, Vice -President in charge of Research, 
Al.lis ~halmers Manufactur:ing Company, pleaded for a nonspeci.alized engineering 
cu.Y.Ti.cu1umo363 Prof o Hamburger of Johns Hopkins University pointed out that 
it is the schoolis duty to the profession and society to expose the student 
to broad fundamental knowledge in order ~'to uphold professional q_uali ty and 
achieve social maturityou3l3 
Dra George Hawkins, Dean of Engineering at Purdue University is a little 
more ureasonablecu in his proposal of an engineering educational program(J267 
He inc.ludes in his list of studies an appreciation of the languages of engi-
neering:; an appreciation of engineering, and acquaintance with industrial 
processeso 
Prof a White of the University of Michigan explained his plea for a more 
scientific program in these words~ uEducation seeks to give to an average 
young man knowledge that will help him develop peaks of specialization when 
'11202 and where he needs them a o- a, o 
Dra Hazen, Dean of Graduate Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Techno.logy introduces a deep idea in writing II a l); .. if he (student) is to 
be prepared for more than fairly routine responsibilities tomorrow o 
we ~must include helping the student learn how to learn, helping him to 
lo8 achieve skil.l in this learning process Q n 
In the area of humanistl.c and social studies less agreement appears to 
existo The Committee for the Humanistic Social Research Project213 in its 
extensive search certainly found need for evaluation, understanding and 
cooperation in this areao It further completely agreed with the Grinter 
recommendation with regard to inclusion of study in hurnanitieso President To Ge 
402 LeClair put it this way~ "If an engineer is to become a reasonably well-
rounded man and not merely a highly specialized technician, he must have a 
-·10-
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knowledge of the arts and sciences, he must be able to express himself, and 
he must learn how to think in general.~ 11 
Professor Thomas F. Green, a young teacher, claims1 54 that even though 
humanities do not make a better engineer they do awaken him to his potential 
as a man.,. Another educator, John H .. Dismant arguesl53 that engineers should 
cultivate a sensitivity for art and the humanities because the search for 
truth is not confined to science alone~ 
President Jess H~ Davis of Stevens Institute is concerned258 about 
what and how educators incorporate humanities into the engineering curriculum .. 
He concludes u a ., lY We need. no hesitancy in trying to plan a disciplined 
approach even to the non ....engineering subjects--with objectives clearly staked 
out in such a manner that we can gauge the degree of our success in meeting 
them., But just let 1 s be sure that we describe those goals in detai.l and that 
we have a determination net to be deterred from attaining themaH Humanities 
218 educator Weller Embler challenges the ·EDtion implied in Davis' statement 
because humanities do not yield to a rational approach and so will not neces ... 
sarily appeal to engineers who d.o not grasp that it is a discipline in its 
own right.. Professor Medalia explai.ns it ali this wayz 171 uton the one hand 
is the drive to humanize the engineer as a way of smoothing his path to the 
executive suiteo On the other hand is the drive to professionalize the engi-
neer as a means of winning the respect of management, if not necessarily a 
place in it., 8! 
Additional suggestions, made from time to time, deal with the problem 
of research., For instance, Dro SherwoodJ then Dean of Engineering at M ... IaT .. 
pointed out410 that university research should be such as to permit student 
participationo He believes students shoul.d undertake research and write theses 
even as undergraduates~ This was the practice in many colleges long ago; 
it still remains in some few cases, for instance, in Ceramic Engineering at 
Georgia Tech. Professor Sanks of the University of Utah seconds the idea of 
th · 289 1 · · 1 ad t H f th b li th im t 1 a esls c alffilng severa van ages« e ur er e eves e exper en a 
thesis presents a greater chal.l.enge than the design or library thesis o 
D,;- Trends 
How is engineering ed-u.cation to do the many things req_uj_red of it? The 
solution is not simple, the answers are many" Most schools are presently 
-llr~ 
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meeting increased demands by raising entrance re~uirements, unifying topics 
and even courses, dropping minor subjects and attempting to increase effective-
ness o:f instruction, But is this the sole answer? 
4o8 
As long as ten years ago, Dean Thorndike Saville urged a common three-
year curriculum for all college students. Thi~followed by a slight compart-
mentalization in the fourth year,was to earn the student a Bachelor of Engi-
neering degree o Additional specialization during a fifth year would then result 
in a designated engineering degree, The president of Penn State admitsl79 four 
years may su:ff:i.ce to trai.n an engineer for ordinary design and engineering 
pursuits but additional time is needed for higher levels of endeavoro A prac-
t · ' · F d · k H t the other hand, cla-i'YYicllO d f :1c:1ng engn1eer .~ · re er1.c o es, on ..w.u.o a nee . or more 
specialization because of increasing social and economic complexity4 Thus, he 
envisions as .long as a seven year programo 
Others claim. educational needs can be more efficiently satisfied by 
comb:inations of liberal arts col.lege plus engineering college attendance CJ A 
management consul.t.ant, George Odiorne 281 thinks the two -three year plan suit-
able·' i .,.e .o, two years at a libera.l arts school and three at an engineering 
college o Several schools have been using this plan for a number of years now .. 
On the other hand MoioTo follows the three-two year scheme, i .. ea, three years 
285 at a .liberal arts institution and two at M ... I oT o · 
Others argile the futil.i ty of extending the undergraduate period o Mr, 
George Barker350 says spe~ialization should be left to graduate schools and 
employers, and the four year curriculum retained" Director of Sanitary Edu-
221 cation, Eo Ro Harrington,writes in harsher tennso He claims that if a 
four year program is not ade~uate to train engineers, a five year period will 
not be either o And furthennore, :i.t may discourage engineering enrollments .. 
Another method of improvement proposed from tb,e very · start is that wh:l.ch 
is commonly referred to as bifurcation., The Interim Report of the Committee 
em Evaluation of Engineering Education310 proposed strong consideration of 
educational opportunities for gifted students" It suggested three possibili-
tieso The :first suggestion considers a special curriculum "designed both in 
content and in method of administration to challenge ade~uately the exceptional 
group " " The second method is to penni t 6'the exceptionally able student 
to elect his program widely" so as "to let him build out of the courses that 
-12-
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may be available a program that is stimulating and challenging to himn we The 
third possibility proposed uis that of giving the student a great degree of 
personal freedom to study individually under general supervision and guidance 
in whatever way appeals to him as being most effective in his -individual casea" 
In its final report the Committee reiterated these proposals but noted that 
''the student who has enjoyed complete freedom under general guidance has often 
failed to acquire the degree of exacting mastery of basic principles that is 
expected (J '' 
Others have voiced similar appealsa E ... Ao Allcut, a Canadian educator, 
proposed bifurcation246 on the basis of mathematics~ one program for industry-
bound engineers, and a new mathematical program for research or academically-
oriented engineersa Dean Sweigert292 in seconding bifurcation, claimed it 
already exists to some extent th~C)U:gh _ differences in choice of electives o 
There appears also to have been at }_east a l.ight call for a single, 
unified curriculum for all engineers6 Dean Boelter suggested such a curricu~ 
1um332 indicating it would certainly be adequate for engineers seeking em-
ployment where on-the-job training is availableo John Po Hagen in an address91 
before the Newark College of Engineering pointed to the fact that the Age of 
Space is an age of specialization, But colleges cannot hope to graduate 
specialists and so must educate along fundamental lines leaving specialization 
to be learned on the jobn 
Some have proposed replacement of existing curricula by functional pro ... 
grams arranged according to one scheme or another.. A consuJ_ting engineer, 
Aram Boyajian, for instance, thinks present branch curricula might be replaced 
by programs in manufacturing, development and application engineering~ 333 
At least two prominent educators have also proposed such functional divi.- -
. 345,201 slon only they prefer programs for research, development, production 
and sales o 
Finally a novel, though very reasonable, proposal comes from. the pen of 
Lo V 6 Bewley, dean at Lehigh., 147 Under his system degrees would continue to 
be offered in the tradl.tional branches--CE, EE, ME, etcc- However, undergradu-
ate instruction would be grouped into six service departments: Design; Power; 
Electricalj Chemical and Pbysica.l Properties j Processing and Manufacturing; 
and General Engineering and Construction a Dean Bewley claims that "probably 
-13-
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at least two-thirds of the actual subject matter studied by undergraduate en-
gineering students is the same, regardless of curricula~., Therefore, the plan 
shou.ld prove economical in brainpower, facilities and space as well as prove 
useful :i.n di.ffusing sc:ientific and technical developments throughout curricula. 
F"t:;_rthermore, he fee .ls a 9~great flexibility inherent in the proposed organiza-
tion for setting up new curricula, or combinations of old curricula, without 
necessitating entirely new departments a~~ 
At 1.east two papers appear to predict, rather than just speculate, the 
shape engineering education i.s to take o Dean Elgin of Princeton predicts259 
that by 1975 engineering sc.ience will be the basis of engineering educationo 
Technology and art will have been abandoned while boundaries between engineer-
ing branches will have just about dj.sappeared o Dr a McKetta of Texas also 
118 
predicts · that by 1984 engi.neering sciences will fill the undergraduate cur-
ricul·uma He further thinks a two or three way division of undergraduate bran-
ches ~rl.th perhaps a professional. program, including internship, will consti-
t:A.te the engineering collegeo 
Dra Killian of M,I,.Ta and of the President's Science Advisory Committee 
bel.ieves
114 
curricular refonns will resul.t :i.n a unified undergraduate engi-
neering cuTr i .culum along with special programs for especial"~ gifted students o 
In a survey the investigator139 asked, ~twhat would. be your reaction to a 
uniform four year engineeri.ng curricu:lurn to replace all present four year 
curricu la o a o and resulting in a Bachelor of Science in Engineering degree? ?t 
Approximately one =tenth of ASEE members were polled 4 Sixty ...nine per cent of 
them repl:i.edn Somewhat surprisingly, fortyco0ne per cent of the academic mem-
bers in the reply group favored, at least mildly, the change to a uniform 
curric·J.lumo Of the nonacademic members sixty per cent favored the change o 
An in.dicat:ion that these are more than just votes can be found in the engi-
neer:i.ng science curricula wh:i.ch are being founded on numerous campuses a Is 
this the bifurcation which was strongly rejected when first proposed in 1953? 
In a very recent appearance before the ASEE,DrD Carl Borgmann of the 
Ford. Foundation presented an appeal for bifurcation in a somewhat different 
wayg 90 
In America, we face a two-fo.l.d responsibility--the training of engi-
neers able and willing to help other peoples develop a richer economy, 
and the training of engi.neers capable of solving the new problems of 
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a mature industrial civi.lizationD " " 6 'Ihe man w·ho hopes to become 
an engineering leader in either level of indUBtrial civilization 
needs the sharpest of tools in the form of languageJ oral, written, 
pictured, and mathematical!) He needs the c .losest familiarity with 
and understanding of all scient;i..fic pr:i.ncipl.esJ physical. 2biologica1, 
and social a He must know the best art of to:;lay~ s and yesterday 1 s 
technology_; the how and partic:1.l.arly the why of each useful applica-
tion. And he must develop efficient methods of designj the integra-
t:l.on of the pertinent parts of his know·ledge into an optimum system~ 
o -(\; b The baccalaureate years wil.l become more and more filled with 
mathematics, physics 7 chemistry, b:iology, t:Q.e soc:l.al s c iences, lan-
guages and literatureb The theory an~ practice of design ( the unique 
engineering science) will more and more become the primary engl.neering 
component of the cu.rricul.oo., Post ~bacculaureate formal education will 
see a major growth and perhaps be functionally oriented "Yri th branches 
in engineering administration, in research and development, in desi.gn, 
and in technological service to emerging industrial societieso 
Trends in the traditional. branches of eng:i.neering=...civi.l, mechanical, elec-
trical-...are, of course, described generally by previou..s discUBsionsp It is 
often difficult to depict ·whether an author is referring to engineering educa-
tion in general or a spec.ii':i.c engineering curri.cu.l.um!!l' Nevertheless, some 
authors have discussed genera.l trends as applied to a partic-ular field, 
1~ Civil Engineering 
Civil engineering groups appear tc have been most vociferous opponents 
of scientif'ical}Jr oriented curricu.la.:o Their major argument centers around the 
smallness of firms which u.se civil enginee rs 0c Typ:i.cal construction companies,. 
municipal agencies and federal au.thori ties cannot, j,n general, provide ·special-
ized on-the~job trainingo 
Professor Whisler of Penn State writes~ 46 
Since the separation of the other branches of engineer:i.ng from civil 
engineering several decades ago:~ the scientifics of the other fields 
have become predominaLt while in civil engineering the art of en= 
gineering has remained. as a vecy important factor o 
Thus, speaking of higher mathemat:l.c s and physics, he says JJ ~u o tt a for 
the civil engineer such courses are of little sign1.:ficance o ~t He points out, 
however~ 
In contrast with other fields of engine~ring where the products last 
on}Jr a few years at m.ostJ the civil engineer builds for decades, and 
in some cases for centu ries in the future p The highest type of in ... 
t·ell.igence is needed for su.ch work o :.ehe q_ual:i.ty of man needed to 
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supervise the constru.ction of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, 
the Hoover Dam, or the great works of the TVA certainly needs to 
be as high as for any other field of engineering,. Yet few of these 
men need such advanced training :in mathematics and physics as many 
of our leaders in education would now re~uireo The few civil engi-
neers in advanced design of a very special nature who do need such 
specialized education can best ac~uire it at the graduate levelo 
Two c-ivil engineering educators from Stanford make similar claims.15 
They further point out that few, if any, colleges are providing the special-
ized educational needs of the constructi.on industryo That the outlook. for 
the f u ture is bleak is their predictiona 
There :is another side to these claims, though G Professor Day of the 
12 University of Denver specu.lates that science is essential to the civil 
eng.i.neeris educational background.. He thinks the construction industry is 
slo:.-r in recognizing that basic and engineering sciences contri.bute directly 
to its interest" Professor Wilbur of M,IoTo believes17 a balance must be 
sought between engineering science and arto He says there is as much danger 
of creating scientific as of engineering technicians, each of whom is unfit 
for engineering practice,. 
Many others i.n the civil engineering area have offered pleas for special-
ties sueh as sanitation, transportation, hydrology and photogrammetryo3l, 2l 
2" Electrical Engineering 
84 
As early as 19 51 ,J .. D .. Ryder wrote of the need for training in 
fundamentals of electronics in place of specialization in then traditional 
72 . "f a:pplicationso In 1953 Eo E" Dreese concluded four years lnsufficient, 1. 
more fundament als are added as needed., Professor Schatz claimed,!6 on the 
other hand, that four years shou.ld suffice to ac~uire fundamental knowledge 
needed for continued learning" 
Dean Terman predicts
66 
the electrical engineering curriculum to consist 
in ten years mainly of mathematics and physical sciences .. 
3a Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanical. engineeri.ng faculties, like those of electrical schools, 
do r,.ot appear to have fil.led the education literature with numerous discussi~ns 
concerning trends in their curric-J.la o They seem instead to be moving along ah 
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evolutionary path. Many changes in line with current demands have and are 
being made .. 
Professor Bailey of Rensselaer did argue, 440 however, in 1953 that to 
strip the mechanical engineer's training of departmental courses is to en-
danger his ability to apply his knowledge~ The U a So Off:Lce of Education con-
ducted a study of mechanical engineering curriculaa438 It selected this 
branch because it represented the largest number of degrees being granteda 
The investigation seems to have concluded, among other things, lack. of three 
items worthy of notice--humanities, biological sciences and ethicso 
Professor Buhl, a mechanical engineer, resolved his recent discussion 
. . 422 of engineering educatlon thls way" He wrote~ 
16 Engineering education reg_uires specific training in all phases 
of problem solving~~ This would include instruction in how to solve 
complete problems, the creative aspects of solution, and what q_ues .... 
tions to ask oneself in solving a G o 2o The student should be 
enveloped with a permissive atmosphere" He should be encouraged to 
solve problems in many ways G He should be free from continual eval-
uation while learning so that he will be free to try new methods<) 
.. ., a 3o The engineering curricula should be restudied to deter-
mine if all the courses offered are truly fundam.enta.l in nature o 
The material should be reviewed to determine whether it is condu., .... 
cive to analytic and synthetic procedures"' 
Considering present human nature, part of this may sound too far fetched but 
so did Galileo 1 s law of falli.ng bodies back in the seventeenth century"' 
A representative indication of what has happened to the three curricula 
in the past ten years is contained in Table Dl o The year 1910 is included 
to illustrate the long range devel.opment,. As previously noted, such figu.res 
do not reveal all changes because improvement is often accomplished by chang-
ing , content and otherwise raising the level of instructionso Thus, increase 
of alloted time in any particular category is not always necessarya 
4. Architecture 
Architecture has not been included in what has already been written 
beaause somehow it does not appear to belong intrin£ically in the groupa 
Architectural engineering might be considered therewith but not architecture 
itself .. 
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TABLE IV 
CURRICULA CHANGES IN ENGINEERING IN PER CETifr 
Basic Eng'g .. Applo Word Elec- Train-
Year Math Sco Sco Eng'g. Como Humo tives ing Other 
Civil. Engineering 
1910 12o2 15.,8 11 .. 2 22 .. 8 4 .. 0 6o7 o .. o 27.3 o.o 
1950 l2o8 l2o8 19.6 21 .. 7 5o5 8.9 3a4 2 .. 1 13.2 
1955 141>4 13o9 18,7 19 .. 1 5.2 7o8 7o8 4cr4 8 .. 7 
1960 13(11 13o9 16 o5 22o2 3o9 11 .. 7 3a5 2o6 l2cr6 
Electrical Engineering 
1910 15,7 14oO 4.5 33a0 4 .. 0 14 .. 3 2al 11 .. 4 1 .. 0 
1950 15~~3 l2o8 23 .. 4 16 o2 6,.4 8 .. 9 3~4 la7 11.9 
1955 15.,3 l2a8 22 .. 2 17 .. 8 6 .. 4 8<!9 3o4 1JI3 11.9 
1960 13ol 13,1 22 .. 8 10 .. 1 5o3 11.8 11.,.1 0 .. 9 11 .. 8 
Mechanical Engineering 
1910 10o8 14o8 10 .. 5 18a6 2 .. 7 Sol o ... o 34o5 o .. o 
1950 13o8 12 .. 6 20.,5 13"8 6 .. 3 10 .. 0 761 4o2 11.7 
1955 13o9 12a6 18 .. 5 17 .. 6 6 .. 3 7 .. 6 9t~2 3o4 10 .. 9 
1960 12,9 l2o9 23n4 12 .. 9 4a3 11 .. 6 9a9 2o6 9o5 
The Georgia Tech bulletin of 19o8 defined architecture 421 thus: "It is 
recognized that Architecture is essentially a Fine Art, and Architectural De-
sign and the subjects related to it have, therefore, an important place in 
the courseo 91 The Malo-To bulletin of the same period added: 420 "Its successful 
practice demands the possession of a broad general cultivation, a liberal 
training in design and a thorough knowledge of the principles underlying sound 
1 
constructiono" In 1959 the MoioT .. bulletin says: "This curriculum combines 
selected elements of science, mathematics, humanities and basic engineering 
wi.th a program of departmental studies designed to provide a generalized but 
·-thorough introduction to architecture o" 
Table V below, indicates changes which have taken place in the average 
architecture curriculum since about the start of formal education in this 
area and 3 particularly, during the past decade .. As pointed out twice before, 
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figures alone are not all-explanatory because a lot depends upon the content 
and level of each course. It should also be noted that all accredited archi-
tecture curricula are of five year 1 s duration.,. 
TABLE V 
CHANGES IN ARCHITECTURE CURRICULA 
Basic Eng'g .. Appl,. Word Elec- Train-
Year Math Sc., Sc. Eng 1 g. Com., Hum/) tives ing Other _,
1910 12.3 8.,4 2 .. 2 39.,.8 4a9 20o3 o .. o llol 1 .. 0 
1950 10~8 .11.,2 9.,5 23o3 3jl9 l2o9 3l>4 l2a9 12~1 
1955 lOIJ8 1111'2 15111 23~7 3 .. 9 12.,.9 4.,.j 6,9 llo2 
1960 18 .. 7 11 .. 3 l2a6 291J3 3o9 13170 5l>6 3o9 la7 
The Director of Education and Research of the American Institute of Archi-
tects, Walter At> Taylor, declared, as early as 1953,534 architectural education 
problems to beg (l) a lack of appreciation of research, (2) neglect of the 
sciences as relating to human reactions and therefore to design, (3) difficulty 
of providing breadth, and (4) confusion regarding 91 architectural engineering .. " 
The architecture lecturer, F.,. Lo Langhorst, claimed2 only several months ago 
that the major weakness of today's schools is the detachment of architectural 
training from realityo 
Tbe:confusion and controversy, which seem to have existed from the start 
in 1890 of architectural engineering, is well discussed in an article by 
Professor Wolf of Iowa State. 5 He writes~ ~vover the years, architectural 
engineering has often been charged with being neither ~fish nor fowlaa Some 
architectural educators have charged that there is not enough architectural de-
sign to justify the use of the term varchitecture,' and some engineering 
educators have charged that there are not enough of the engineering sciences 
included to justify the use of the ~ term- c engineering., t tt He further suggests 
''the future of the architectural engineer lies in being the engineer of an 
architect-engineer team, on which one member or more is an architect and one 
or more an engineer au In closing he recommends 9'that architectural engi-
neering should be considered an engineering and not an architectural disci-
pline., Architectural engineering c·urricula should be strengthened in 
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engineering content so that they cannot be accused of being 'weak sisters' 
within the engineering profession." 
The American Institute of Arch:i..tects, apparently feeling the need for 
a re-eval1lation of American architecture in all its phases, appointed the 
Commissi.on for the Survey of Education and Registration in 1949. The ex-
tens:i.ve investigation was most complete and thorough.. Its report is a 
record of two volumeso9,lO 
An :i.ndi.cation of the Institute 1 s concern is expressed in part, at least, 
in statements found on pages 4 to 6 of Volume One,. 
Our buildings exemp.lify many of our most a.d.mirable traits o We 
boast of our tow·ering skyscrapers, sturdy in structure, fabulously 
equipped, and efficient in operation. We want our sleek industrial 
plants ;r so productive, spacious, and trim a We point with pride to 
our comfortable suburban homeso Our best schools, hospitals, and 
institutions eg_ual and perhaps surpass, the finest of any land • a • 
On the other side of the ledger, objective observers find too large 
a proportion o:f our buildings defective, inept, discordant, and 
vulgar o o , Surely the total picture, for all its exceptional 
high1ights, .leaves much to be desired~ If American civilization 
is to be judged, at least i.n part by the adequacy and quality of 
its buildings, the balance sheet thus far is in large part unac-
ceptable o 
Dealing with its recommendations the Commission states on page 441 of 
the same vo.lumea 
First, the Commission affirmed its conviction that architecture is 
an art for all men and that the profession of architecture must be 
conceived as an i .ntegral. part of the fabric of the nation. .. o o 
Next, the Commission deduced from the complex nature of architec-
ture and its all-pervading influence upon society that quality 
services cannot possibly be suppl.ied by mere technicians, but that 
they demand practitioners who are at once outstanding professionals 
and. er..lightened citizens o 
And on the next page~ 
In general., the Commi.ssion found that existing over-all programs of 
architectural education and registration are soundly conceived and 
on the whole, effective in terms of familiar criteriao No revolu-
tionary change seems to be demandedo On the other hand, the Com-
mission is convinced that what is needed throughout is intensifica-
tion~ systematizat:i.on, refinement, and deepening o " o • While 
certatn1y rigi.d._ formuli.zation should be avoided, it is also true 
that the day of laissez-faire should be definitely ended. 
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E. The Future of Engineering Education 
To forecast the direction engineering education is to take is indeed a 
most risky undertaking o In these times of accelerated engi.neering and 
scientific advance, to say the least one person rs cal.culated prediction is 
as good as anothersa Nevertheless, the task is here and so an attempt to pro-
ject trends of the past decade into, at least, the immediate future will be 
made. ••The Next One Hundred Yearsui533 :ls recommer...ded strong.ly as a scholar~ 
extrapolation of trend curves of history and, therefore, as a fine source 
of what is to cornea 
lJt Generally 
There is no question but that the store of knowledge available to 
the engineer and necessary to his work, certainly at the upper levels, is 
daily increasing4 He can no longer be expected to have all information at 
his experience-tips or even in accessible handbooks; nor can he be expected 
to use such information intelligee.tly unless his understanding of the laws of' 
nature is profound o A thorough founding in the fundamentals of the basic and 
engineering sciences and in the use of mathematics is the onJ.y stepping stone 
to efficient technique and experience in engineeringn 
As Dean McEachron shows169 the gap between the discovery of a principle 
by scientists and its application in industry by engineers is rapidly closingn 
Michael Faraday discovered the law of electromagnetic induction in 183lo It 
was almost fifty years later that Thomas Alva Edison used the principle in the 
dynamos of a central generating station to supply electricity for his new in-
candescent light., The principles underlying radar were uncovered in. the mid-
twentiesa About fifteen years later they were being used in World War IIo 
The ampl.ification properties of semiconductors were discovered in 1947 o Less 
than five years later transistors were being used in telephonyo The gap has 
been closed, for today the engineer often picks up the discovery even before 
the scientist has completed his worko 
Thus, no doubt is left but that the engineer who is to push the frontiers 
of technological development forward must be exposed to an education deeper 
than that of his predecessor o There is al.so no doubt but that other engineers 
are needed who can help provide the material needs f or a civilization geared 
to high standardso Because of the increased technology of mOdern engineering 
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systems and the nonlinearity considerations these bring about, both engineers 
mustpossesssome understanding of specialties outside their own~ Futhermore, 
because of the complexities of modern living and the nonlinearity of human 
minds, desires and wants, both engineers must possess an appreciation of 
matters outside the sphere of engineering. Our system must and will evolve 
the engineering education best designed to give us both eng~neers. 
2o Probable Direction 
There appear to be at least five directions which engineering 
cu.rri.cula can follow :i.n arriving at tomorrow 1 s programs: 
( 1) Liberal-engineering plano 
(2) Bi.furcation" 
(3) Functionalization~ 
(4) Science ...engineering plano 
( 5) Engineering science approacho 
These attempts at umodernization" are singled out in the following para-
graphs o 
( l) ~> The liberal ...engineering plan is a five year program under which the 
stu.dent spends three years at a liberal arts school and then two years at an 
engineering school a This is the so c-.ealled three -two arrangement~> Another 
form is the two-three plan under which two years are spent at a liberal arts 
school and three in engineering~ In either case the liberal (humanities) 
education is assured and, in addition, the extra year can be used for addi-
tional work. in sci.ence and technology o In the author 1 s opinion this plan does 
not promise to provide the solution. 
( 2), The bifurcation plan was first proposed, without success, in the 
prel.iminary reports of the ASEE Evaluation Committee..,. Under this plan there 
are two curricula--the professional-scientific and the professional-general. 
Each of the traditional engineering departments would thus offer two programs. 
One program for the better students would favor engineering sciences, the 
other appl:ied engineering courses" Although the introduction of more elective 
freedom in a sense, permits bifurcation, the author does not believe it is 
like~y to become prominent in the near future4 
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( 3) • Functional.ization calls for division of engineering curricula 
according to engineering function. Research, design, production, engineering 
administration and sales are typical of the departmental d:lvisions and degrees 
which might exist under this plan. Opposition to this system would be large 
since it would abolish traditional branches of engineering" Therefore, this 
plan is also not likely to come into existence in the near future., 
( 4).. The science-engineering proposal is a method which could easily 
become the scheme of engineering education of the future" Under this system 
service departments would be established to teach courses in the six engi-
neering sciences--mechanics of solids, mechanics of fluids, thennodynamics, 
transfer and rate mechanisms, electrical theory, and materials science'" These 
along with conventional mathematics and basic science departments, would pro-
vide probably over half the program, Communication, humanities and social 
sciences would comprise another portion of the curriculum" Finally the stu-
dent would spend about one year in his department of specialization taking 
applied engineering and elective courseso Should engineering education be 
extended to five years --a strong pass ibil:i ty ~-a Bachelor of Engineering de .... 
gree could be offered at the completion of the fundamentals program, followed 
by a designated degree in the branch of specialization at the end of the fifth 
yearc 
( 5). The engineering-science approach, already used in several institu-
tions, is the first step in the attempt to provide the opportunity, to at 
least those desiring it, for an engineering education free of specializationo. 
The graduate of this curriculum earns usualzy the Bachelor o:f Engineering 
degree. In the opinion of the author more and more engineering schools are 
likely to introduce the program i.n the next few years<i; 
It is thus the author's opinion that the course engineering education is 
likely to take the next few years is the inclusion of engineering science 
programs presented under plan 5 above Q' Along with this addition, traditional 
branch programs, of interest at this time, -vrill change gradually as indicated 
in the final section of this report$ It is also believed that eventually 
these improvements will lead into the science-engin~ering program. of 4 above"' 
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3 o Specific Curricula . 
Branch curricula are not likely to leave the sphere of engineering 
education; nor are they likely to undergo more than evolutionary change, along 
lines already being pursued, in the next few years. Modifications in the 
direction suggested by the ASEE Evaluation Committee are being accelerated. 
In addition, other changes which become logical as previous ones bring about 
new considerations will be instituted as readiedA Admission procedures, 
placement testing and guidance are likely to become more scientific and thus 
ass:i.st students and faculty to reach a higher level of attainment a If larger 
engineering enrollments materialize, demonstration techni~ues, visual aids 
and even closed TV instruction are likely to receive increased use, Greater 
emphasis on faculty recruitment and, particularly, faculty development is likely 
to bring about :improved earzy instruction and methodology, Each of these is 
going to contribute some to the gradual raising of standards and to the com-
pleteness of the engineerts education in each area of engineering s:pecializa-
ti.on-a Graduates of these programs will be just as well ~ualified to solve 
the more complex problems of tomorrow as they have been in solving the less 
demanding problems of yesterdayo 
a, Architecture.. It can only be predicted till t the architectural 
curriculmn is not likely to undergo any radical changes in the near future. 
More emphasis m:i.ght be placed upon the 91art n involved therein o Aesthetics, 
originality and imaginativeness are likely to receive more consideration in 
course contents" Creat:i.vity in beautification, as well as functionalization 
of structures, will receive strong consideration in architectural and struc-
tural design~ The engineeri.ng sciences will assume a little greater :part in 
professional practice subjects D As the A 0 I aA 0 :put it Viwhat is needed is 
intenSification, a o a refinement and deepening o II 
11he architectural eng:i.neering curriculum appears to need, on the other 
hand, much more modification Q It :i.s difficult to predict, because educators 
in the area themselves seem to disagree on what the curricu.lum should be 
or, really, even if it should be .. However, if it is to be, it is ~uite cer-
taj __ n more engineeri.ng sci.ence as well as applied engineering work will enter 
the program soono 
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b. Civil Engineering" As noted, this area of engineering education 
is more in need of applied courses than other branches. Thus the greater por-
tion of applied work in relation to the rest of the content is likely to be 
retained. Engineering sciences, particu.larly those of solj_ds, fluids and 
materials, will receive intensification as well as deeper use in applied worku 
The net result will be somewhat less specialization at the undergraduate level~ 
Addition of elective hours to allow greater freedom of choice is also a possi-
bility~ Civil engineering, like architecture, appears to be an area in which 
understanding of human nature and man's culture can be ~uite opportunea There-
fore, humanities and social science courses could well increase slightly over 
the present amount~ 
c ~ Electrical Engineering o Mathematics, pbysics -..modern as well 
as classical--and the engineering sciences, particularly electric theory in 
all its ramifications, and materials science are .likely to receive even greater 
emphasis in the next few years~ The stress is likely to be, however, a matter 
of deeper rather than wider scope o Exper:imentation, being an important link 
in the educational chain, is likely to receive early attention in an attempt 
to increase its value to the electricity studento Same changes in this a~ea 
might therefore be expected in the near futureu The science-engineering 
arrangement should prove very desirable in electrical engineering education:o 
It may, there£ore, be the first to try this plan a 
do; Mechanical Engineering o Mechanical engineering education, al ... 
ready leaning heavily upon the engineering sc:l.ences, is likely to delve even 
deeper into them~~ Some modern and nuclear pbysics mu£t soon replace some of 
the classical of the past 0; More chemistry and mathematics will be added~~' 
The science of materials needs and will receive more attention irr the next 
few yearso Humanistic studies need to be retained, at least, in the present 
amount* Intense studies are presently in progress concerning the area of 
experimental laboratories,f1 Indications to date promise some extensive 
changes in this portion of the curriculum in the attempt to provide experi-
mentation in engineering sciences in place of e~uipment testing, as well as 
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some freedom and ir~tiative in instrumentation. Like electrical, mechanical 
engineering needs that additional fifth year--the science-engineering plan 
should f :it well here too .. 
Ta Wa JacksonJ Chief, 
~an}~ Sciences Division 
~ ; o .ta (t .t>oyd.9 .L.~.reetor 
E:.".gin.eerir::.g Ex::peri.rr.en.t Station 
Respectfully submitted: 
Y J o P .. Nidosic 
Project Director 
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ARCHITECTURE 
1959 
l. Anonymous, Bulletin of the Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyJ Vol. 94, 
No. 5, (July 1959), P. 69. 
2. Langhorst, F. L., "What's Wrong with the Schools?" Frog . Arch. 4o, 9 (Nov. 
1959). 
The major ·weakness of the schools is the detachment of architectural 
training from reality. The student's work is almost entirely done on paper, 
he receives a criticism and a grade, and after a summation of grades he 
graduates . Architeetural training has taken on an air of conformism and 
needs to be revised. 
1958 
3 o Anonymous? viNew Kind of Architectural Education for Teachers of Architecture; 
Report or'A . C.S.A . - A.I.A. Joint Committee." Arch. Rec. 123, 28 (Feb. 1958). 
The Aspen, Colorado, Teacher Seminar was designed not to demonstrate tech-
niques of teaching, but to bring in the elements of curriculum affecting design. 
A panel of speakers composed of notable men in archi tecttl.re were chosen to 
bring subjects .such as ''Townscape and the Urban Core~' and uProfessional Practice." 
4 o McLaughlin, Robert W., 8'Trends ir: Architecture That Are Affecting the School t s 
C·u.rri.c t<.l':Jm}t Arch. Forum 108, 147 (Feb . 1958) . 
The changes vithin the life of the architecture school since 1919 fall 
iL.to three eategories~ (l) the impact of science and technology on the art 
of architecture, ( 2) the widening concept of the scope of architecture .9 ( 3) 
t:he cha .. ge in the visual or expressive side of architeeture. 
5 n Wolf, Leonard, '~Arc hi tect·u.ral Engineering - = Its Place and Future." J·our. 
Eng . Ed·uc . 48, 719-21 (May 1958) . 
Architectural engineers should be engineers, trained for the problems of 
b ~;~ildi.cg construction o The history of this branch of engineering is reviewed. 
The author believes that the engineering profession should be analogmJ.s 
to the medical; the first degree should be an engineering B.S., with speeial-
ization reserved for a later degree. 
1955 
6 . Ancmymo:.1.:3 .? i!How to Design a Good Arc hi teet; Princeton Conference . " Arch. 
ForJ.m 102 , 140-2 ( Jan" 1955). 
'2:his article is a panel discu ssion about the problem of ed·ucating today's 
architects . Some of the statements made may be summarized as follows~ 
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1. Desig:1 should be the first basic thing a st· ;.de~t learns. 
2o One important thing to be taught is the philos:>phy of responsibility. 
3. Schools sho;:tld emphasize that itlhich is hardest to get in practice, 
sJ.ch as building law, specifications, bidding procedures, an.d pro-
fessional ethics. 
4 o The idea of a liberal ed·acati.on has been carried too far; things 
get hopelessly confusedo 
5o Students shm.::.ld be guided -:.uward a creatl.ve understanding of all 
factors which in.fla ence the result. 
6 o The basic edu.cation should :i.nclu.de economics, structural possibil-
ities and appreciati.on of design. 
7 o The facu lty shou l d be competent and shou.3..d practice o 
8 . No formal architectur al c ur r1cul·:.nn. sho-uld excpe d s1.x year ~ o 
7 Q Pua:.Lto~J , J hn F o, QVCoo:rdL ation of Ar ~hi ·.ect '1.re ·' E:rtgL._e~r ing a ~d Constr ·ct iort 
8. 
by the Praject ~.Bthod" H n. our u En g 0 Ed:uc 0 46 J 383-90 (DP. c 0 1955) 0 
'rhe c ur rie:l:.Ll:wn of architec.tlU'a · _ engir:.eer i n g at Virgin ia Po~.ytechnic In-
sti·tl:J.te i .. .' o· ·,·tli .ed. Thi ;; i s c~_;mpared 'With the curri :· l.a of architect 1rre 
a n d of bu ildin;g c :Jnstr:_:.ctiort o 
of Profes si.onal 
The c ont "'.:: ; of 38 a ccredite d arc hi .ect·.,re c u:ri:'i '"'ula is s ummarized o The 
problem of ·:..... iberal c o _  t er·.t i s di s c.:·~:.sse d. in genera .1. terms, from the historical 
stan.dpoi.c.t o 
1954 
9. Bann.ister, Tl~~pin Co .J editor 5 The Al" ·:!r5 tee: t a t M.:!. i- Cent ·1n ·y ~ Evol u tion and 
AchiE::vement . Vo::.J ::m.F::>. O.rJ.e of the Re port of the Commission f.or the Survey of 
Education a:. d RegistratLlr of the America/ __ , Inf'ti t ute of A:rchi tects. New 
York~ Rei _hold Publishin.g Corp o ( 1954). 513 pp o 
10 . BellamyJ Francis R., editor_9 The Archite ct at Mid-Century~ Conversations 
Across the Natio!:t,. Volnme T'wo of the Report of t he Commission for the Sur-
vey of Education and Registration of the Ameri.can Institute of Architects .. 
New Yorkg Reinhold Publishing Corp. (1954) o 260 :ppo 
195.3 
l'j1 ., w l + A 11A h . + .. E t 0 11 ~ay .Lor, a . ,.;er ~, . r c_ .. l. (Jec· u~a;.. d 1ca 1.0:'.1 o 
( Qct.. 195 3) . (See No o 5 3-~· y Addendum) 0 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ll o Peck, Ralph B., "The Teaching and Ptactice of Soil. Mechanics -- A Second 
Comparisono" qJouro Eng., Educ., .2Q, 309~11 {Jano 1960) .. 
1959 
12 o Day,~~ David A OJ !!.Engineering Education and the Construction Industry: 
O:raduates .for W"ork in Construction.o
11 
Proc o Am .. Soc. Civ. Engrs o ~ 
(JO 1_, Nov 1955), 7-12 (Feb, 1959)o 
Sci.eQ.Ce is essential to ttl.e civil engineer w s ed"LA.cational background., 
T.ne co:r:t.structio:':"J. industry has been slow to recognize that the basic and engin-
eering sciences co!.;.t:ri.l1ute directl.y to i.ts interest .. 
- 3 .,. ·~.-, L H 11 D. . v t 0 E l. o d OLl:C<.SOEp ee "J :lSCUS .SlOD. of I.rnpor ·ance of Emphasis in vi Vil ngineering 
14· 0 
Educatio!.:'L(/ -,a Proq o Am., Soc ... Civ .. Engrs o ~ (PP lj No o 2185), 17-8 (Sept. 
1959) (> 
Ci v:il e:r.J.gi. :r:.eeri.ng is not li.k.ely to swing completely in the direction df 
sci.ence . Employers e.xpec~t fresh graduates to assl:.une immediate responsi bil-
ities, using time=tested methodso Typical. employers of civil engineers do 
not have tb.e resoD.:rces for training programs . 
. Ma~~t.e:rnatics and scienc~"' however, are just two of the ''transferable" 
areas of basic knowledge., I I'i ci.vil engineering there are limit design, 
compressible f luid f.l.ow~ ar..d other topi.cs which are basic. 
The article under discission is by Lo Ea Grinter (Proc. Amo Soco Civ. 
Eng:rs, ~ (PP J., No o 1871) $ 1-.12 (Deco 1958))., 
Kiker~ e:rohn E "J q_Jr 0.9 
eer:i.ng Education o u 11 
(Se]fito 1959),. 
"D:iscussion of 1 J..mportance of Ernpha.si.s in Civil Engin-
Proc o Amo · Soc o Civ" Engrs"' .§2, (PP 1, No o 2185), 16-7 
Employers are likely to conti.nue seeking graduates who have a knowledge 
of ci v:Ll e1. g:in.eerin.g arts a nd p~aetices.. Th.e art:i.cle under discussion is 
by I .? " Eo Gr i nte:r (Proc .. Am" Soc o Ci v o E:ngrs o ~ (PP 1, No, 1871) .)1 1-12 
( Deco 1958)). = 
l5 o Ogl.esby, Co Ho, and For.dahlJJ cTohn W o~ 11 Engineer:ing Education and the Con-
struction Industry~ What the I ndustry Should Have from the Colleges o rt Proc o 
Amo Soco Ci.vo E,ngrso §2.; (CO 1,~~ No. 1959), 29-47 (Febo 1959)o 
Th.e construction. i .ndustry has specialized educational needs which the 
colleges are not m.eet:ing o Industry training programs are not the answer, 
chiefly because co:nstruct:i.on fir..'Tis are srr1allJ and can 1 t afford them o 
A few schools =- :notably Stanford, whose Master's program i.n Civil 
Engineering-Construction is outlined i .n this article -- are offering 
spec:i.alizatior:. :i.n constructi.onp but the outlook for the future is bleak. 
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16. Streeter, VoL., 11 Discussion of ~Importance of Emphasis i::. Civil E.."1girteer-
ing .. ' 
11 
Proc. Amo Soc o Civo Engrs" §.2_, (PP 1, No . 2042) 1 33-4 (May 1959) .. 
Civil engineers are criticized for considering themse.lves ndifferent'il 
and immune from the trend taward science" Graduates who are long on skills 
and short on fundamentals will find themselves doing subprofessional worko 
The curriculum should be stripped of all survey courses, all practice 
courses, many skill courses» an.d some designo These can he acq_uired by 
reading or during a postgraduation interval on the jobo 
The author strongly endorses the article Q~der discussio~ (Lo Eo 
Grinter, Proc., Amo Soc., Civ., Engrso .~ (PP 1, No ., 1871), l-12 (Dec .. l958))o 
l'7 o WilhJ.:rJ ~j·ob.n B'";; 1rimportance of Bslance i.n Er1ginee:roing_ Education oH Proc o 
Am., Soco Civo E:ngrs~ G5, (PP 1 1 N'6~- ~ ~~25), 15~9 (Mey 1959) ~ 
A balance must be sought betwee1 e:ngineering scie~-:lce and art a System~ 
atized si tuation.s wi t h 11 correct" soluti ons are s e_ dom found i n engi:ceering 
pract:i.ce, and tb.ere i,s as much d,a~er of creating scientific tec:b..n.icians 
as of creating er.tgineering technicians, both ur~fi t f or engineer:i::.tg prac-
t i.ce" We must 11 ref:raic from. a · .eadlong pl.unge into a.. edu.ca t i on.al pa t tern 
which · "'""'operates, i J_ fa ct.9' withi.n a narrow and res triet:ive spectrum-o .. on 
18. W:i:nkelman, D., Wo, a::id Maar, Co .R.,, 11 F.ngi.nee:~i:2g Educatio~ a 1:d.. the Construc-
tion I~:::dustryg 1'he I:~!.dustry and the C .ll.eges" 11 P.roc.,. Am., Soc" Ci:v .,. Epgrso 
§2., (CO 1, No" 1954} 51 1~·5 (Febo 1959)" 
'Yne colleges are offer :i.:n.g essentially what '-.,he const:r-J.ction e~.1gineer 
rteeds o 
1 958 
19.. Ackerman» Adolph eJ OJ chai:rm.EL':l.? 11 Re ' ort of Task Committ ee on Professio:~al Ed= 
·:;.cationo
1
c Givo E:::.w; ~ ~ l . .... ~23 (:Feb o 1958)" 
T't..e committee reports a great di Yergence among c i .. il e::-.tgineers ~ 
opinion s concerLi.ng their profession o No I.Lna::J.im.i t y is fO'ru . .d regardi J.g c·~ .r ... 
ricular content or le~1gth o 
Among recommend.a t:i.on.,s are the foll owing g 
lo Civil engineering curricula must .maintain their separate iden-
tity" 
c:.. I~ne A .. S .. G .. Eo !!m,1st cooperate in the deve~Lopm.ent of ...... curricula 
a:.pp.li~able to the needs of the various educatior.c.al i n.sti t- 1tions o 
Such prog!."'ams calJ. for i::wreased en1phasis orJ. :postgraduage ·train-
ing~ exte:':"LSiOL of the time devoted to 'U..."1.dergraduate training.?' o o o" 
etc ., 
J our .. 
21.. Davis, Harmer E.,.s 11Wtat Basis for Ed' cati ::1 i _._. T:ra:."Lspor-tatio:.1. Engineering~" 
Better Roads 28~ 23-4·, 40 (Aug"' 1958) o 
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Transportation engineering is not yet being taught in the schools. If 
it is to be taught, it must develop an applied-science base and a philosophy. 
'Ihe revolution in transportation may make necessary this new branch of 
engineering o Whi.le undergraduate specialization is not likely, a graduage 
program in transportation engineering would include: transportation analysis, 
plan12.ing.9 design., and transportation economics and administration 0 
22, G~ir..ter.9 L. Eop ':Importanee of Emphasis in Civil Engineering Education." 
Proco Am., Soca Civ. En_grso ~ {PP 1, Noo 1871), l-12 (Dec .. 1958)0 
The case for a strongly fundamental civil eng.ineering curriculum, as 
opP,osed to t:he prog:ram 'based upon art, is presented in detail. It is then 
shown that civil engineering is gradually moving in the di.rection recommended 
by the "Grinter Report 11 of ASEE" Sample q_uotations from civil engineeri.ng 
departments are offered as evidenceo 
Those branches of e:o.gi.nee~ing which are now using more mathematical 
tools and emphasizing their r elation to physics are precisely the ones who 
are showi:ag spectacular gruowth compared to civil engineering o A heavy 
pen.alty has been paid by civil engineering for failing to stimulate progress. 
23" Laubus ch 3 Ednrund J" o~ 
11 Education of Sa~nitary Engineers~ An Appraisal"" Jour. 
Egg .. Educ o_ ~ 912-16 ( J"u~~e 1958) o 
24., L:indva.ll, Frederic.k C..,, r: Engineering Education As It Affects Unity in the 
P~ofession. "
11 
Proc o Am. Soe" Ci v o Engrs .. ~ (PP lp No .. 1869) J 1-7 (Dec" 
1 958) 0 
Civil engineering is not uniq_ue in claiming breadth of outlook, public 
responsibility, and economic pl.amling.P and so cannot 1ay claim to a distinct-
i VE.:c:.ess which will all.ow it to retain traditional curricula.. New scientific 
developments and mathem...atical tools offer as much to civil engineering as 
to any other bran.chj optimization of design, closer approach to ultimate 
limits, new instruments;.> transient load analysis, are all exampleso 
25.,. Mu.rphy$1 William G .. , "Er.r.gineering Science in Civil Engineering." Jouro Eng .. 
Edu.c a ~ 383-4 (Fe·b.,. 1958) o 
Civil engineering contains a strong core of engineering science, but 
a .m.o:re deductive approa~h to research i s now req_uired1 which wi.ll mean in-
creasing emphasis on engineering scienceo 
260 Rich, L:invi1 G,., nAn Integrated Curriculum in Sanitary EP..gineering." Jour .. 
Egg~ Educ o ~ 665-8 (April 1958) o 
Sanitary engineering must now cover rp.any new polluti.on and sanitation 
a:zoeas 0 1Jfherefor·e.9 tb.e only possible approach is to integrate the work, teach 
·t he sciences and stress principles rather than practice o 
27 .. Weidner.9 C.,. Keno» 11 Sputniks 2 Flo:pniks, and Engineering Educationo
11 
Proco 
Am. . Soc. Ci v "- Engrs"" §:±., (PP 1, No o 1872) :t 1-11 (Dec .. 1958) .. 
In t :he a:uthor ~ s experience., tpe engineers who are broadly trained are 
tb.e ones most adaptable to nev.r challenges a The greater the specialization, 
the greater t:~1e inability to meet a new situationo 
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1957 
28 o Cosen.s 7 KerL'1.eth W o' "Hydrology i:r; the Sanitary Kr.1gineering Curric-ulumo" 
Jour" Eng .. Educ., ~ 421-3 (Jan .. 1957)" 
29" Folk, s 0 Bo.9 ZiFour=Year &"3gineering Curricula Net Sufficient() eg Ci Vo Er..g 0 
g]., 87 (Feb o 1957) ~ 
Two years of general. educationp f ol.lowed by t:::::.ree years of p:rofessio_lB.l 
workJ would elevate the ca:pabili ties and social. status o f eP..gL .. eers () 
30o Lu dwig» Harvey F .. , Laubusch, Edmund J .. , and Pearsor , Erman Ao, 1uSan:itary 
E:1g L .• eer:i.n.g Educa ti.or:. o ~ 1 Pr 1c <> Am" Soc o Ci v" E..11.grs o §L9 (SA 2.9 No.. 2J.B) J1 
l~ 1 (April 1957) ~ 
.h e . e:J.d i~1. sa:ci. ta:ry e:~'.l.gi ::?.eerL.ig educat ion is toward decreased .spec ia_ -
iza·ti o:r. .. a nd ir.c ·~ea sed emph.asis on graduate s t· .dy o More a n d more, sa .. _:i. tary 
e::-!gi~.eers :receiYe u:.,.de:~gradua:Ge degrees :i ~J. a ~jo:r bra~c:r1. of e:"lgi:::teer±:ng .. 
31 0' Ok':Jx._» Dan.iel A O:J "Sa: ~:d t a :r:oy E:::!g:i.neeri.:ng Educatio ..... ~ Ge.rreral Requiremer.~:ts "11 
Pr o·• ., Amo Socu _Civo E:ngrs, §.b. ( SA 2.9 ~.O o 121,9), l-9 (Aprill95'7)4 
Sa:ni.ta:ry AP.gineering education is best acqu ired by ·a rrf.ast er ~ s degree 
i :~.~. e :i.v:i.2.s '"LP~'Tii. ca .9 o:r me !1a n:l ca.l e:~ gineeri.:ng 0 Tb.e !l"a.eierg.raduate pr gram 
sh -~uld l 1e ~ -l:;rong i Yl engi:~ !eeri.~Lg cc ie: ... ,~eo 
32 () WiJ bu:r, J" ~: _._:~·. : o' ,1:A -:: . Excursion t hr oug .... Exac t i ·ude o 11 ~To'i.IT .. E:t_g., Educ9 ~ 
18~. -7 (Dec " ~ 957) " 
Er.g:i.::::teeri.:r.!g education is i n danger of overemp:t>.a s i s o .... s c ience a t the 
e.XJ.E-·.~tE e of p~actice o The author, a e ivil en.gi.neer, be. ieves that s cience 
a :.;,d e:r.Lgi.D.ee:ri :r.~ shuuld be taught :in J.jaralle o 
1956 
3 3 4 Ano~.:cy:mous .9 ~ ~Edu.~a tio:... for Co:1.st:ructio r.. o li E:1.g o News =Record ~ 160 (Octo 
ll~ 1956)o 
The Associated General Co:: .. tractors of America has rec ommended adding 
e l ecti.ves i n construction engineering a nd business to the cJvi.l engineering 
curricu .um, and providing a fifth year of specia1i.zatio:._ for a Master 11 s 
degreeo 
34 A II T'' . i f 1',1 . t t . Ma t g~ · o . nm ... ymous .9 - -:ra1.n n..g . or von s rue 1.on . nageme;:,_ • 
29 ( ~·:ay 581 1956) o · 
Eng o News~Record .1:21._, 
Cor.t ractors would .like to see a degree awarded i.:c. the field of con -
str .. ct i on. engi:· . ...eerl:'1g o The C:i vil Eng.l:neeri.ng Division of ASEE met with 
Associate d General ·o_.tractors.v a nd together they passed a resol ution t o 
exte:.td engineering curricula to fi. t grf!.d:Uates for the co:2struction fiel dJI 
by several methods o Besides the new degree, otrwr favored methods include~ 
options i :n construct:ioL. a n.d manage.mentp g:raduate spe c ializat i on. i n con~ 
s >!"'!lct:ion, and CO' · :rses i .:r.:t const ruc t ion management o 
=33-
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Klinger.l' William Ac., "Construction Education: Industry Leader Proposes 
5 -Year College Curriculum." Constructor .2§., 73-5 (Jan .. 1956). 
Most contractors prefer civil engineering graduates trained in 
constructioJJ. rather than design. At present, they would rather hire archi-
tectural engineers than civil. 
A five-year curriculu.rn in construction engineering is outlined in 
detailj typical courses from existing curricul.a make up the last three 
years of the suggested programo 
Schools are listed which have '!taken steps in the right direction": 
North Caroli:n.a StateJ University of Oregon, Uti.ca College, UoC.LoA., and 
particularly RenBselaer Polytechnic Institute. 
1955 
36 0 Bank.s' FL 0 op HEngineering Education is Every Engineer's Business 0" Ci v .. 
Ens;" £2., 502-.3 (Aug .. 1955) o 
.A member of the A.S.CoEo Task Committee on Engineering Education regis-
ters his opinion that civil engineeri1:1...g i.s "still very much an art." Accord-
ingly9 it is dangerous to eliminate or minimize courses in engineering prac-
ticeo Without them, the graduate is not prepared for his initial job. 
Graduate education is desirable for some student.s, but civil engin-
eeri~:lg has less resources for assistance to students than other branches .. 
Five years is the minimum practical length for the curriculum. 
37 . Danforth .9 Herman L .. $ ~eWb.a t 1 s Wrong w:t tb. Engineerir...g Education?" Ci v .. Eng o 
g2_, 267 (May 1955) " 
Many of the engineerus problems will disappear when graduates are men 
of broadened in.terests who can express themsel.ves o 
38, G:ri:!1.ter.9 Lo E9p '"Education of Civil .Engineers~ Need for Reconsi.deration .. " 
Proc G Amo Soc~ Civ. Engrso 81 1 (No • . 858), 1M8 (Dec. 1955)9 
The chairman of ASEE~ s Committee on Evaluation of Eng:i.neering Education 
Si.l.rn..rr.arizes t:!J.e committees final report 0 
39. Moffi.ttj F o H~p "Ph.otogrammet:ry in Ci v:i.l Engineering Curric1u:umo" Photogramrn. 
Eng. ~ 739=54 (1955) o 
·40 o W'2isler, Benjamin A o:; '!Education of Ci vi.l Engineers j Training for Civil. 
E.YJ.gineering .. " Proc. Am~ Soco Civ. Engrs • .§!, (No .. 859), 1-4 (Dec .. 1955) o 
Civil engineeri:ng i.s very different from other fields. T.he proposals 
fo~':' i~~~-jecting additional mathematics, solid state physics~ and advanced 
electronics into engineering curricula are useless when applied to civil 
e:.1.ginee:ring 0' Tb.ese to:pics7' if added, would displace advanced civil engin-
eering courses needed by the graduate"' 
· Civil engineering must not be patterned after the educationneeded by 
t he industries ~,;rhere research a~d development have become prominent o 
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41. Wilbur, John B., 11 8ynthesis in Education of Engineer During Early Training 
Rather than Later or Not at All. 11 .=Jour .. Boston Soc .. Civ. E..11grs. ~ 30-4 
(Jan. 1955). 
First-year students should be introduced to comprehensive engineering 
problems" By emphasi~ing synthesis rather than analysis early in the curr,i'<J• 
ulum, the student is early led to see the importance of science .. The author 
is head of civil engineering at M.aioTo 
42. Wilbur, John Bo, "The Paradox of Professionalism in Engineering Educationo 11 
Civ.,. Eng.,.~ 776~7 (Nov. 1955) o 
Professional practi.ce is endangered by increased e..rnpha.sis orr engineer!ing 
science in the curriculuirJ.o J udgment and imagination are the results of 
application, and are not encouraged by systematized thinking such as a wholly 
scientific approach might impart o A balance must be struck between the two 
outlooks a 
Yule{ Robert Bo» "Whatu s Right wit h .Engineers?'1 
1955) 0 
Ciy o Eng .. £2., 437 (July 
A trained mind is not enough., The engineering graduate must have the 
skills he will need.. The college c:1rriculum, with its combination of the 
theoretical and practicalJ is basically sounda 
1954 
4] II t;t..... • !i 4· o Dougherty, No W o, Physics for the Ci viJ . .c.~.u.glneer a 
401=3 (Maro 1954)o 
Jour., Eng.,. Educ .. ~ 
The engineering department should teach mechanicsjl fluid flowp heat and 
electricity to engineers-9 so that these topics will not be duplicated and 
so that physicists will be freed to teach modern. physics to engineerso 
45 a Evans, Wo s., cha:irm.an, 11 Report of ASGE Committee on Education Com."TT.endedoH 
Civ9 Eng.~ 109 (Feb. 1954)o 
The ASCE Committee on Engineering Education opposes the prelimina~ 
report of the ASEE Com.mi ttee on Evaluation of E..n.gineering Education.. Par-
ticular opposition is expressed to the principle of bifurcationo 
The ASCE Committee feels that separate curricula would in.evitably be 
assigned different rank in public opinion., · Other more general objectives 
are also expressed" 
Concern is voi.ced regarding graduate educationo Civil engineering 
does not have the sources of funds available to other b:rancheso 
46. Whisler, BaA., 11 How Should We Educate Civil Engineers~n Jouro E;ngo Educo 
~ 142-6 (Octo 1954). 
The head of Penn Statevs Department of Civil Engineering presents the 
case for the traditional type of curriculum based on engineering arto Civil 
engineersJ- for the most part, enter the construction field where a know-
ledge of practices and mater:I.als is irru.~ediately necessaryo Furthermore7 
many C~.'s are hired by small companies and municipal agencies which ca~~ot 
contribute to further specialized educatio:n.. Only about eight per cent go 
into teachiP..g or research and development where a basic science education 
would be profitable. 
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T:J.e author speaks of "broad training," but he means a broad spectr-um 
of specialties instead of a broad scientific outlook. Differential eq_uations 
and atomic physics are cited as examples of courses which the civil engineer 
does not require; he could make better use of business and economics courses. 
1953 
47" Evans, Wo S"J 11Are We Ready to Consider a Major Change in Policy?" Jour. 
En.g., Educ o ~ 476-8 (April 195.3) .. 
A ci vi . .l engineering educator believes that the four-year undergraduate 
curricul:a .. T. should be devoted to basic science, and that employers should 
assv..rne the responsibili.ty for specialized training" 
4.8. !! Wessma~ . .9 Harold Eo:; What Are Contemporary Demands on the Engineering Cur-
ricula? Civil Engineering." {Jour., Eng .. Educ., ~ 298-302 (JanQ 1953) o 
Ci.vil engineering does not need increased empb.asis on science and math-
emati.c2} exce_pt for graduate study in specj_a.J_ized areas o A four-year cur~ 
ricul.u.m does not have room for additions., Some civil engineers would 
profit by a fifth year of undergraduate study, but this is not necessar;ily 
recoiYI.l.!l.ended. 
1952. 
49" Christensen, N" A o, ''Social and Political Forces Affecting Civil Engineering 
Education"" Jour., Eng .. Educ . .!±g_, 429-31 (May 1952) . 
More specialists are needed for regional development on a world scale. 
These can best be provided by graduate study. 
Civil engineering schools should push graduate wor.k and research in 
order to provide the engineering sci.entists needed for foreign programs 
and natio:'::'Bl security" 
1951 
50., Berry, Donald So, nEducatd.onal Requirements for I 1raffic Engineers"'' Traffic 
Eng o gg, 69 (Nov" 1951.)., 
An undergraduate curri.cu.l.mn in traffic engineering is not needed" 
Graduate training~ undergraduate electives, and a modicum of required courses 
will p:rovide sufficient trai.ni.ng. 
51. Brielmaierp A. Ao1 
113-raduate Study in Structural Engineering.," Jour" Eng., 
Edu.c o ~ 33-5 (Sept. 1951)" 
An engineering graduate, after four years of education.-9 cannot possibly 
possess broad engineeri.ng knowledge plus an acquai:ntance with the liberal 
arts, and also have special competence in one of the major branches of engin-
eeringo Graduate study is necessary to acquire this competence. 
The prospective structural engineer should consider graduate study, but 
preferably after several years of experience. 
Fi.ngl Re;port,, P.ro,ject No. A~5p0 
The graduate program should contain mechanics, behavior of mBterials 
(including soils) and structures, structural. analysis; structural design, 
and a thesis. The author suggests t.he followi~~ sequence of three-sem.es'""' 
ter~hour courses for the McS~ aegree: 
Advanced Strength of Materials of Theory of Elasticity. 
Elastic Stabilityo 
Steel Design .. 
Concrete Designo 
Soil Mechanicso 
Structural Analysis~ Continuous Frames. 
Structural Analysisg Intermediate Trusses .. 
Thesiso , 
The doctorate program would be an extensio!'. of' the above study course, 
with l ess rigid co-urse req_ui.rements" 
52.a Reid7 George Wo~ and Ti~ida.:.., Robert ~r<>'J !!O:n Sanitary E:..11gineering Educatim.1.'"" 
Jour o E!.1g" Educ., ~ 478P¥8,3 (May 1951) .. 
A sanitary engir~.eering program shou .. d consist of four years of study7 
preferably as an option of civil e~J.gineeringo A fifth year, covering the 
expanded field, would lead to the M"S" 
1950 
53. Petty.9 Ben Ho, "Needs of Highway :B1."lgi.neering Educa.tiono n Jou.ro Eng. Educ ., 
~ 393-7 (Mar .. 1950)o 
The author considers highway e!lgi.neering to be a major brancho His 
basis is the tremendous gr wth of highways and t heir importance to the 
nati.onal economy. 
1949 
54., CJ..affey.9 Paul J~p- 11Most UaSo Colleges Shun Railroad E:ngineering./1 Railway 
Age _!gL 1084-7 (Dec., 17, 1949) o 
Transportation and railway courses offered by schools which offer civil 
engineering are tabulatedn Only five schools give a degree in railway engin-
eeringo 
.55() Cloke, P ,Jr chairman, 11Principles Which Should Gu.ide t C.e Develop:m;ent of an 
Undergraduate Program L_ En.gi.neering .. 11 Jour 0' Eng-o Educ ._ 40, 52-5 (Sept, 
1949) .. 
The Committee on Undergraduate Curricula of ASEE has prepared this 
statement largely wit-.1. reference to civil engineering.. However, the state-
ment is believed to have entirely general application .. 
Undergraduate e !.'.!gineering curricula should includeg (1) general 
education, (2) mathewBtics and natural. science.!l (:3) basic engineering science, 
and (4) specific technological applicationsq The basic engineering prin-
ciples a re common, i n large part7 to all branches of: eng:ineeriP...g, and the 
trend seems to be toward 1LYJificati.on of these branches a 
The traditional b.ranches are favored by the committee" ~J.rther special-
ization, however,. is opposedo 
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The four-year curriculum is not opposed by the committee, but no room 
remains in the curriculum for the specialized courses emphasized in the past, 
in their opiniono Graduate school must take these courses over from the 
undergraduate curriculum. 
Recommendations i.nclude ~ 
lo Elimination of options in major branches of engineeringo 
In civil engineering, these options include aeronautical, 
higb,way, municipal, railroad_, and sanitary engineeringo 
2o Elimination of descriptive courseso 
3. That the four divisions of the curriculum (above) be given 
equal timeo 
4" That instruction in applications be concentrated in topics 
which the student cannot effectively secure without guidance. 
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ELEC.TRICAL El'J"GLWEERING 
1959 
56.. Blackwell, W o Aoi and Ro-: Eo Koenig, 11 Conibined Machinery and Control Systems 
Laboratory~" IoRG~" Trans.,, Education E-2, 128-34 (Septo 1959) .. 
The DcoC., and A"OCo machine laboratory is being replaced by an integrated 
systems laboratory at Michigan State Uni.versi.t.y .. 
57 . Canfield, Donald T .. , "Electrical MeasliTements i.n a Modern Electrica.l Er,_gin""' 
eeri!lg C'urricul um.,'G Jouro Instr., Soc., Amero~ 13-14.9 16 (Oct. 1959)<> 
Tl::te stock e ect.rical measurements courses are dyi.ng beeause they no _. 
longer offer a cr:!.8llenge to the eng:ineering st·udent o T.he possi.bili ty and 
need of introducing an :L .. .str:.nnentation course i n i. t s pl ace i.s suggested" 
5!8, Chenowethp R., Do.9 "A Rea. istic Program i .n Er:Lergy Pro~essing"'B I.,R .. Eo Transo 2 
Edu cation E~2, 1.34-8 (Sept., 1959)., 
T'W courses are primarily discussed, from the new cu.rric·u.lum. a t Case 
Institute of Techrt .. o ogy" The two courses are electromagnetic field devices 
I and IT in the ele~trical engineering department., Twenty per cent of t he 
tot al curricul.um is deyoted to b.ura.an j.t i.es an d social studi.es o It is 
empb.asize d that regarClless of t __ e currie .. a , success cannot be achieved with-
out a serious.9 activated student body and a well-trair.ted;> dedicated faculty o 
59. Hamburger, F.J} HAdvanced Edu.cati.or .. ~- Pas·t, Present, and ~.J.tu.reo 11 r.R.E. 
Trans o 1 Education E-27 31-7 (April 1959) o 
A brief hi. story of graduate educat:Lor. is ;present ed_, with emphasis 0:2 
electri.cal engineering o Co:ry_sideration is given to the no:n ... uniformi ty among 
the variou s schools as to admission requirement~" :Programs of study;> 
degree requirements a ..... d t he amount of time requiredv The author states t,he 
need f or an effort to produce a somewhat more ·uniform criteria for academic 
rank in the electrical engineering profession .. 
60. Milnes, Ao G ... J siSenior-Year Semicor~.ductor and Electron Device Course.,!! IoR .. E. 
Tra!!.So 1 Education Eoa2, 6~9 (March 1959)., 
A course designed for senior elecltrical engineers is described, including 
outlines for lecture material., lab experiments, a:1.d testing proc.edureso 
6~ o Schatz, Eo Ra, l!An Undergraduate Course ir;. Mechanics o:f JYT..ateria.ls for the 
Electri~al Engine~ring Student.," J our., Eng., Educ .. ~ 366-70 ( rJan. 1959) .. 
1957 
62" Anonymous, HElectrical Engineer ing Schools Update Curri.cula. 11 Electronics 
;Bsns .. Ed .. d.Q, 23 (Nov-o 10~ 1957) o 
:I.'he aim of the new E .E~ , curric·u.l:um i.s to :prevent tl1e E .. Ea graduate from 
becoming obsolete i.n five years., 
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6.3. Wiley, J· .. Bruce, "One Answer for Two Problems? Humanistic Studies and 
Industry Assistance." Jour. Eng .. Educ. ~ 56-8 (Oct. 1957). 
Observing the dilemma of finding more room in the curriculum for 
humanitie.s, while technical req_uirements on the graduates are increasing, 
the author, an electrical engineer; proposes that industry assume a share 
of students' educations by assuming responsibility for the "application" 
phase of engineering education .. 
1956 
64 .. Kusho, A .. J and White, D. Co, "Energy Conversion Highlights a New Curriculum 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology .. " Gen .. E.lec. Rev. 22., 31-4 
(Nov1) 1956) .. 
A discussion of the new energy conversion curriculum changes in elec-
trical engineering programs at Moi.T. is presented. The revised curriculum 
seeks to eq_uip electrical engineers for advancing electrical technology in 
any industry. Three subjects make up the energy conversion seq_uence: 
(1) Fields, materials and components. 
(2) Electrical energy converters. 
(3) Electrical. power modulators .. 
65.. Terman, F" E .. , "Electrical Engineering Curricula in a Changing World.,, Elec. 
Eng. 15..J 940-2 (Oct. 1956) .. 
Five significant changes are noted to be taking place in E .. Eo curricula: 
1.. Increased emphasis is being placed on the basic sci :ences and 
fundamental. engineering practices .. 
2c Undergraduate years are qeing used with greater efficiency. 
3.. Time devoted to college training is being extended. 
4.. Adult education is of growing importance. 
5 .. Fragmentation of the broad field of electrical engineering is 
taking place, 
Several new approaches in engineering education 'are currently being 
explored.. The five-year program is being tried by several schools, but 
this trend is not spreading.. The four-year plan is being used more 
effectively, and graduates are being encouraged to go on for additional 
graduate studies .. 
The unified engineering curriculum is being tested and consists of 
a single basic engineering program which emphasizes similarities of different 
fields .. Disadvantages of this system are (1) the need for teachers having 
unusual breadth of knowledge and students with sufficient ability to carry 
thought readily from the general to the particular, and (2) the lack of 
texts designed to meet the needs of such a system .. 
66o Terman3 F o E o1 
11 Electrical Engineers Are Going Back to Science. 11 Proc. 
I.R .. E. ~ 738-40 (June 1956), and 1875-6 (Dec. 1956). 
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The electrical e::.1.gineering curriculum ten years from now will be com-
posed of differential equations, functions of a complex variable, vector 
analysis$ Laplace transforms, matrix theory of random process, ~le~txomag­
:netic theory, atomic and nuclear physic.s, q_uantllill mechanics, etc., which 
leaves very little time fo~ social-hQmanistic and traditional engineering 
subjects such as statics, dynamics 7 strength of materials, fluid mechanics~ 
heat engines, surveying, and descriptive geometryo Thus electrical engin-
eerir...g is completi.ng a retu...~ to the realm of physical. science D 
67 . Bro~~·» G" S "' 1iEducati:r.~g Electrif;a.l. E~gi.neers to Exploit Science o " Elec o 
Eng~ ~ ll0=15 (Feb .. 1955). 
M .. I oTo h.as compl ete1.y revised its UL.derg:raduate electrical engin.eering 
curricul-um i · o:rde:r to ~ 
1 o Broade!.!. ar..d deepe:1. t h e s c ie: ... ce instruction f or all s t· ··~dents ·" 
2 o St~e:.1gthen t he t rai.nir.!.g in ~.l.ectrical e 7.lgineeriLJ.g by e ncouragL . .g 
s t ·.de!.lt ir:dtiat iv-e i n t he l.abora or y a 
3 a Preserve the o:pportuni t y f o:'." each s tudent to choose his own ca~ee:r 
by el imi nating t he opt i on syr' ter.-;. wi ;hin t he department o 
4" Recogr:..ize the wi de varie ,y f i . _terest a ..• d tale~J.t aro..oa g students 
by all ow:i.ng s en i ors a wide choi.ce of el e c tives o 
lY~ .I "T o has take.. five ini t :i.al ste~;~ s t owar d the a ... ove aiBlS g 
1. 
·a 
Est a t -:.... i s hed a basic cor e curriculum f or al.l EoEo ma~jors o 
Discont i nued ins t r ucti on i traditional Ao C o and DoCo w.achineryo 
Initiated n.e-w S'1J.bj ects in t _.e core curri culum to broaden and 
deepe·'"' t he s t ·:.1de:n.t' s lL'1dersta.ndi::--' g o~· t l..e scienc es of fields, 
materials.~ and e:2ergy conversion o 
: ~( t iated in t~ e laboratory the doctr:lne o:f lab oratory objectives 
t oward i n.vestigation rather t han i:rtstruments, methods and techni.q_ues" 
Attempted t o revital ize t he fiel d o f p ower by initiating graduate 
studen t s a nd staff in the or oader_ f'ield of ·e:aergy con:ver~io~ , con~ 
trol a n d u t ilization . 
68. Lyon, John A., M., "A Professional General Curriculu,'n ir.. Power a" Jov.:r o En.g9 
Educ .. ~ 700-3 (May 1955) o 
A c-urricullun i n power shoul.d be strongly basic~ Special ization should 
be kept t o a minimu~. The electrical engineer who majors i n power should 
have facility with syst em analysis (i.:r..t the broad context)J network theorems~ 
superpositiorr symmetrical components, and transform analysisj plus other · 
topics in electronics" He e.huu.ld also understand the fundamentals of nuclear 
processeso 
At the same time7 tb.e author registers his opinio:l that specialized cur-
riculu.m breakdowns are undesirable a nd lli"illecessary o Tl1.e l"ower graduate is 
first of a l.l. a n el ectrical. engineer o 
Potterj) J' " Go, a nd 0 sen , Lo 0"' 1:Repo:rt of Conference on Electricity and 
:M:lgn.etism i n &"1-gi.neeri.ng Educa.ti.o!J. a 
11 
J our" Eng o Ed"..lc o ~ 721=>6 (:May 1955) o 
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Electrical engineers should have a course in modern physics as early 
as possible in their curriculum. A course in the physical properties of 
matter (solid state) should be available as an elective for electrical 
engineering students. 
1953 
70. Arthur, Go R., and Susskind, Co, "Report on Graduate Curriculao" Proc. 
IwR.E. ~ 1700-1 (Dec. 1953). 
This is a detailed report on the 88 colleges approved in 1953 by 
EoCoPoDo that have E~~ graduate programso Tabulations given include~ 
schools reporting, faculty, degrees offered, language req_uirements, number 
of degrees awarded, graduate enrollment, financial aid, number of publi.-
cat.ions, spo:asored researeh, and special subjects. 
71. Brown, G. So, "Integration Versus Options in Electri.cal Engineering." Elec. 
Eng~ Tb 595=7 (July .1953). 
'Ihe power field in electrical engineering has lost much of its appeal 
to engineering st·;J.dents through the option system. M.I.T. is gradually subOr-
dinating existing machi.nery and power subjects and replacing them with a 
subject called "control and conversion of energy." This subject will ex-
plain a:D.d demonstrate to the student how engineers exploit properties of 
materials in a creative way in the solution of broad engineering problems. 
Where there are options within a department$ the student is in danger 
of being led into a very narrow specialtyo 
72. Dreese, Eo Eo, "Tb.e E.lectrical Engineering Curriculum -- Present-Day Prob-
lems and Time Limi tati.ons o Curriculum Size 5." Jour o- Eng. Educ .. .!±L, 425-8 
(Mar" 1953) o 
Four-year and five-year curricula are compared, and the author concludes 
that four years i.s no longer sufficiento The longer curriculum shows a 38% 
i.n.:;rease in technical. content" 14% increase in "fundamentals," 20% increase 
in non-technica.l., and 87% more electives.' Mathematics is increased by 28%, 
physics by 16%, mechanics by 1%, chemistry by 24%, and drawing by 25%. 
73. Everitt, Wa L"' "What Are Contemporary Demands on Engineering Curricula? 
Electrical Engineering." Jour. Eng" Educ. ~ 294-7 (Jan. 1953). 
A program which treats all students alike is of doubtful value. 
Students will not be stimulated if new ideas are labeled 11 speci.alization:r 
and restri.cted to the graduate program. If engineers are to learn to 
solve problems, they must be introduced to the case method or its eq_uivalento 
Three areas of study are likely to be integrated into electrical cur-
ricula in the future~ 
1. :Biological and psychological subjects. 
2a Modern physicsa 
3o Statistics" 
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74. Kloeffler, R. G., "The Electrical Engineering Curriculum -- Present-Day 
Problems and Time Limitations. "'Mid··Century Trends in Electrical Engineer-
ing Curriculums." Jour. Eng. Educ .. 43~ 420-2 (Mar .. 1953). 
Two trends are noted: (l) introduction of options into the senior 
year of four-year curriculu'l1ls and (2) an increase in the humanistic-
social content, though only to hal:f the amount recommended by a post-war 
committee (ioe~, half of 24 credit hours). 
75. Muller, Ho Nv, Jrv7 rsTb.e Equipment ~!Bnu.facturer and Power Education.o
1
f Eleco 
~ 1b 295-7 (April 1953)" 
The power :i.ndu.stry has doubled i n. c-apacity every decade a The usual 
fundamental undergraduate education should be as basic as can be designed ... 
The employer must assum.e the res:ponsibili ty for specialized education 
after the graduate has become acclimated t o the industrial environment 
and thus in a better position to choose a field of specialization" 
76. Schatz~ Edward R .. p HTh.e Elect:rica. Engi.neeri:r.~ Curric"ulum -- Present-Day 
Problems an.d Time Limitations ... Professiorilll Ednaatio::::;. in Four Yearso-11 
Jour. Eng .. Educ" ~ 4·23=5 (Mar'" 195.3}. 
F•our years is adequate f'or the student to acg_ui.re fundamental know-
ledge sufficient for continued lea:r:-ain.go 
1952 
'77. Ryder» J. D OJ "The Electronics and Com.muEications Options -- Why'l 11 Jour. 
Ep.g .. Educ o ~ 463=6 (M.ay 1952.) o 
The author distinguishes between fundamental k..Ylowledge and fu..'YJ.damental 
methods in his argu_ment for two options in the electrical engineering cur ... 
riculum o Knowledge will carry the st:udent only so faro He needs to know 
the methods (vector diagrams» Laplace transform., etco) which are applied 
to particular probleJ."nS, and ' the difference in methodology defines the cur-
ricular optio~so 
78. Tarpley, H .. Iop "Letas Really Get Back to Fundam.entalso" Jour. Engo Educo 
429 504-6 (June 1952)" 
79· 
Option programs in electrical engineering have been unsuccessful, 
because the divisions are based largely on rrhardwareo 11 The options ought 
to be liberalized so that the student is able to choose technical courses 
which will broaden his backgro~d~ 
Walker» E .. Ao, nSpecific Objectives of Electrical Jlli:tgineering Curricula 
at the Undergraduate Level .. IU Elec., Eng .. lli 574-8 (Ju..."le 1952) o 
At least 20 per cent of today"s curriculum is directed toward cultural 
development.. The colleges shm.:~.ld endeavor to instill the desire for con-
tinued self~improvemento 
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Three recommendations are given for undergraduate improvement: 
lo Break up the types of degrees into four-year and two-year 
courses, four-year courses for students capable of fundamental 
engineering · studies, and two-year courses for students of 
lesser ability who wil.l. become engineering assistants .. 
2 o Provide a speci.al curriculu.rn for the more brilliant students. 
3. Gradually change the present curriculum, allowing more time 
for all engineering sciences and decreasing the amount of time 
now used for undergraduate specialization. 
80. Weber, Ernst, !!Relations between Nuclear and Electrical Engineering"" 
cJ OUl',. E~'1g. Educ....'!., 42, 280-5 (J"an. 1952). 
Engineers should be eq_uipped to enter any new field of endeavor without 
being forced to start an entirely new professional life .. This means a 
broad background of fundamental knowledge, and implies that nuclear engin ... 
eering should not be a separate curriculum specialtyo 
Electrical engir:eerir...g undergraduate curricula shoul.d not offer special-
i.zation L ... the first three years 0 The fourth year might provide em.phasis 
or: ce:rtai:n areas through elective courses, but should retain the broad 
ou .: ook o 
Trte master r s program should also be very basic. .lvf..athernatics and physics 
s hould continue to be emphas:i.zed. 
The doctor 1 s prDgram in electrical engineerir:J.g similarly should include 
st:!."or .g emphasis on ma t hematics and physics. 
1951 
81 o Anderson , E. Wo,p '!Mathemati.cs in Electrical Graduate Educationo 11 Elec. 
~ 1Q, 507-10 (~June 1951). 
The graduate student must have the proper background to study mathe-
niatics on. the graduate level o The course content in graduate school should 
be i :r..fluenced by the needs of the studentJ faculty, industry, alum:"J.i opi.ni.on 
a::2d s.tudies of c"Urrent text aGd periodical literature 0 
82· o LaPierre s W "j 11An Immoderate Vi.ew of U'1.dergradua te Engineering Education.'' 
El.ec. En.g_a 1S2J 299-303 (19.1)1). 
~'The subject of engineering education is distressingly complicated and 
delightfully con.troversialo 11 
Tl'le main problems ofprcfE:ssion.al education are 1!overcrowding of curriculumJ 
tb.e fatigue of the students 7 and the recruitment of the staff." 
'ITI.e author recom~ends the reinstatement of the "daily reci tationl1 in 
order to keep classes up to date on reading assignments and reduce the need 
for excessive lecturing. Tne l.ecture method is misapplied by many teachers 
who feel obligated to "read the text aloud to the class." There is a need 
for a 
11
psycb.ological conditioning!! of the student toward learning. There 
are presently no places where engineering teachers can be taught. 
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83. Lewis, W..- A.,p 11 Im.portance of Graduate Work in the Power Field. 11 Elec. Eng._ 
1Q, 391-3 (May 1951) " 
The order and magnitude of c mplexity in the electrical power industry 
demand now that highly trai.r._ed, competent engineers he supplied. This 
demand can only be met by the req_uirement of' more than the usual fou.r~year 
curriculum o A comprehensive treatment of the req_uired topics for the 
power fi.eld carmot be attaiEed i:o. the u::~dergraduate program alone o 
There is an almost complete absence of sponsored research that is appli.-
cable to the power fieldo Progress in fundamental. research related to the 
power field is almost non ... existento 
Formal graduate trainL~ in adeq_uately organized courses and more basic 
research a r e essen.tia·. to meet the :pre:ee:r.t a :.1d f'uture :r.eeds of the power 
i.rldtts try o 
84" Ryder J'" D .. , GcRena i.ssa:r.-:.ce :in. Electrical Education " 1z Elec" Eng .. '1.Q_, 581 -J+ 
(J\1 .. y 1951) 0 
Be:· ) 0 
r.h.e cu:r:ric-Lti:;;un of 25 years ago is compared with that of today. ':r.h.e 
need f or traini:::1g in the :f'u.~da:me:::?..tals of el e ctro:..._.ics is stressed against 
overe>special.izatio~ ' o 
SWenson., George W OJ c..Tr ", !!A co·u.stics :in tl:.e El.ect r i.ca.l &gi.neeri.:ng 
~fo?J.r., E:r:.g., Educ .. 419 329-30 ( Zan o 195 .) o 
195C 
86. Ber edic t , F o Ro-, Harris, W o R.,sr an d ~Jitzkep R .. Lop !!Elect:rical Application 
n...., -t ·· f '[,,., · · Ed · · 11 El E 6° 24 1 7 1Ma ·~.-- 1950) .I;.J:O L ems .. 0 ::!:" J!~..':J.gr::tee:r.L::-lg uca·t l OIJ .. ec o 46o . ~ . ·_c...., \·· rc.... . o 
1he a ctiviti.es . :J f the appl.icati.o!ls engineer are such that he must be 
highl.y specialize d., 'rlw er gineeri_ .g graduate is not being p:repared in 
the ways i :!l. ·which industry u t ilize ' a. cademie tra:L;:.1.ing o Senior courses 
i ::J.vcly i :ng pract i cal p :-:"obl e!ns a r.:.d t he use of practical prob.le:T>.s as thesis 
subjects can help attain the proper e~d. 
87. Wermath, Ko W "' 11 Trends in Education in Electrica.l Fie2.d .. 11 Nat .. Engro .2.!b 
18~19 (Septol950)c 
Trends of education for the electrical field are listed and discussed 
in this order~ 
lo The serviceman..)) tec.hni.cian.s> and professional engineer working as 
a teamo 
2., The trend of educational curricula being set up for all three 
levels i~t (1) o 
3o The trend for integration of the fields of engineering at the 
undergraduate l.evelo 
The trend of keepi .ng the pr esently accepted four=year program with 
the :fourth year being slant ed tow-ard a specia:ltyo 
5o The trend of devoting more c.lass ti.me to huma!l:i.stic studies .)1 ·with 
emphasis 0:!1. the effective use of languageo 
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88. Kraehenbuehl, John Q_ .. , !!Education and Professional Engineers"" Illum .. Eng .. 
~ 596-600 (Oct., 1949)" 
Standards of a professional society are discussed as an introduction 
to the analysis of a curriculum for the illumination engineer.. Some of 
the specific studies discussed for such a curriculum are: 
1. Optics .. 
2" Illumination Calcul.ations o 
3.. Illumination Design. 
4o Sources (of Light). 
5. Physiology of Vision. 
6. Psychology of Vision .. 
7. Hi.story of Archi.tecture. 
8. Salesmanship .. 
9. Sales Administration .. 
10. Seminar (preparation and presentment of technical papers) .. 
The enti.re curric-u.lum of the illumination option at the University of 
Illinois is presented in a block diagram .. 
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8peakers Urge Industry{ Universities to Meet Needs of the 1960ts." 
Product Engo .d.b 17 (Feb .. 15, 1960). 
U:c.dergraduate courses should emphasize more strongly the basic funda-
mentals.. Most of the practical courses of today are outmoded in ten to 
fifteen years. 
Graduate school cur:ricula sho·uld be up-to-date at all times.. This can 
be aided by e.ncouragi:ng professors t o take suml:1.er jobs in industry., Grad~ 
uate courses .sh.o· ·l d become more :readi y avail.abl.e t o the young eP_gi:c.eero 
90 . :Bo:,.,gma~.? Car.". W o~ "The Cloudy Crysta:i. Ba: l 0 11 Paper prese1J.ted at Am o Soc a 
Eng o :Edu c .. meeti~'lg, Pu:rd:ue ·u~_i ver.si ty, J une 22.1' l960 .. 
91. :tr.a.ge::'~J ~To~c~. Po, ~~Space a :G.d Its hallenge to Engineeri:c.g .. e~ Address before 
-+.;'h.e N'ewark Col.lege of Er1gi :~.eering.9 Newark, New J e:::sey ~ April 28J~ 1960 a 
T..~e Age of Space is an age of specialization, but the colleges ca:-mot 
t .. :rs:e t:~; grad~.ate t~ __ e speeia:List.s required" Tb.e :c.ew field of space science 
i.s toe broad. to r.;e w...aste:r'ed ·by a ::. y engineer o Traini::1g should be along 
:f'a.:cdamer.ta.l :ti:.2.es .>t 1.eav:i.r,g spec ializ,at;i.on 'to be learned on the job o-
92 . ., P.:azen.y Ra r o ..... d L<>.? 'q:New Demands L1. Engineering Education .. " Technology Rev:tew 
~ 27=9y 42 (Ma:ro 1960) o 
Tb.e dea: ... of Moi oT o D s graduate sch oo1 discusses in detail the developi:o.g 
conc ept o f the e~ngineeri:. g=sci en ce educatio:n o No C"U..."YTicul.ar details are in ... 
c: · u.ded o 
The author also rev·ie~:vs the ._e ed for general s tudies and the trends re-
g~;.~di.ng _er.gth of t he cu.rric·ulu'TI" Gra:dJia te study is dise"'ussed i.n general 
te:r":1l.s .. 
1959 
93 o Al exander W o T,.y "EngL !.eeri.ng Educati.o:rly Experience and Expectations •11 
Jour .. Er..g" Educ" ~ 10-14 (Oct .. 1959) .. 
Tne president of ASEE discusses engineering educat:iona He looks for-
ward to the day when 11 broad basic theory" is' taught to undergraduates, 
leaving to advanced courses tb.e applieation of app:ropriate segments of 
theory to specific fields 0 He points out the 11 st:range phe:eomenon" of the 
absence of higher mathematics from higher enginee:r>ing courses., 
94. Anonymous, 1 ~EoCoP,Do Accreditationo 11 Jour .. Engo Educ., ~ 625-8 (Maro 1959). 
Addi t:ional c:ri teriap as o:f Oc.toberp 1.958, are added to the accreditation 
p:r-incip:les adopted i:c 1933" Th.e acceptable curriculu.m is characterized, and 
statements are added regarding length of cu .... "YTicmlu.m flexibil.i ty, and cur-
ricular breadtho 
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95 .. .. Anonymous, "Educators Experiment with Engineer Curricula; Offer More Science, 
Less Hardware. 11 Product Eng. 30, 23-4 (Oct. 19, 1959). 
The engineering science curriculum at newly founded Michigan State 
·
7ni versi ty -- Oakland is discussed. The first two years are given to pure 
science and mathemati.cs; in the third year engineering fQUdamentals and more 
mathematics are offered. In the fourth year the student may embark on 
specialization in one of two areas: electronics or mechanics --thermo-
dynamics --materials. 
96Cf AL.onymous, 11Engineering Colleges Revamp Courses to Emphasize Science." 
l?roduct Eng. 30, 19-20 (Aug. 31, 1959) ... 
Most technical schools are emphasizing science and attempting to 
unify curricula. A survey of curriculum changes and experiments is 
:p~esented in this article .. 
97 II "E . A c s !I . " ~no:nymous, nglneers ir Views on allege tudies. Product Eng .. 30? 
39:4o (Novo 9, 1959) .. 
A survey of 3800 Purdue University alumni ranked these goals most im-
port~nt~ ability to apply fundamental :principles_, ability to organize 
thought, and mastery of principles . Engineering science ranked high in the 
list of ·teahnical subjects. 
In last place were humanistic~social studies, which were considered un-
important.. About half of those responding thought that more than a year of 
physiQa was essential_, a third favored more chemistry~ 40 per cent favored 
math beyond calculus, and 25 per cent called for math beyond differential 
eq_uations.. Among non-technical subjects, speeCh and English ranked high, 
and business courses were considered important by two-thirds. 
984 Brown, G .. S., rrEducation for Expanding Horizons in Electric Power." Paper 
No. 58~PWR-12, presented at Amo Soc. Mech. Engrs. meeting, Septo 28 -Oct. 
l, 1958" 8 pp .. ~ ( ; l· :o · J , 
This is a discussion of the trend toward broader engineering educatione 
99. Brown, G .. s., "Engineer - Scientist Coming; UoS. Scientific Education Under-
going Sweeping Changes in Philosophy and Content .. 11 Electronics 32, 53 (Nov. 
20, l959)o 
1ne engineer-scientist graduating five years from now will need in-
tensive training in physics, field theory, structural chemistry and other 
disciplir.~es.. Mr .. Brown says that the new curricula at M.I .. T. will be 
geared to t hose who will go on for Doctor's degrees. However, B .. S. 
reci.pients will be able to use their knowedge more effectively o 
lOCo Goe3 cJames C,., "Engineering Education Now an.d Thirty Years Agoo
11 Instr .. 
Con~rol Systo 32 1 1666- 7 (Nov. 1959)o 
The author, who left teaching thirty years ago to work in industry and 
returr.ed to teaching again thi.rty years later, compares the instructors., 
studer:.ts, a~d results of yesterday 1 s engineering schools with toda;1s engin-
eerirl.g schoolso His conclusions are: 
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1. Students cover more but understand less. They are in trouble 
when confronted with a problem after graduation .. 
2. T1:tere is not enough emphas:ls on fundamentals., 
3o Students of today a:re less courteous, more demanding, less 
thorough, less self-reliant, and less capable than the student of 
thirty years agoG 
101.; Conrad, Richard~ "A social Science - Humanistic Course with a Practical 
Focus~ Engi.neering Ethics. !t Jour. Eng .. Educ o ~ 609-14 (Mar .. 1959) .. 
!! Ut~· • !I 102" Dobrovolny, J .. So' A Course in the History of -CJ:rlgl:.teerln_g o. Jouro Eng., 
Edu c o. ~ 61.8-21. (Mar o 1.959) . 
104., Ga.lbraith.9 R o AoJ C:C'.d Lakin, Jo He., 11 Syracuse ~IBM Programo~r I _.RoEo Trans., 
Education E-21 50-2 (April 1959)a 
Syracuse Uni.verPity has an off-campus type of graduate study plan that 
gives grC~.duate st·J.den t.s the oppor uni.ty t o ga L reside~.1t credits toward the 
M2;ste:r 1 .s degree. There are presently three ce~~-ters availah . .L.e at Rome, 
Endicott ar.C. Poughkeepsie. 
10 5 o Gi J..cr.cri stJ Bruee 57 
11 U!.1.iv ersity Gomputi.ng Cou r ses o 
11 
J our .. E."lg o Educ o 2±:2., 342-6 
(~fa:"1. 1959). 
1rr G:-::oi::_t er, Lo Eo, A Swcrvey -:Jf ur:re~rt r:;ha r.tges That Are Mode::"::.1.izing :Engi neering 
.Educationo~e ~Tou:ro &.ego Educa. ~ 559=72 (Mar. 1959). 
I"h.e a-a t h or.9 Dean o f the Graduat e School at t h e U:ti versi y of F1orida, 
En:tm.rna:rizes t t:.e changes which have taken place since t h e ASE.E w s 1954~55 report. 
Sch.ools are grGu.ped acc :):rding t o the lLighest degree ( B oS .. -1 M.S., Ph .. D.) 
awarded in engineerir..g; 116 schools reported" 
.Al.:L schools wer·e exam.i . . ed f or cha:r.~ges in cur:ric·:J.la:r req_uireme::1ts. These 
are summarized below~ 
.P.t.oD .. schools ~45) 
MoSo schools 35) 
B.So schools 26) 
















.i n additions> other portio::-.s of the curricula were changed as follows~ 
Ph.,D. schools 
M-oSo schools 
BoS., school s 
Engi:r·eerir1g Science 
Stre~'lgthened 
Prac t ice Courses, etce Humanistic Con-





1'he au t.b.or notes that human is·tic conte:st i.s approaching the level (one-
fift h of cv.rriculum) recomm.ended by ASEE .. 
Also nc ted are ~ ~ nuclear emphasis 11 a nd opt ion s in several e::lgineering 
depa:rtmentso 
Seve:-J. pages of selected co:rmnen:ts regarding the a·bove t:re r1d s are inc.luded. 
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107. Hamilton, Thomas H, and Varner, Durwood B., "The Meadow Brook Seminars on 
Higher Learningo 11 Jour. Eng. Educ. ~ 553-8 (Mar. 1959). 
This is a summary of ideas emanating from seminars held in connection 
with the founding of a. new university, when six prominent educators discussed 
how they would organize a program in engineering science. All facets of 
engineering education are discussed in general termso 
The participants recognize three phases of the engineering education 
problem: (1) the sheer bulk of the material an engineer must cope with, 
(2) the great range of material to be dealt with by today•s engineer, and 
(3) the humanistic outlook needed by the engineer. 
There seems to be little agreement on what "engineering science" really 
consists of. Most educators agree that it must be based more solidly on other 
disciplines: mathematics, physics, and chemistry. 
The four ... year curriculum, as opposed to the five-year, is examined. 
The concensus is that five years is too long, and that graduate school is 
the answer to the problem of needed specialization. 
108 .. : Hazen1 Harold L. fr "Reevaluation of Techniques." Jour. Eng. Educ • .2.Q., 118-
20 (Nov. 1959). 
It is no longer sufficient for the engineering student merely to be 
taught fundamentals. The new objective must be to teach the student skill 
in the learning process, so that he can by himself acquire competence in 
fields beyond his immediate specialty. 
109~ Hoadley, Ga Be., "Course in Engineering Analysis for Superior Students." 
I,R.Eo Trans., Education E-2, 122-4 (Sept. 1959). 
A course for superior students has been offered to students of superior 
aptitude at the University of North Carolina. Two ideas serve as a basis 
for the course. One was that at some time in their undergraduate career, 
engineering students should meet with problems which cut across departmental 
lines. The other was that there are problems being faced by industry today 
that should be brought into the classroomo 
These students are put on teams which compete with each other for 
soluti.ons to current engi.nee:ring problems in industry. When the course is 
completed, the students compare solutions with company engineers from whom 
came the problems. 
The course t.as successfully achieved three purposes: 
(1) Helped the individual to solve engineering problems, not by the 




Given experience in team techniques in analysis. 
Provided a significant experience for the students with engineers 
from industry in analysis of current engineering problems. 
110. Hates, Frederick L., "Discussion of "Sputniks, Flopniks,. and Engineering 
Education. r t Proc. Am. Soc. Ci v. Engrs. §2.., (PP . 2, No .. 2185), 21-6 (Sept . 
.. 1959). 
More and better specialization is foreseen as the result of social and 
economic complexity. There will always be a role for the'general practitione~' 
however, who can develop his depth by studies beyond college. 
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Seven years should be the mlnlmum length of the engineering program .. 
Then engineering education would more closely resemble medical education .. 
The author is replying to an article by C., Ken WeidnerJ (Proc. Amo 
Soco Civ. Engrso ~ (PP " 1, Noo 1872), 1-11 (Dec. 1958)). 
lllo Ingram, s .. Bo, 11Education for the Age of Technology." ~Jour .. Eng .. Educ .. .2Q, 
159-65 (Novo 1959)~ 
The new trend is to provide engineering students with a foundation in 
mathematics and enginee:::-ing science;, and leave <letailed application. for in-
dustry to teach its engineers.. rrr~e author, who is Director of Education and 
Trai _ing for Bell Labs, discusses educat'i ::.t i ::1 i ndustry 0 
1:1.2 o ~- ohnson9 ~ ·· • Stuart, ~ ~·A :P:I:d1osophy o f Engineering Ed~J.ca t.ion o !S <:.!om' o E:..;g o 
Educ o ~ 58C1 ~7 (Mar o ~i.957 ) o 
113. 
The Wayr:.e State lf:-1.i.versi ty dea· .L of engineeri :. g Bets f ort:·.! a 12-poin.t 
pb.i.losophy of e: ,.gi.:.leering educat:i.o ... ~ During his educatic :·~. t:t e s t uden t 
should~ 
l o ~Dev·el p an appreciatit1Il f)or tb.e va:i.Jle o f .:eart~i:~.,.g o 
2 o Learn to comn, .. l.:ica:te ::.is ideas o 
3 o Learn the ba s ic la"rs an d c cncept.s o 
Lt . ., Real ize that e:o.gi :: e e:ri:c.g i.s both a :.t. art a n d a f ; ·ience o 
5o Augmer t c~Gu.rse work w·i th ... a b o:':."a .. i. ry pra.c >i ce o 
6 o Learn "tc !J.Se computers o 
7 o Fam.:i.liax<.ze .b.im.sel.t with rr1aterials o 
8 o :Learn tb.R esser1.t i.al s of regu· atio· .. a nd u .. . -r o::. e 
9 a Acqu.ai.:n.t hi.rns elf' with m.ode:r.~~ i.ndustT.ial. p:r ·'""esses o 
1~  o Learr.~. techitiq·ues f a·~.alys :s.s 0 
l.l. o Le:arr.L metb.ods of c r rP..la t:i::_~.g f·'l.r..da:me:>J.t a,l. k..'7.0w"led.ge o 
1 2. o Develop moral. a :':'.i.d :C.··;Jrl..a 1 . va.l ues o 
,, 
Kez:io s_, So .P o, ·curre. .t Tre::.1ds i n. Heat T.:ra :-::~sfer a:.r.:d 'I1Lei~' Effe ct or: U:1.de!"~ 
· graduate I'each:in.g. '' J our o Eng o Educ. ~ 332.-41. (Q.Ta:~ . 1959) o 
Killian, James R., cb.airrnan, Educatio!l for the Age of Scie:.;.ce. Statement 
by the P:!:"eside: ... t us Science Adviso:~y Gommi t tee o Washingt o::1 ~ U o So Goveri.lrrt£fnt 
Printing Office (May 24, 1959)o 36 pp. 
Curricular imp:roveme· .. t is a major topic of this ctateme~ _t. Cu.rri.cular 
reform, long overdue .9 may t ake o· . e or more of t he fo . . l ·wing directions ~ 
1 o A unified undergraduate engi.neering currie· l um o 
2., Developme:J. of the n ew fields (e ogoJ cmmrmnicat :o~ t h e ory) o 
3 o Libera ~izat:ion o:f course cor t en 
4o Experimentation o 
5o Special programs for especially abl.e s t ude:.it s o 
G d t t d · · · <- l d b d · 11 may wel.: be zra ua e s u y ln eLgln.eerlng S1.~ou . . e e :....'..c ourage , as l _ ~ 
the most i.mportar~t developme~.t in engi2ee:ring educati~ n in t h e coming 
decade o ~: 
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ll5 .. Kline, D .. F., "Industry's Contributions and Needs in Graduate Education." 
I .. R .. E. Trans., Education E-2, 38 (April 1959). 
General Electric has several programs presently in operation for the 
continued education of its engineering staff. The advanced technical pro-
gram allows the staff to participate in company-sponsored courses of study 
or i.n the case of engineers destined for research, the honors program for 
graduate study. The company gives 100% tuition, book, and school expense 
reimbursement on a plan that could insure the :Masterts degree in 3 semesters. 
Leaves of absence, with tuition paid, are arranged fo:r periods up to 3 years 
so that candidates can pursue the Doctorate on a full-time basis. 
116. Lewis, J ustin C .. , and Arms by, Henry H., ''Engineering Enrollments and Degrees 
in E.CoP,D .. -Accredited Institutions~ 1958." Jour .. Eng. Educ .. 1.2, 482-98 
(Feb. 1959)~ 
Engineering enrollme!lts for 1949-58 are tabulated. Degrees and enroll-
ments in various branches of engineering and for individual schools are 
tabulated for 1958 .. 
11(., Lindvall, Frederick C., "Engineering Education As It Affects Unity in the 
Profession .. " Jour. Eng. Educ .. ~ 573-9 (Mar. 1959). 
The chairmar ... of enginee!ring at California Institute of Technology 
examines the forces whicn are tending to unify the profession and curricula. 
118. McY.,.etta, John J .. , "By 1984 in Engineering Education -- A Jlynamic New Con-
cept." Petrolo Ref. 38t 207~10 (JanG' 1959) .. 
By 1984 new ideas about engineering curricula will dominate the scene .. 
Engineering science will fill the undergraduate curriculum instead of present-
day specialties., 
There are several possibilities: a single undergraduate curriculum 
for all engineers, a two- or three-way division of undergraduate branches, 
and perhaps a professional program which includes internship. 
119. Niebel, B. W., 11.M..anufacturing Processes in Engineering Curricula." Jour. 
E:c.g. Educ. ~ 797-8 (~lay 1959) o 
Tne author argues that manufacturing processes are as basic to 
engineers as calculus or physics. 
120 . Otto, Co R., "Building Education Program in I.R.D." Paper No. 58-A-233, 
presented at Am. Soc., Mech En.grs., meeting, Nov. 30- Dec. 5, 1958. 
4 p:p. . 
12lq Peters, George A .. , and Seminara, tToseph L., "Academic Training Needs in 
Hu.man. Factors E:ngineeri.ng." Jour. Eng .. Educ . .i2., 799~805 (.~...ay 1959). 
122 o Potter, 1J o H .. , "A Doctoral Program for the Small Engineering College." Jour. 
Eng .. Educo .2.Q; 46-50 (Oct. 1959). 
T.b.e present-day atti.tude toward requirements fdr the Doctor's degre.e 
are rev:iewed by the Dean of Graduate Studies of Stevens Institute of Tech-
nologyo :n order that small colleges may be able to make a greater con-
t:r:oi but ion to the na tio:"J.al output of Doctor t s degrees, the author proposes: 
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Liberalizing formal course requirements, so that students may 
take specialized courses at more than one location (this would 
overcome the major disadvantage -~ small teaching staff -- of 
the small colleges)o 
External examiners for written and oral exami:w.tion s 0 
Supervised reading courses to augment formal classroom courses. 
123. Pryor.? Krtight,. 11Foreign Languages in the Humanities F-.r.ogramo" Jouro Eng. 
Educ o ~ 632-3 (Mar. 1.959). 
124 o Schiffman, Robert L. , !!Engineering gducation a nd the Constr·uction Industry~ 
Modern T.'rends in. Constructi.on. E~gi.::~.ee:ri ::1g Ed 1.cat:io!.~. o ce Proc o Amo Soc . Ci.v. 
Engrs " .. ~ ( ~0 1, No o 1956) 1.3~7 (Fe1; . 1959) o 
Engineeri::J.g edu(~CJ. tion :i.s movi.:r.tg toward a gener alized p~ogram wh i ch 





courses wil.i P- of grea t~ advantage t;o t :te ~ :-:ls t:ruction industry. 
The new engi:r.:.eer wi.l .. .;,. be abl.e not o;~.J..y t o solve the o.l d pro bl e.m.s, hut also 
to make advan ces " 
Engineeri:ag speci.al izati.o:.:. w1 i 1 be mo~e a :u.d mor·e :r~se::::--ved for graduate 
work a Another me hod o f preparing engineers fo::" constru,~tion work is the 
industry~sponso:red t:r.·a i:d. r~.g course. 
f_Ihe author is a Gi vil engL_eeri:ng educato:r" 
1.25 . Schwartz' .R <> F Q' "Laboratory~ ~ts Sc pe a r!d Phi2.osop~.;y 0 H I .,RoE 0 Trans o_z 
Education. E-2, 120 -2 ( Se.l)t o 1959). 
TI:.ere sh u.ld be a Ct_:r:relation bet.wee:1. .a bora "ory a::td classroom wo::ok.., 
There are two views t oward t he sub~· ect of {~orrelation ~ 
(:1.) There shmlld be no time l ag betwee n t he theory work a~.:.d lab wo~k 
sin ve -!-;hey are hot h a part of t he process of lea~::ling 0 
(2.) G . Lass work. a :n.d ls.b work a:re two ways of t eachi.ng "the same th:i.ngJ-
U'.erefore exposure t c t he ,~;arne t J:l.ing in two o:c"." m . ...., r e ways at suit~ 
able i.nter'l als fixes the knowledge more fi.rmly in t h e mi ::J.do 
The scope of .laboratory is defined by several specific objec tivesg 
. (1) It should s;.rpple.me · _t other teaching metb.ods o 
(2) It sho·uld teach pr ecision measuremen t and error evaluation. 
(3) It should provide train ing in the recording an d report.ing of 
data 0 
( 4) It should develop a certain mechanical aptitude and resourcefulr..ess o 
(5) It sho uld acquaint the stud.ent with techtJ.ique.s, equipment, manuals, 
and catalogs .. 
The q·uestion today is how to shape the technique of laboratory instruc~ 
tion into an effic.ie:r.-J.t education vehicl e"' 
126.. Seee?)3r, Ro J ., and Webe!', E. , "Physics in E;:.tgineeri~g Educatio:lo 11 Physics 
Today l_S, 20~1 (April 1959) o 
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127 .. Shomis, S. s., and Ingram, S. B .. , "N.Y.U. --Bell Labs Program." I.R.E. 
Trans., Education E-2, 58-61 (April 1959). 
New York University has established a full-time degree-granting 
di.vision at the Bell Laboratories. The company gives free time to employees 
attendi.ng the graduate classes.. About two academic years are required to 
complete the :M..aster' s degree. 
128. Smith, James 0 .. , and Seely, Fred Be), "Recommended Changes in the Under-
graduate Course in Mechanics of Materials .. " Jour. Eng. Educ ~ ~ 811-7 
(May 1959). 
129.. Spaght, Monroe E., "Industry Speaks Its Mind on E..'1gineering Education .. " 
Chern$ Eng~~ 120, 122, 124, 126 (June 29, 1959) .. 
Engineers do know the basic principles of the:Lr trade. Basic knowledge 
is the job of the university, and professional art the job of industry. 
130. Stoker, W., C., and Barnes, G. C., "RoP. I. -- United Aircraft Program." 
I c.RoE .. Trans~' Education E-2, .53-8 (April 1959) . 
A true extension school of' Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has been 
set up in collaboration wi.th United Aircraft Corporation. The school is 
fully accredited, has a f"'Jll-time resident staff, and offers -~ resident 
graduate credit toward the Master*s degree in metallurgy, management, 
electrical engineering, automatic controlp aeronautical engineering, 
mechanical engineering, mechanics, and applied mathematics~ 
131. Uicker, George B., 11 The Place of Nuclear Science in Engineering Education." 
Joure Eng. Educ. ~ 399-405 (Feb. 1959) .. 
There is no need for an undergraduate nuclear engineering curriculum. 
An introductory course in existing engineering curricula, plus the infusion 
of nuclear and small particle theory into early course work, are called for. 
1321> Van v~ack, Lawrence H .. , 11 Introduction to Engineering Materials at the Under-
class Level.," J·our .. Eng. Educ .. ~ 826-30 (May 1959) • 
'I'here are so many materials available it is impossible to study each 
i ndividually.. Therefore~ principles which govern materials should be 
taught as a $Cience rather than art. 
133.. \Fer Pl~nckfy D. W .. , !fDiscussions of the Foll.ow-Up Committee Report on Mechanics 
of SolldSo Jour.Rugo Educ. ~ 818-22 (May 1959). 
1 .34.. Walker, Eric A .. 1 Y!ASEE Can Meet the Challenge -- 1hrough Reorientation .. " 
Jouro E..."lg., Educ 7 .2Q,. l25-30 (Novo 1959) .. 
Tne president of Pe~nsylvania State University calls for re-examination 
of engineering educat:i.on.P with emphasis on training students to analyze 
a .. d synthesize .. 
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1.~5. Weaver, A. B., "Physics Courses in New Arizona Engineering Durriculum." 
I .R.E. Trans., Education E-2, 117-2:0 (Sept .. 1959) .. 
The University of ~'Arizona has revised the "common core" curriculum to 
the extent this req_uires the various engineering departments to lay the 
foundation for their own courses, which they have been doing for years 
anyway. The new physics courses are outlined. They allow a serious study 
of the structure of matter in the sophomore year .. 
136 .. Weber, E., "Challenges in Development of Graduate Programsors I .. RoEo Trans .. , 
Education E-2, 39-43 (April 1959). 
The challenges delivered to the engineering professi on a :.·ld e:n.gi:.::.eering 
schools by the great world wars demonstrate the need for co~1tinui:~. g basic 
research on a wide scale. 
1rb.e need for a system of classifying grad1;.ate st·udent s i.s eyide:'t 
because of the many types of so-c<::tlled f1 ll-time studRnts who in a ctual ity 
should be rated as part=time stude~.ts. T'.ais group i:c.l~ · udes tb.cJcSe wr.:o are 
attending graduate school on a half-time bas:Ls with t..'b.~ ot.:b.er half being 
spent in thesis research.. Actua ...... .ly; the greatest portion of America e s 
graduate students are pa~-time studentso 
137 o Weinberg" Elliot H .. , "Reduction of Physics Content i n the E:..'1g:i.neeri:ng 
Program?' Jour .. Eng .. Educ o ~· 634·-5 (Mar .. 1959) .. 
1 .38 .. Whitman, Walter G .. , 11 Nuclear ~":lgin~ering and Science Education in U ited 
States Universities .. 11 ~four., Eng .. Educ .. .12, 391-8 (Feb o 1959) o 
Nuclear engineering is not a basic fiel d for undergraduate education 
but is ar. area where mechanical, electrical and cb...emieal engineers 7 and 
chemists$ physicists and metallurgists mey specialize during graduate study .. 
Curricula are not out l ined, nor are the schools listed which offer n:uclear 
engineeri.ng . 
139 .. Wilson, Warren E .. , HOpinions on F.illgi.neering Education.," Jouro En.g .. Educ .. 
!±2., 773-4 (May 1959) 0 
ASEE members were polled on two questions~ (1) nWhat would be your 
reaction to a uniform four year engineering curriculum" to replace individual 
disciplines? and (2) "Do you think a uniform four year curriculum would 
be met with favor by industrial employers?n 


















The author regards this result as "startling," when 41 p~r cent of 
academic members and 60 per cent of others favor such a radical proposal. 
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To the s~cond quBBtion, ~nswerB were distributed££ follows: 
Yes, by most 
Yes, by large companies 





No, by most 27% 18% 
No, by all 4% o% 
To the question, what will happen to specialized curricula like san-
itary engineering?, ASEE members were divided between foreseeing a decline 
and foreseeing no change. 
~'he author, a small college dean of engineering, concludes that there 
is !!a feeling that something rather radical should be done in engineering 
education, but not a belief that it will be done .. " 
140.. Wislecenus, George F o' "Introducing Engineering Students to Fluid Mechanics." 
J ouro Enga Educ .. 50 9 268-72 (Deco 1959). 
1958 
141 a Aldrich, B 0 M G' "West Point for Engineers? Educator Says Yes 0 ,, Machine 
Design .dQ., 31-2 (May l, 1958) o 
142.. Ano:o:ymous$ '!Engineering Education Before Congressional Committees. 11 Jour. 
Epg. Educo ~ 161-71 (Nov. 1958)a 
In the course of hearings before the Senate Committee on Labor and 
Public Welfare, March 3, 1958, Dr. F .. C. Lindvall; president of ASEE, 
underlined the fact that American engineering education had been too 
narrow. Dre Lindvall pointed out to the committee the two ways of getting 
more quantity into engineering education: (1) lengthen the curriculum or 
(2) eliminate some traditional courses in favor -of basic material. 
143"' Anonymous, f!Fac :i1i ties and Opportunities for Graduate Study in Engineering. 11 
Jouro Eng .. Edu~!t§.., 938-74 (June 1958) .. 
. At tb.e outset of this report of the ASEE Graduate Study Commission, the 
background, current status, and philosophy of graduate study are examined. 
Curricula are not discussedo 
144. Anonymous, "Objectives and Educational Programs in Nuclear Engineering 
Education." ,Jour. Eng .. Educ"' 48, 316-25 (Jano 1958) .. 
The ASEE Committee on Atomic Energy Education discusses the place of 
nuclear engineering in engineering educationo Specific curricula are not 
di.scussed, nor is it recommended that complete programs in nuclear engin-
eering be established. 
145 ~ ArmoreJ Sidney J "' and Arms by, Henry Ho, "Engineering Enrollments and 
Degrees in E .. C"PaD .. -Accredited Institutions: 1957." Jour. Eng .. Educ. 48, 
415-32 rFeb .. 1958)a 
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146. Barlow, H. W.~ "Current ROTC and Physical Education Programs in E.C.P.D.-
Approved Engineering Curricula." Jour., Eng~ Educo ~ 291-303 (Jan. 1958). 
147. Bewley, L. V., 
11
Reorientation in Engineering Education .. " Jour. Eng .. Educo 
}±,§, 497-507 (Mar. 1958) "' 
It is suggested that undergraduate instruction in engineering subjects 
be grouped into six service departments~ (1) Design, (2) Power, (3) Elec-
trical, (4) Chemical and Physical Properties, (5) Processing and Manufac-
turing, and (6) General Engineering and Instruction. This would avoid the 
extensive duplication of courses nm.; p:roesent in separate engineering cur-
ricula o 
Under this system, the same branches of eP~ineering --- E .. E., M.E., 
C .E •» Ch.E .,, I "E "'.9 Mining Engineeri.~lgJ' and Metal.lurgical Engineering --
would offer degrees, and there would be no urd.fi.cation of course work 
except insofar as they received tt.e same instr~.ctio: .1 i..n particular courses 
( f'l · d b · · 0 ., E r~ E · ~ M R ) e .. g~, ·-· Ul mecJ.anlCS l .n •v.O.o -.,, Vo lg J aau &o .U o 0 
There would be no separate engi.neering schools under the plan,g o:rlly 
separate curricula.. Th.e author, dean of eng:i.neering at Lehi.gh, overlooks 
three disadvantages: 
lo Tb.e difficulty of specia.lizi.ng i :"l graduate school in the absence 
of a separate scho 1 of special.ty., 
2 o. The difference between curricula from coll.ege to . college.. For 
example, whe:-e mining engi.neer:i:~1g a nd metallurgical engineering 
are not offered, 'J.:r1i t operations applies to ChoE .. r s only .. 
3" The fact, which the author implies, t hat certain degree curricula 
would be strongly oriec.ted toward one department~ M .. E. toward 
power~ E .. E" toward electrical o In addition, oril.y C ~E. is and M.E. r s 
receive significan t train.:Log i.n mechanics 8 
The author recog:r:.izes the poss.ibl.e damage to :professional pride when 
degree-granting schools are reduced to service departmentso 
After criticizing the separat e schools for teaching their own brand 
of mathematics, the author states g 11 The writer i.ncliJ:J.es to the view that 
the time has come to relieve physics of ela-rnentary mechanics, heat.v elec ... 
trici ty and magnetism, and to place ·:..he teach ing of these subjects under the 
corresponding engineering departmentso .. G 11 
148. Bishop' John A 0' nA I Phi.losophyi Minor for Engineers 0 1i Jour$ Eng. Educ. ~ 
218-20 (Dec. 1958). 
A professor of chemistry out.lines a cur:riculum to broaden the humanistic 
outlook of engineers: 
Freshman year: English 
Science Background 
History 
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Fine Arts 3 
Economics 3 
Senior year: Philosophy 6 
The author believes that no sacrifice in engineering class hours 
would be necessary with this curriculum. 
It is the author's belief that, in addition to broadening the student's 
outlook, this cu.rri.culum would help the student in dealing with "non-
engineering" people .. 
14-9 .. Boulto!.t_, Bo C"'' 11 Case for Two-Year Graduate Degree .. " I.RoE. Trans., Educa-
~ E=l, 10-12. (March 1958) ~ 
The two-year graduate "professional degree" is deemed necessary by some 
sections of industry because the majority of today's one-year Master's 
graduates do not have enough mathematics, mechanics, thermodynamics, etc., 
to solve the complex problems they are confronted with. It is suggested 
that a two-year graduate degree would entice students who recognize the 
value of higher education but who are not willing to 5pend the time 
necessary to win a Ph.D .. 
150 .. Bray, Oscar s .. , "Engineering Sciences in the Ideal. Curriculumo" Jour. Eng. 
Educ .. ~ 381-2 (Feb .. 1958) o 
Engineering science, basi.c science and mathematics should constitute 
50 per cent of engineering undergraduate curriculum. The average at present 
is nearer 4.0 per cent. 
Brown.? Bonner and Weir1 The Next One Hundred Years. New York: The Viking 
Press (1958) .. (See No .. 533, Addendumo) 
15l o Chambers, C .. C.1 and Branigan, G. F .. , "E .. C .. P.D .. Accreditation of Engineering 
Curricula. 11 Elec. Eng. ]L 686-8 (Aug .. 1958) • 
The general objective of E.CoP.Do is the development of engineering 
as a profess:i.on.. Recognition of engi.neering legally as a profession has 
been accelerated by the activities of E.C.P.D .. and its work in accreditation 
of engineering schoolso-
152 .. Creamer, Wo J., "Engineering Education Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrowo-" 
Elec. Eng. JL 929-32 (Oct .. 1958) .. 
The relation of industry to engineering education cannot be ignored, 
because the primary purpose of the school. is to satisfy the needs of in-
dustry.. The opinion of the author is that "the intelligence of the average 
student of today is higher than 40 years ago, but the students have a ten-
dency to use their intelligence less .. The electrical engineering curric-
ulum is much more demanding today, but the best of the graduates of today 
are of much finer quality than 40 years ago. The engineering college must 
cease teaching techniciansJ and concentrate on preparing young men for 
l.eadership i.n research.? development and management." 
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153. Dismant, John H., 11 Tb.e Scientist and the Humanities People. 11 Jour. Eng. 
Educ. 12., 157-8 (Nov. 1958) • 
The author, a Mining and Metallurgy educator_, argues that engineers 
should cultivate a sensitivity for art and the humanities, since the search 
for truth is not confined to scienee aloneo He proposes no curricular re-
visions, but implies that an avocational interest is desirableo 
154. Green, Thomas Fo, 11A Humanities Teacher Looks at Engineering Education., 11 
Jour. Eng. Educ. 48, 573 ... 6 (Mar. 1958)o 
The reasons for studying hum.an:i.ties are explored. It is pointed out 
that the humanities, because they eall into question t...l-:Le very values on 
which engineering rests, can exert a powerful influence on students unpre-
pared for ail...alysis on these terms. Humanities do not make better engin-
eers o InsteadJ they awaken the engineer to hi.s potential as a mano. 
155. Hall, No A.;; 11 Engineering Science, the Core of Engineering Training." Mecho 
~ §Q, 44 (July 1958)., 
There is a constant need for introducing new developments of engin-
eering into the curriculum., 
156o Harnwell, Gaylord Po, 11 Instrument Education i n the Space Ageo 11 Jouro Instr. 
Soc. Amera 2J 16-17 (Dec. 1958)o 
The curricular requirements of the instrument engineer are solid and 
fluid mechanics, thermodymanics, statistical or rate processes, solid 
state technology, electrical or electronic science, economics, sociology, 
and the humanities.. It is the authors opini.on that the instrument erigin-
eer is ~~ique and this ·uniqueness requires that he be taught by scientists 
rather than engineers . 
157 o Haynes, Fred B a, n Can Industry Assi.st i n .Adva:r.~~ed Engineering Education 'l v~ 
Jour. Eng ... Educ. ~ 887 .... 90 (June 1958) o 
The cooperative Master!s degree program operated by Martin Aircraft 
and Drexel Institute of Tech:r.1ology J..s dcLscussed. Degrees are · off~red in 
E .. Eo, MoE., physics and ae:ro ... engineeri.ng o 
158 .. Hill, W o Scott, "Engineering Problems Ab.ead and ~iei:r Meaning for College 
Educators. 1111 Jour" Eng o Educ" ~ 21~4.-6 (Dec. 1958). 
The chief of engineering recruiting for General Electric adds his voice 
to the plea for er:gir; eers trained i :n fundament als o A few of the major 
problems which industry wil~l be working on in the :fu.t:ITe are outlined 0 
159. Hodgins~ ~To W o' !~Aspects of Modern F~o.gineerin.g Educati.on.,." Paper No. 539, 
presented at Soc. Automotive Engrs. rr.eeting ( .. ano Sect ion), Novo 20, 1957 
(1958) ~ 7PP o 
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160. Ho.l.stein, Edwin J' "' nSocio-Human..i.stic Studies for American Engineers." 
;.; our. Eigher Educ. £2., 257-60, 291 (May 1958) o 
T.b.e author shows that t :r. .. e trend of the last nine~y years is away from 
socio-hurnanis·tic studi.es in the engineering curriculum. The most prominent 
attitudes behind this trend are reviewed. 
1.61 o Ro.l.zrr8.n.9 Do L .. , "Go E .. Review Readers Urge Social Studies for Engineering 
Studer;.ts .. " Gen. E.lec. Rev • .@., 31-2 (Nov. 1958). 
T.t.te author attempts to explode the theory that scientists and engineers 
are "anti-humanists .. " A cross-section sample was tr=tken from professional 
e r:.gL. eers conce:r::..i.ng what have been the most valuable subjects in contributing 
to t...'h.eir advance and success in the profession o The three most often mentioned 
were mathematics, electrical theory, and English, in that order. Er...glish 
consist~:nt. y :rated b,igh ·with all participants . Forty-six per cent of the 
part:i.cipating engineers were electrical engineers. 
162, Honnel1, P " Mo, !RlectrJ.:cal. Engineering .Education for the Fu.ture .o" E.lec. 
Eng., ]1, 940-3 (Oct . .1.958) o 
Among the cr.Bracteristics of a g:reat technol.ogi.cal .inati tute will be: 
1. A demand fo::- scholarJ..y attainments from the students as well as 
the facultya 
2. Good gradwte sections as well as undergraduate divisions .. 
3.. A balance between ''strong, independent~ scholarly departments in 
science, b:urnani ties p and engineering. 
4 a Research as an integral part of under-graduate as well as graduate 
education. 
5. Academic leaders speaking out on objectives, principles, and 
methods for obtai:c.ing successful engineering education. 
163o Killia n , J'ames R .. s ;;roJ and RhodesJ Fred Ho, "What's Wrong with Engineering 
Ed·u.cati.ono
11 
Chemo Ep:g .. .§.b 173-4, 176 (April 71 1958) o 
Engineeri~g edu:;at:i.on is behind the times. .A more fundamental educa-
tion is :~.eededJ ar~.d oppo:r"tun.i ti.es for graduate study should be extended .. 
16J.-! .. , La:~ .. ~.dis» Fred, nAG Engi.neeri:ng Teacher Looks at the Humanities Program o" 
cTour o Eng. Educ o ~ 568=72 (Mar. 1958) . 
. A revised hu.rnani t:i.es program is suggested by a mechanical engineer, 
wi.th the purpose of e:tsu:!"ing that t he recommendations of the ASEE are met o 
Cou.:rse content i.s discussed in detail.. The fol.lowing is a summary of 
suggested contentg 
Fresr...ma:n. Engl.i.sh (rhetoric, composition) 
Western Civilization Survey 
Economics 
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165 .. Lewis, David W., "A Pla:::.1 for I~o.tegrating Courses .. '1 Jour. Eng .. Educ~48~ 
559-61 (Mars 1958)~ 
A scale model of an industrial enterprise (e og.,, a:~ alu.rninurn plar.i.t) 
is suggested as the ur~.ifyi~ .. tg influence in an engi!leeri.ng curri.cul1:un., 
Students in all b:rar.~:b.es of e::.g:ineer:i.ng would ce referred throughout their 
education to the model» s o tb.at the . significance of course material lTJ.B.Y be 
emphasized, and so that all. engineers w..a.y see the i .nterrelatio:n. between 
their various discipli.n.es" The:( author is a mechar.Lical engineer" 
166" Lindvall, Frederick C "$} ':Engineering Educationj Retrospect and Prospe·ct .. u 
Electroni.c Ind, ~ 88~9 (Se~0t o 1958)" 
W:i t:L. the great e du:;;atior .al. needs of t he e~ ectroni c$ i r~.fo:rmati i.i heories.9 
jet p:r~·pul.sio:o. a n.d s +ru.c;';:;'J.:ra l e:::•gi.:neeri~~.g fields came a great derrJ.and 0~~1 the 
u:J.de:rg;raduate e :r.tginee:r~ us Cll.~~·u' ~.:un "' ,;:r1an.ges i .n curricula are necessar:y 
i n order foz· t he col leges t o sup~9.ly t he demandy 'tru.t dropping some of the 
older subjects has :nc t ·'Je e".t easy. ~- ·bday us e:.rrpb.asis is on creati 1/8 thL.· . "king_, 
the new lJ the u~1dis ~overed ideas» de·\ri '•es a nd sys tems o. A b:!'oad ftmdamental 
er1gi.neeri:ng educatior.. i. ,s a u s t o 
167 T i nd·c ll1 · , J. • d ·rv · ,, . · 1 Yip· c.t ,. d' l + E · · ·n g Edu""'a+ · O""' · ·· .,..,ld ·ust' "Y'\r and , " ~l- ·'·-· va 9 .· .re e._l . t>, ..9 o$J . L1 ,) g._a, . a, _, e . : .. lgl:C!.eerl....... - ~ · v l . .-. l ... ! ..u. ·c..,; 
the Communi ·~yo
11 
~~OU~:" o ~.~ Ed·uc::J ~ 701~7J 721 (May 1.958)0 
l'fl.a ~-Y aspects of p s t g:ra.d:J.ate e~:lgineering ·t:rairl.i ::~g are di.sc · ssedo The 
problems of ir.;.du .. s-::Y."ia"i.. s c2 ._arsh lps f or graduate students receive particular 
attentiO!i. o 
168" Lindvall , Frede:ri c"k :.; 0, u1Re::P..a.::·ks o:a I :nt eg.ra·::i.cr.:. of Ma \2'1ernatic s7J Pb.ysi .,.s» 
and Mech~nics o se \'Jour o . Et . .g o Educ o 48.JJ 732. (ME.y .19.58) " 
GotJ.r s e c nte:n.t 
combin i ng CO':.l:r'sesa 
is no considerai:~ i.on gi v·e:~ to 
:1.69., McEachror :~ Ko Bop ':E:cginee:ring Education is Clo sing t:t.se Clap" H ..,ase Al:u.mnusp 
l8" (Ap:ril 1958)0 
170" McLean, W" Go.9 and Larsen.J K., Do, enintegration of Basic Science Courses at 
Lafayette College.' ~ _'our., Eng o ~due" 48., 733~6 (May 1958) 1) 
Courses were irr·;restigat;ed fo:r their ove:r].ap wi t..h the o· . t e: ... t of 
eleme;J.tary phy.sics a Then. t h ese t opics were deleted from physics or :minim-
ized o Tr.1.e author disclJ..sses t he ph ilosophy of teaching :ph,ysics and I!.l..a.th e!l1.a--
tic s i n the engineering depart..r:tl.ents 3 a:J.d concludes t hat it is undesirabl e" 
Meda.liap Nah:um z~.? 11 Prof'essi.ona 
t:ion. ~ A Sociologist us Cor& ~~en ·~ o 11 
a~ ... d :l\1a :~.sageria.l CJoals i ::!. F::ngi:~.teeri:!Jg Educa .... 
~J·o~J_;.'"o :Eng" Edu~ .. 2±2, 237-40 (De ~ .. 1958) o 
T'Wo rr1ai r:. forces are conte:J.di:r:g f o r do.'n.i.:lance in the engineering cur= 
rimJllllr.~ (1) the h .ma~.:1:i. z:!.:n.g trend a nd (2) the pr•ofe,'sionali.zi:ng trend .. 
1he co:r::f1.ict is causili..g c n -Pusion .ll wh.ich may accou~~1t for the d.issatisfactio:J. 
that practi c ing engineer s feel o 
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172G Mikhail, s. L., "Our Greatest Need in Science and Engineering Education." 
Jour. Er~. Educ. ~ 241-3 (Dec. 1958). 
Our greatest need is philosophi.cal roots. No specific curricular 
applications are mentioned. 
173. Nordby, Gene M., and Fairman, Robert N., "Engineering Sciences -- Still 
Another Look on Jour. ~.£. Educ. ~ 527-9 (Mar. 1958) .. 
Two members of the National Science Foundation briefly summarize the 
growth of the engineering science concept. 
l74·o Olmstead, Sterling Po1 "General Education and the Law of Increasing Entropy .. " 
Jouro Engo Educ$ ~ 545-50 (Mar. 1958)" 
If humanities are to be useful to the technical graduate, they must 
consist of material which will provide him "continuing nourishmento.11 
Otherwise they will be lost to him~ No specific suggestions are offeredo 
175 .. Rettaliata 21 J. To, "Industry and Education." Western Elec. Engr. E., 3-6 
(April l958)o 
It is becoming more and more the responsibility of industry to provide 
training in the arts and skills and special technology for engineering 
personnel so that they can continue to be well informed on current tech-
nological advances and devel.opmentso Industry has recognized the value 
of providing means for its engineers to pursue graduate studies. 
Specialization is vanishing from the undergraduate programs of 
leading colleges and is being ,placed into the graduate area. The effect of 
this shift is ·an approach to : the unified· curriculuin ' ih which· all under-
graduate students receive practically the same course of study. The in-
creasing complexity of technology has tended to make the Bachelor's 
degree the minimum standard for admission to the engineering profession. 
More em~hasis is being placed on social-humanistic studies so that the 
engineer might be more competent in his performance as a leader and citizen" 
176o Ryder, J. Do, "An Experimer..t in the Reduction of Physics Contento" Jour. 
Eng, Educ. ~ 118-21 (Novo 1958) o 
177 .. Terman, Frederick E., "Observations on Engineering Education .. " Aero/Space 
Engo .rL 48-9 (Deco 1958)" 
- The four-year program can no longer supply the education necessary 
for today 1 s technologyc Industry is beginning to depend more on graduates 
of higher levels than the B.S., An ehlarged program, in which governmental 
and industrial. support through fellowships and research aid is vi tal, is 
cited., 
178., TobinJ· A-v..stin J .. , "Engineering and Ma:c.agement Deci.sions in the Port of 
New York Autho:rityo" Jour. Engo Educo ~ 530-7 (Mar .. 1958). 
The director of the Port Authority discusses what is required of 
engineers in his organization: breadth of view, humanistic outlook, 
question.ing attitude. 
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179. Walker, Eric A., "Next Redesign Project 'l Er. • .ginee:roing Curricula." Product 
~£2., 35-6 (Nov .. l7s 1958) ~ 
The president of Pe:o...n.sylvan.ia State University; in art address, dri ti-
cizes the four-year engineering curriculum as inadequate for graduate 
study o The four-year p:·ogram adequately trains the engineer for design and 
engineering work.9 but not for higher skills .. 
l80.. Weber, Ernest, chairman, nReport ort the Er-:..ginee:ring Sciences l956-1958o" 
Jour o .. Er-...g. Educ .. ~ 3.3-9l ( Octo l958) o 
The ASEE F'ollow=Up Committee on Evaluation of Engi.neering Education 
reports its ideas on the appropriate scope of t he six e::-J.gi::.!ee:ring scien.ces 
mechanics of solids.9 mee.:l:lan.ics of f'luid:SJl tra nsfer and rate processes$ 
the:rmodymaLi c s, &:~ect}:i ca. sci~: .. ~ef~ » a:i1d :n.a t~e an Q.. p:topertie os f ll1a. te:ria·l s 
plus the topic of engineering analysis and desigr.;." 
The committee exp::cesses its heli.ef that ""' -o oi t appears importar..t that 
the ·basic cor~cepts a r.!.d prin c iples which .... .,ma.ke p e~::tg:i.neerir..g science.? be 
taught in some fo:t"m.9 i n some c o1;.rse, a t some tim~ to eac:2 e::tgineering stu-
dent""," 
.19.57 
l8l. .,. Calvert.? J o F o » u L11.pa ~t of :•§ew E.:·:~:i .:.eer.i.c g ~on.cepts o . Engi::.leeri!1,g Education .. H 
.Elec o Eng .. 1£ 10'41=4 ( 71ec o 1957) o 
The old methods of computation used i n e ngi neering colleges today 
should be revised to i nclude .. ew meth ds S1J.Ch as auto:m..ati.c cal culation by 
computers • !J'omo:urow ~ s e:c.gineers D.eed t o be familiar with the new corrcepts 
a ::::.d new eq_·uipme nt a.ssoc i.at ed ~r:i th i \-:! ormation, co: .. trol a nd computatio:w.l 
theory, 
182 D . W K' · t''- n -, ·t g N" """ e 'D., t ~ M d ~ 11 " avls, .., ~ -~erm.e ·.:!.s; .. o , _ :.:tc. ea..:. .nd . o er::..1. o 
(Ap:ril 1, 1957) o 
Chem o E.qg .. Ne~rs o .d.2.J 36 
There is no need for a t~.ew fie~l,d of rrnn,;lear e::.1.gineer:i:ng ... gc A modern 
engineer>' however>' is needed wb.o iB bet ter versed in chemistry, physics, 
and .mathematics<¥ 
l83o Drucker, D, C..,p " In.tegratioc. of Sub~1er;t Matter at Brown Ini ·ersity,:: Jour. 
Eng. Educ o ~ 243~7 (Dee o 1957) .,. 
At Brown all engineers ="" aeror'.auti.calp ci vi.lJ elee~~icalJ and 
mechanical -= ta.ke ;;m. i n.tegrated c·:Jrri.culum i n. their first "three years o 
184.. English, J, ~. 7 
11 Report of the Nintl:~ A~nu.al Col.:::..ege=I~J.dustry qonference .,." 
Jour, Eng o Educ o 11., 613 (Mar .. 1957) () 
Rec ommer...datioi'l...B of the co:::lfe:re::Lce 1:'1cluded g 
1 o Emphasis on ba.si.c sci.enc~es in curri ~u.la o 
2 o Stude!lts s.hou2.d. ·be i n t:roduced to the req_uire..rne:c.ts for t e amwork o 
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185 o E...'l'"ffiene, J .. J., "Liberal Arts -- Engineering Courses in the United States." 
J'our .. Eng .. Educ .. ~ 670-4 (April 1957) . 
The stratified liberal arts - engineering concept, whereby prospective 
engineering students perform all their work in humanities, pure sciences, 
and most mat...hematics in liberal arts curricula before entering engineering 
school9 is discussed from a historical viewpoint. These stratified courses 
are usually five years in length. 
The off-campus method of obtaining liberal arts preparation is 
discussed, and schools are listed which have liberal arts affiliates .. 
J..86,. Fran.k, Nathaniel Ho_, "The Task Ahead for the Physics Division." Jour. Eng. _ 
Educ ~> 48!) 22-4· (Octo 1957) , 
T.ne author discusses tmplications of the increasing demand for physics 
in engineering curri cul.a o 
1.87. Graham, John W ,._, Jr .. , "What Some of the Colleges are Doing about Ethics." 
Jour o E..D.g, Educ .. ~ 179-81 (Dec .. 1957) o 
This is a survey of what is being offered in ~thics courses for 
engineers., 
188o Rarris 1 Charles Oa, "Integration of Subject Matter at Michigan State Univ-
ersity,. 11 Jour o Eng. Educ ,. ~ 241-2 (Dec. 1957) • 
Changes in mechanical and electrical engineering curricula are 
discussed., 
189.. Heacockp Frank A., 11 The Graphic Approach to Engineering Educationo" Jour. 
Eng .. Educ Q.1.L 690-4 (April 1957) .. 
The strength of the graphic approach is that the student can learn 
engineering more easily; !!the eye is the open door to the mind. 11 Graphs 
ar:..d drawings ba ''e a place throughout th.e engineering curriculum e 
190., Kazda, Louis F .. , "Automati~ Control Systems -- The Unification of Engineer-
ing .. " Jour .. Eng .. Educ .. }±]., 415-20 (rJan.l957) .. 
An undergraduate engineering student can learn the basic concepts of 
autowBtic control. systems in a semester, but two semesters of graduate 
courses are required before he can design systemso Every undergraduate 
engineer should have one such course .. 
191.. McCallum, W o W ~, "Educating Industrial Managers for Tomorrow." Jour. Eng. 
Educ .. ~ 450-5 (Jan .. 1957) o 
A manager argues for training engineers in the overall phases of 
ma1.1.agement.. Engineers need training in human relations, communication 
skills, and economics. 
1 92 . .,. M.cFarlin9 Robert J .. , "The Teaching of 'Engineering Philosophy'." Jour. 
Eng, Educ .. !±L 776-8 (May 1957) " 
A freshwBn and sophomore course series on engineering philosophy and 
ethics is descri.bed as a broadening i.nfluence. 
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193. Mills, Blake D,, Jr., 
11
Some Aspects of Einstein's Relativity in Engineering 
Education~'q Jour. Eng .. Educ. ~L 675-82 (April 1957). 
In order to induce students toward thinking along genuinely fundamental 
lines, some elements of relativity could be introduced into instruction .. 
The principal example discussed. is the dynamics of movi::~.g bodiesJ but 
several other topics are ment.io:rred. 
194o Newman, Eo So, "What Effect Have Recent Inventions and Discoveries Had on 
Engineering Curriculums and Education? Deans of E.'lgineerir,g Meet at 
Purdue o 
11 
Mech o Eng. 12., 1079 .... 80 (:Nov .. 1957) o 
Two trends seem to be forming g i ntegrati.on of subject matter and 
development of the bifuroated curr:iculum~ The bifurcation would consi.st 
of a curriculum for science-oriented s t udent s and a Cl~.rr.iculum for produ.c-
tion-sales...management training .. 
195.. Ostley Bernard, 
11
Statistics in Eng:Lneering o c~ J ouro Eng'"' Ed:uc o .±:0 410=14 
(Jan .. l957)o 
Every rmdergraduate engineer should have at least one basic course 
in statistics .. 
196 a Rettal.iata, John ToJ "Fou::."' Years Plus for E:a.gi r.~ee:rs Predicted by College 
President., 
11 
Machine Design. £2, 5 (Sept., 5, 1957) ,. 
Remarks of the author are su...nnnarizedo The autho~ predints changes in 
lL""'le with recommendations of t h e A c3EE 11 G:rinter Report g ~r 
197 .. R d ~.· D "En . . Ed t. 1 y er? ~ o o 9 .glneerl:ng u ca ' 1. on. ~ 
62 ( Novo 1957) .. 
Kngineering educatior::. is taugh t in two :parts g 
m ~~e:~~~' we~~~i:a~'~e d~=~t o~a ~!~ t c~~l~;;~~stcy. 
The arts and sciences referred. to :here are best explained by the authort s 
definition of engineering~ "Engineering is the science and art concerned 
with the utilization of materials, energy, and m.en .. 
11 
198. SherborneJ John E a' "Today~ s Petrolelnn. Engineering Graduate -- Wil.l He 
Meet Tomorrow~s Chal.lenge? 11 Jour, Petrol<> Techo ~ 15-18 (Augo 1957)~ 
Current trends in engi.:1.eeri:::1.g education are ~eviewed. The increasing 
importance of science, the r.~eed for huro..an i ti.es J and the :pressure for a 
more lengthy education are among the curricula:r problems discussed o 
199. Emith, Lloyd Po, 11 0bjectives, Currieula1 and Results of the Cornel l 
&.'1gineering Physics Program "" Jour., Eng .. Educ .. l±l.., 4ol-9 (Ja:2o 1957)o 
After a decade of teaching the five-year currictilum in engineering 
physics 1 the former director examines tr1.e :results~ The curriculum is in-
creasingly popular with students 7 but no other· schools are ma:1tioned as 
offering this degree, 
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The curriculum~ containing four full years of mathematics~ five of 
physics2 with the rest divided among applied science, practice, and human-
ities, is examined in detail.. There is a nuclear technology option. 
Although an advanced degree is not offered, about half the graduates 
go on to further work in other desciplineso 
200o Vail, Charles R .. , ''Graduate Programs as Preparation for Engineering 
Teaching o" Jour .. Eng .. Educ. ~ 585-8 (Mar o 1957) . 
Graduate programs should be flexible enough that the student training 
for teaching is able to acquire some elements of pedagogy~ 
2014) Walker, Eric Ao; "Research and Engineering Education." Jour. Eng~ Educ. 
~ 70~80 (Novo 1957) .. 
Among other suggestions, the president of Pennsylvania State Univ-
ersity suggests that engineering curricula be revised so that research 
engineers, development engineers, production engineers, etc., are the 
product~ rather than the traditional branches., He also urges emphasis 
of basic knowledge, 
202., White 1 Robert~ R o _, 
11 The Engineer and the Spectrum of Knowledge ., " Chem .. 
Eng I) Prog .. _2h 19-20, 22-4, 26 (May 1957) o 
10
Education seeks to give to an average young man knowledge that will 
help him develop peaks of specialization when and where he needs them . .,.," 
Engineering science is a force which is distributing the emphasis in educa-
tion more broadl.y over the spectrum of knowledge.. The e:ffect is particularly 
great in mathematics, now that it is recognized that engineers need to use 
more numerical and stochastic methods .. 
The only argument for undergraduate specialization is that students 
should know what specialization is~ 
Graduate work should include more and broader mathematics, well into 
its philosophical aspects, and heavy emphasis on social scienceso 11 Exped-
itions" of two or three years into research should be :virtually omitted .. 
Problems of a comprehensive nature, prepared with the cooperation of 
industrial people, would preserve the values of the traditional dissertation. 
203o Zant, James He., "Modifications in Freshman Mathematics for Engineerso" 
Jourz Eng. Educ., Th 739-44 (May 1957) o 
Engineers should be introduced to many of the topics of modern math .... 
ematics: logic, set theory~ groups, matrices, etco Recommendations 
concerning other modifications include the foll.owing: 
lo Start the student far along, in analytics or calculus .. 
2.. Modernize course content. 
3o Integrate subject matter, to make plain the unity of mathematics .. 
4o Offer a choice of advanced courses, in line with needs of different 
branches of engineering o 
5Q Infuse more mathematics into engineering courses. 
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204. Zetler, Robert L., uWhat's Base in a Basic Curriculum? 11 Jour. Eng. Educ. 
48, 96~101 (Nov. 1957). 
A ;professor of English outlines basic req_uiremen.ts of humanities in 
engineering curriculao 
205G Zizicas, George A~, "Proposed Reorganization of Graduate Courses in the 
Mechanics of Solids o '~ Jour .. En.E.!_ Educ. ~' 839-42 (June 1957) .. 
1956 
206o Adler, Richard B .. , "Science and Engineering Educationo!C Jour., Eng .. Educ .. 
11., 121-8 (Oct, 1956) " 
A~':]. electri.cal engineer proposes a strong infusion of science into 
engineering curriClli.a o An undergraduate ;program would ir..clude ~ 
Mathematics 4. years 
Physics 4. 
Other Sciences 2 
Humanities 4 
Scie:nce Applications 4 
He co:mm.ents that the difference betweeE a scientist and an ev.,gineer, at 
the Ui'1.dergraduate leve.l s is largely the di.rection of their interests~ 
either the lLn.answered q_ues'tions of naturej or the conseq_uences of t.;..~e al: .. 
:ready-answered q_uestion .. 
207 o A:n.onymous, "Dartm.O'.lth Adopts New Program o 11 M}Ldwest Engr o .2J 13 ( Se,i; t " 1956) .. 
Dartmouth~ s e :!:'lgineering sc:~ence currieulum is described in general 
ter:m.s o 
208.,. Anonymous, "M .. J o Ke.lly Urges Five ~Year E!tgineering Gourse at ASEE Meeting., 11 
Mech, Eng .. .m, 688.9 690 (Juiy 1956) o 
Mervin f!_T a Kelly, president of BelJ. Telephone Laboratories, believes 
the ~our-year curriculum does not give sufficient trainiYlgo 
209o Anonymous, 11 Purdue FJlgineers State Need for Social Stud:ies, E:fJ.glisho 11 
Machine Design 28 9 14 (April 19J 1956)o 
A survey reveals that Purdue graduates believe that social sciences 
are the greatest curricular need. English was second choice., I\\ine other 
subjects, all technicalp were mentloned .. 
210" Anonymous, ~:Report of the Prototype Chicago Industry - Education Confer-
e::J.ce on the ASEE Evaluatio!l Report"" Jour Q Eng. Educ o 2±:£, 818-22 (I:Jr..ay 
1956) 0 
Industrial leaders endorsed the findings of the ASEE committee in 
its 11Grinter Report" on. the evaJ..uation of engineering education.. In 
particular, industry leaders a;ppro\red of the basic science approach to 
engineering education, leaving the training in engineering arts to in-
dustry itselfo 
A prominent attitude of industrial leade!"s is that engineers need 
to learn to communicate.. Humanitie~ on the other hand, may weaken the 
curriculum if they are overemphasized" 
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2ll. Anonymous, "Report on Evaluation of Engineering Education." Product Eng. 
5]., 354, 357, 359 (Jan. 1956) • 
The "Grin.ter Report" of ASEE is presented in abstract., 
2.12o Armo:re, Sidney J o' and Armsby, Henry H., 11 Engineering Enrollments and 
Degrees in E.C.P .. D.-Accredited Institutions; 1956." Jouro Eng. Educo 
~ 61.9-36 (Mar, 1956)., 
2.13 o Burdell, Edwin So, chairmanJI "General Education in Engineering. Report of 
the Committee for the Humanistic-Social Research Project." Jour. Eng. Educ. 
469 619-750 (April 1956)., 
The committee recommends the .following: 
Philosophy: 
l.., Engineering and arts faculties must formulate the program 
jointly. 
2.. Humanities and social sciences are disciplines in their own 
righto 
3 o Engineeri.ng must be viewed as a profession with social 
responsibilities. 
Content~ 
1. Humanistic-social studies are distinct from business courses. 
2. o The program must be both humane and social. 
3.. Experimentation should be encouragedo 
Arrangement~ 
lo The recommendation of the "Hammond Report" (for a four-year 
series). 
2 o l:~1terrelati.onships should be emphasized., 
3.. Elective work should be carefully controlled. 
4o The engineering school should join with other professional 
schools to establish a common program. 
Timeg 
1<> The 20%-of-curriculum figure is reaffirmed. 
2 o Time may be sav·ed by exploiting vertical sequence and inter-
disciplinary approach,. 
3o Time may be saved by integrating scientific and technical 
work. 
4o ROTC should not be substituted in the program~ 
1ne basic findings of the committee may be summarized as follows: 
1o Educators agree that students would profit from fuller acquaintance 
with general studies. 
2., Educators fear that time wi.ll be lost from technical material. 
3o Some schools, by careful planning, have improved both humanistic 
and technical training. 
The report includes a large number of excerpts from field reports, 
eleven represe:ntati ve humanistic-social sequences, descriptions of several 
courses of special interestJ and sixteen sample curricula (from several 
branches of engineering) which have successfully introduced a humanistic-
social p:rogramo 
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214. Burdell, Edwin S ~, !!Presenting General Edu.cation in Engineering.. Report 
of the Hurnanistic-Socia..l Project 0 H Jou.r 0 Eng 0 Educ" ~ 103-5 (Oct e 1956) " 
Hurnanistic-soci.al programs for' e~1gineers are suc cessful when there is 
strong administrative support .. Professional competence need not be sacri= 
ficed by humanistic :p:rograms, if teclL:.:i.ca1 c;ourses are regrouped a nd if 
industry and the gradt1ate school s assume responsibi ~i'ty for spe c ialized 
instruction. 
215 .. Chang, Sheldon 86 L"J ~~Suggestions on How t o Teach ~Er.gineering Sciencest ., 11 
Jouro Eng, Educ .. 46g 456-7 {JarJ..l956) o 
It is s'uggested that f:i ve of t _ .. e six e::1g:tr-:.eeri::~ scien.ces (excepting 
only a~.ectrical scie:.:.ce) be ta·:J.g:tJ.+; i. ~:J. a si.ngle i r::teg:r·ated cou:::use .. 
216.. Davis , e:Tess E <>J niiJ:le Ne ed for Mo:re gKr.;.ow· Why a o ~': ('_7'o'U2:" o ErLP;o Edu c .. ~ 790 ~2 
(May 1956) ~ 
2.17 o Dymo:nt 51 So T o~ 
11
Erl_gi:.lee:rL.cg Edl ..  ca ;:i.on .. 11 Paper prese ::..;.t ed a t So:-:;" Automotive 
Er...grs o mee t i r_gp . an o .~6 .? .1956 o A s· ::oac· · L .. J"o-ur o So.c ,, .Au t omc.t i ve Ecgrs. £i, 
6.34 (Aug A) :1956) .. 
I: .. ,dust ry wa :iJ.t~ engineers who are, capable of l~corr.irig :rnar .age:rs., Spec ial-
:iz_ed train:i.ng does r:.ot produ ce t h em ; b r oad» funda:!!!.e:~~tal trai.r.d.Lg prepares 
tr_e eng:L~eer for t~.e vazo:i.ed si ·.-ua t i Y ... s r.e w:L:-:.1 e:n.c ounuer.. L"1.d ·.stry mus t 
prov:ide t he spec i.al.:ized t:ra::L_ing o 
218$ Embl.er, Wel erp :'Ano·t:..~.er ]~ook at C:e :;2.eral. Studieso 11 J ouro Engo Educ o 46 9 
551=4 {.Mar o • 956) ~ 
I~he author challenges t~e ::wti on "~ a · · e Lgi:neers will necessari.ly :prof:i:t 
from. additional h'um.an i ties o . .. . umani. t i.e.s p be. :ag a field of . e::J.deavor wh i ch 
does not yi eld t o a rat j.on.a.l ap:proa eh.9 wi.1 ... :. ot necessari.l.y appeal t o engin-
eers w:~"o do ro:n grasp ·that it :Ls a di.scip" :L~.:.e i :·:~ i t s own. righto The a:n.swer 
is motivatio~~ not addit i onal work.o 
219.. Everitt, W o Lo; !The Iwpact of Modern Pr?Ys.ics 01 ... E.:.1.gi:~.eering Educa.tio:r. .. o' ~ 
~Jour o !nB o Edu@ 9, Th .11.3 -20 (Oct ., 195 6) (> 
The dean of engi neering of t :h.e U:ti versi.·t y of Illinois re·v'i.ews the 
effect of modern physics b His pr:.nc. ipaJ.. co::L .. er:J. is wi-ft;~.!. viewpoi::.!ts , a.nd 
he does P..ot expl.icitly mention curr:Lculao 
220~ Flood_, Merrill ~L . ., :gMar .agement Science and Operations Resear:!t.o'' J ·ouro 
Eng o Educ.;!.. Th 106-12 (Oct o 1956) c 
Several u.:ti verei.ties now offer advanced degrees in the field of 
management sci.enc.e o:r o:perations :researcho T.h.e Co....:um.b:i.a Uni versity 
doctoral program of the Depa.rt me:at of I:ndus trial a n d Management Engin"" 
eeriv..g is descr.ihed o 
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221. Harrington, E. R .. , "Engineering Education --Four-Year Course Favored." 
Civo Engo ~ 365 (June 1956). 
If the four-year curriculum is not adequate for training engineers, 
the five-year program is likely to be inadequate also; the graduate can 
never be completely readied for practice. The five-year program also 
presents the danger of discouraging enrollments .. 
222o Hazen, Harold L., chairman, "Additional Criteria for Accreditation of 
Engineering Curricula." Jouro Engo Educ. 46, 816-7 (May 1956). 
The EoCoPoD. in October, 1955, approved the following supplemental 
criteria for accreditation: 
l~ All curricula shall contain at least one year of mathematics 
and basic scienceo 
2 .. All curricula shall contain at least one year of engineering 
science. 
3" One-half year shall be devoted to engineering analysis, design 
and engineering systems. 
4o The curriculum shall be designed as an integrated sequential study. 
5o One-half to one year of the curriculum shall be the minimurr1 for 
hwnanistic and social studies 0 
223.. Hutchisson, Elmer, chairman, "The Role of Physics in Er..gineering Education .. " 
. Jour .. Eng. Educ o 12., 592-606 (Mar Q 1956) .. 
The goals for :physics in engineering education are set forth_, and 
seven general recommendations are made .. No specific recommendations re-
garding curricula are made. 
2240' Katz, Donald, L., "A Professional Program for Advanced Study in Engineering." 
Jouro Eng. Educ ~ l±J.., 248-54 (Nov .. 1956). 0 
The demands upon professional engineers are not entirely consistent 
with the Ph~D .. program required by most engineering schools.. A single 
type of program does not prepare engineers for the full range of industry's 
needs" 
A program is suggested which would extend three years beyond the B.S. 
degree" It would include two full years of class study, and a year spent 
in solving problems, including qualifying examinations similar to those 
now used .. 
A sample curriculum for chemical engineers is outlined. Typical 
problems for the third-year student are set forth. 
225 .. Ker~kes, Frank, "T.he English Program as Engineering Teachers Viewit .. " 
Jour. Eng .. Educ. ~ 427-33 (Jan .. 1956). 
Because 60 per cent of all pxe cticing engineers find good English n of 
considerable value 11 or even necessary, and because writing consumes up to 
25 per cent of engineers' time, it is desirable to develop a realistic 
English program for the curriculum.. The following recommendations are 
offeredg 
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1. Emphasize communications j_n English oou.rses. 
2.., Con temporize the humani ti.es., 
3 o Extend writing requirements beyond the freshman year .. 
4 o Offer a course in report :prepazoa·t,ion to seniors o 
226.. Killia.nfr J o R .. 7 I! New Requirements Imposed on Ed-u.ca tio-1. by Advancing Tech~ 
nology.. Elec., Engo lli 1061-3 (Dec .. 1956) o 
J., Ro F~llian, president of Moi .. To, states that, while t here is and 
will continue to be a vast need for four year engineeri:ng graduates_, there 
is a fast growing demand for e:~gi.nee~i.r.t.g education on the graduate level o 
There is a great need al s o fo:r prog:ra"TTs that. are .le.ss vocati.or:.aliz.ed at 
t h e undergraduate leve~ ~ 
2.27 a Killian, J o R o, u: The F 11 tlJ.:"e of L:i beral S "i errt:i fi c Edu.ca t i or. o 
11 
.._2.U!" o ~ng_o 
Educ,. ~ 79.3=4 (May 1956) o 
228o LaRue, Robert Do, :·1:3:ow F:Lrm a Fo·~:~.tdati 0'~1-o 11 J oura Eng_? Educo l:!:.L 8l=6 
(Septo 1956)o 
A Departme:Y.lt of Pre-engineer i n. .. g is proposed, to :integrate at least 
two years of the engineering c:J.rri. c·~- um.. Tb.e major advar.1.t age would be to 
prepare students fo:r' realizatio:r1. of what t he i:r maj o~ fields con,._.Jist of 0 
Dup1ica tion of mat erial (e.g 0.9 !J.ys:ics a:n.d bas i.e e:ngi.::::Lee:ring) would 'te 
eJ,imi.:nated o The autho!" i.s a me cha:ui.cal. engineer o 
229. Lindval.l, F o C "' chairman.? ''Mathemat::cs i!.l E::1gineeri~~~g o Report of Pasade;_J.a 
Conference o 11 J·our o Enao Edu.c o ~ ~585 =91 (M>a.~ o .... 956) o 
A one~semester course i::-1 di:ff'e :~ential eq_uatlon s should be req_ui:red 
of a .ll engi.neers o A:f.ter t his J~ prio~:->i.ty should go to a one=:Se!!lest er ccm:rse 
i.n statistical a:::mlysis o The mat hematical curricrt.lurn. should co:.'l+ain a two-
year series of electives i.n applied a~w: .ysis;; one year to b e taken as under~ 
graduate work and the othe:~' i n gradua-te s ch"ol o I~b.ree Otle~se!Ilester ele ;tive 
courses are also recomme::.1ded ~ 
1. Computersa 
2. Probability t heory for electrical and i r..dustr:ial engineers 
ar:.d physicistso 
3 o Maxima and minima o:f f'a:r .ctions for several variables under 
various kinds of res t:ra:La.ts o 
Courses in ca.lc-::tl.us should begln with the f :resb.ma:n year<> 
230o McCallum, w 0 w OJ 11 Tra:i::l F.:ngineers for 1Y1anagement 0 ?C E.l.ec 0 World 1469 62 
{eJul.y l.6J 1956) o 
The opinion of the autho:::a is tha-t e:ngineeri.r:tg s ghools should broaden 
curricula and industry should take O"'J-er ~nore respo::. sibil.:i t~y for tecbnical 
training.. Utili ties and other i :r __ dust:ries m.u.st rel y o::.~ technically trained 
men for management position s but fi:nd that they don~ t have the broad back-
ground req_uiredo 
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2).1.. .McL·ucas, John Lo,- "A Small Research Company Looks at Engineering Education." 
Jouro Eng. Educ .. ~ 458~60 (Jan. 1956) .. 
Physicists are much stronger on analysis than engineers, and are usually 
more V-ersatile and adaptable, according to the experience of a small elec-
tronics firm. This leads to a feeling that fundamental science is a 
valuable part of any technological curriculum and tbat engineers need more 
of ito They also need to learn English usage. 
232 N b W C "Th . !I . • ew erg, .. .. , . . e Englneer and the Future • 
(1956) • 
Ste~l Prpcessing ~ 269-73 
Every er~ineering graduate should have a broad grounding in economics 
and an understanding of its application to his worko Another need is the 
ability to express himself. 
Engineers co1.lld use more training in management operations, human 
relations, and sales principles. 
233o Oakley, C. Oo, "Engineering for Mathematicians .. " Jour. Eng. Educ. ~ 
292-5 (Deco l956)o 
The mathematical training given to engineers is reviewed.. The author 
contends that too much time is given to analytic geometry and calculus. 
He ~uggests that matrix theory and linear and Boolean algebras are topics 
which ought to be given. 
Mathematicians need to know where engineering is heading, so that 
engineering students can be taught the mathematics they need. An example 
is the application of numerical methods to eq_uations not in closed form. 
234. Parsegian, v6 L .. , IVThe Role of Nuclear Courses in Engineering Curricula.'' 
~urq R~g~ Educ6 ~ 296-300, 348 (Dec. 1956). 
The best approach to training engineers for the nuclear age is the 
i rrbegration of nuclear topics into existing degree programs. Only in 
this way can the various curricul.a enjoy the benefits of advancing nuclear 
techr1ologyo 1he courses offered in nuclear technology by R.P.I .. are 
discussed a 
235 o Parsegian9 Vo L .. , 
11
'l1rends in Engineering Education -- The Need for a 
New Science Background .. 11 Jouro Engo Educ. 46, 461-6 (Jano 1956). 
A science u:package" is proposed, which wou.;Ld bring unity to the 
early part of engineering curriculao This pac.kage wohld be taught as 
parallel courses by physicists7 chemists and mathematicians, with the 
utmost emphasis on coordination of subject matter. A two-year series is 
envisioned, but possibly longer to correlate with early engineering 
courseso 
Nuclear science seems to be the strongest influence for shaping 
engi::J.eering curricula of the futureo 
Sponsored research is also a strong influence for the better. Re-
search should be an integral part of the educational p:rogram. 
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236. Preble, T .. L~, EastonJ/ E() C., Simk:i.l'l..Sp Murray, Horine, H, C~J and Stanley1 
Ro L .. , "Specialized or Basic Engineering Educationo-11 Symposiump "Education 
for Automotive Engi.neerir.tg7 " Soc .. Automot ive E.r..grs" meeti!.lgs Jan l C. J 1956 .. 
Summary in Jour .. Soc~ Automotive Err~.@±.,. 99 ... 100 (Sept .. 1.956) o 
Whereas indust:rial ists cal.l.ed for spec1alized educatio:1.. which eq_uips 
an engineer for immediate use:rul:ness, educators were ur..animous f or stre:!:lgth-
ening engineering principles i :n the cu.rriculumo 
237.. Purucker7 R. E .. , "Graduate Study :Based on Undergraduate St·udy i.n Fundamen-
tals o" Jour. Eng. Educ. ~ 2.23·-7 (Nov .. 19.56) .. 
A comrr~ttee of the Wiscorr.siL Society of Professional E:l2gineers, decid-
i ng that the greatest need of tre ~.1ture is for e:o.gineer s who are trai::J.ed 
for research and prepared f or research admir:.ist .ration, recomme ::.'ds t ·:Le 
followir.:.g four..;.year undergradTJ.a te C'l.L.~i.cul.um i n s eF'J.D.dame~'.ta.l Scie:r:...;e a:J.d 
Engineering"& 
Ma therna "t;;i c .s 
Chemist ry 
Physical ScieLces and 
Engineeri:ng 
Genera.l S>Jbj ects 
28 credit s 
26 
A q_uestionnaire mailed t o cooperating research a dminist;;:a.tors i ndicated 
that tr& course was des:lrabl e, a nd i;b.at u:-:1dergrad:uat e s -~oul..d move i nto 
industry upon comp ..... etion of t his co r~"'se .. 
The main p'U.!"pose intended f or .,h e coar se.l" b.owever , i.s p;re:parat ion for 
advanced work o The committee 'be"'.ieves t .ha t :p:."'ope::" graduate trai~ir..g for 
research administration co:J.sist s of br oade:;:'", mor e basic <~ a::.d mo::.oe t he oretical 
work. 
238., Reid, Robert C., "M .. I .1:• 0 w s E:ng:Lc.eering Pra ct ice SC!l oo. . ~= Ar... Effecti .... e 
Transition to Mature Engineeringol ~ :J our Eng"' Educ o 2!£, 44·1=5 (Jan ., .1956) o 
239. Rohde, Fo Virginia, ''~ A .'Mathe.w..ati.cs Teacher Looks at E..lgi" .. e ering Courseso 11 
Jour. E..Ylgo Educo ~ 555=9 (Marc. 1956) ~ 
The mode:ro::.~ization of mathematics co· r .ses f o:r e:::tgi~tee::::".s is discussed 
i n detai1.o 
240 Se Ra d ,., Up '0 t Ph 0 • ~ ....... • • Ed +· " o eger, ymr)n Q.:r oy rogress .L1.epor · on J, yslc s l.~ .Q\..c.c,lneenng. ·acavlOno 
Amo Jour o Ph.ys" gb 10•?' (1956) o 
This article summarizes t he findings of t :2e !J·r i.nt e:r Heport of ASEE 
(Jm).rf Engo EdUCo 46p 25..,59 (Septo 1955)) with r egawd to physics in the 
engineering c.urr:i.cu.lurn7 then outlines t he l::_is tc.ry o:f relations between 
.ASEE and ;physicists wit:h. :regard to st.udy of curric"-llar content.. Reco:rr.-
mendations of the A Q<I o:P a Go:mmi.ttee on Engi~" eeri r£.g Edavat:ion (Physics 
Today §., 12-2.1 (Dec" 1955)) are s :rmmarized, 
241.. Smith, G" Wallace 7 
11 Suryey df I n s t r c:tion. 1:.·:1. E:n_gir::.eeri~Qg M'B x-;ha:r.:ics "If 
Jouro Eng .. EducCCJ~ 46, 536-4-3 (Mar o :1.956) o 
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2423 Stevenson, Earl P., '!The Scientist-Engineer." Jour .. EnK. Educ. ~ 147-53 
(Oct. 1956). 
The chaiTIIl..an of the board of Arthur D. Little surveys engineering 
education, and cal.ls for more of the engineer-scientist sort of emphasis 
i.n curricula., 
24.3o Walter, John A., "Continuity in English Training for Engineers." Jouro 
Eng o Educ. ~ 32.3-5 (Dec" 1956). 
Competence in coTmunication is not assured by a sound basic course, 
even with. a follow -up o The follow:ing six methods of improving engineers ' 
use of Er~lish are disrrussed: 
1 . o Al.l teachers insist on high-quality wri t.ing .. 
2. Teachers have assistan.ts (English students) who check on student 
writing quality. 
3., Cou,rses in writill_g co:rrel.a ted w:i th particular engineering courses .. 
4o A com.."Tlittee on usage7 empowered to demand satisfactory attainment 
:i.:n English by graduates • 
5, A clinic :for assi. st:L~lg students. 
6 a T:rai.ning :in industry .. 
244. Warren, S., Reidp J r., "The Motivation of Engineering Students in the Study 
of English" 11 Jour .. K."lg. Educ" ~ 234...8 (Novo 1956) • 
Engineering students need to study English so that they can com-
municate effectively, and need humanities so that they can deal with people. 
A sample course designed to st.tmulate student interest in hwnanities is 
discussed. The author is an electrical. engineer. 
245. Wellman, Bo Leighton, nDrawing for Tomorrow o" Jour. Eng .. Educ. ~ 343-6 
(Deco 1956). 
1955 
2.46, Allcut, E .. A"» "Can Present Mechanical Engineering Curricula Be Improved?" 
Emso Jouro 38, 1070~2 (Augo 1955). 
A Canadiar: educator ca.lls for bifurcation on the basis of mathematics: 
one program for industry~bound engineers, and a more mathematical program 
for research~ or academically-oriented engineers. 
247Q- Anderson.? Ao Mo.9 1 ~ Nuc:Lear Education for Engineers." Jour. Engo Educ. ~ 
678-82 (May 1955) 0 
1'wo changes are needed in engineering education: 
1~ Increase the breadth of understanding in the "classical'·' fields 0-
2. Improve the understanding of structure of matter and radiation. 
An. 'Undergraduate nuclear eng:Lneering curriculum is not needed, 
aecording to t he author, who is a tra:ining manager for General Electric. 
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248. .Anonymous, 11 Commel'lts on Interim Report of CoiJ1...m.i ttee on Evaluation of 
Engineering Educationo
11 
Jour .. &"lg .• Educo ~ 4ll-7 ( J ano 1955) o 
In general.}t industry Et rongly i.ndorsed the :p:-"tnciples embodied in 
the report o Most f:req_uent comments were, i n order of freq_uen cy ~ 
1. Ev.gineers are deficient i n expressio:-.1. a. .. -d i:~o~ huma.r. relations o 
2 o Corporations ca :: 0 teach prs,ctice better t.hao. t he colleges o 
3o Engineers need a broad scientific 
0 
a.se an d clo sely allied human-
ities trainingo 
4 o Creative abilities should be deve:...oped i:~ ... students o 
Tb.e four-year curricul'um was favc red by a s~i.g t rna· or i ty o f the hundred 
(approximately) respo~dentso 
249. .Anonymous7 '~ Criter-ia f o,. .A c c:redi t atiO:l Annour:o ~ed 
0
'r'0y EoCo " a1u Elec o Eng., 
ll, 1105-6 (Dec o 1955) o 
The supp.leme:o.ta. ·· c:r.:.. t e :-:"ia set fv~th. b, · o:t:-.~. e E 9 :~ oP oD o are regarded as 
statements of rL c :i.p_ e s o b e u s ed as a ya -rds · i. e~-\: fo:r de ~erm.i ni l:'1.:.g the 
accrediting of a s c:t.o ol. o Tt~oere are s eo i?'eo s oU:Px: oleme ~:t;a.l c:ci teria described~ 
1. o .Alol cur-ri c .. l a s ha r :.o c on t ai:::- at l east c.:::-ole 3.C9. dem.i ~ year of math 
and science_11 eq 
0 aLl y diY~"oded o 
2 o .Al.l cu:rri. c:u.l.a shal. co:o:t ai:no one year o:f me:C .Qa ~·~.:i (~ S of sol.i ds, fluid 
mechanics J 0 o:t:ler:nod.ynoamic s J ,:ransfe:r a Ld :ra ·~e mec~.tan:Lsms, el.ect~ical 
the~ry1 a n d "the Ha ture a nd p r o!J P.rti e )~ m.atc::rials o 
3,. Bec a ouse of the f l exi.bili ,~y of e!log:Luee:~i .r g c·n:':"ric(ula.9 ot her s cie~ces 
may als be io~Oc · u dedo 
04. o One ~half of an a c aderr ic y f::;a ::" s ':w l o_ .~e de·v·oc.tE:d ~o analysis J desig:n.J 
and e . gineeri:...g sys ~P:ms o 
5o The curri.cvl t il!Jo s :2a11 b e desig:::-2e:d. fo:~'" a::::. i : .... t;e g:ra ted a~'ld seque::.1t ial 
s t u dy i :J. t.~:' oe scierrtifi.c a::~od e:'lgi:r:tee:ring area .. 
6 o Oo! .. e=ha:Lf of a :Jo academ:i~ year s :b...aJ.l re:r;re ~ A::.r.t ·..;~'c:l.e :T..inimu.~ con t eat 
i.n. -he a:::'ea of huma:r:oi sti c a:': d so ~ia.. s ·0·1dol 6B o-
7 o ~L1e _pressure s f or mo:r·e s ocj_a o ... · - h:IJJJl..an i .st i z "" to~:do:i,e s a r.d il. clus:ion of 
mo:re newly-developed s cJen ~ific theory make i t ne cessary t :... at 
~~:oeithoer the te?chnical-so::i.e:ctific nor t h e socialo~humaroistic content 
of' Cl:i:r:ri ;.; o~J.la he reduced below t~e mini.m:11..:un level to make room for 
advanced R,OoT J ; o -t:rai~ .ing, 
T.b.e Eo,; ..1? aDo comrct. t ee co~o _tinues to favor a br ead basic undergraduate 
program a 
250 o Anonymous, ' ~ Results of Educ a t ioro. Sur vey; B:roade:r Education for Engineers 
is Recommended,~/' Refri.g. E:ng o ~ 72 ( ~JUJ.1oe 1955 ) o 
251 A H T 1'111'~ M + . 1 . d lVf I! . Q nonymous.? o man..age l.Ja ,_,e2:"la. .s - = an .~...eno 
1955)o 
Chemu Week: lli 24 -5 ( u ne 4, 
New t :re~.2.ds in e~Jginee:ring educa t ion a~e c io ted which are i.r.tended to 
broaden engin ee rs e backgrounds . The " tb.ree= ·wo 'G :p. a n mB.Y be on the way to 
universal accept an c e, and the h·um.ar:.i t ies are .f :i ::.1.di::.1g more place in curricula o 
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252, Anonymous, "Trying to Make a New Kind of Engineer; Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology"" Business Week, 64 (May 21, 1955). 
Two basi.c problems face engineering schools today: (l) Where to put 
the fundamental courses, a:nd (2) which courses to scrap. 
There are three possible suggestions for improving both the curric-
ulum and the graduate ~ 
lo Raise the prerequisites for entrance. 
2o Increase effectiveness of instruction., 
3o Extend the curriculum beyond four years. 
A nv.mber of schools take a strong stand for the five year course. Schools 
already having it are Minnesota, Ohio State, Rice and Cornell. All three 
e~..gi.neering schools in Los Angeles favor the five-year plan •. 
253. Armsby» Henry H., rvAccreditation of Engineering Curricula." Higher Educa-
tion 1P 2.3-30 (Oct., 1955) .. 
Accreditation is explained and is discussed at length. The author 
makes plai.n that accreditation criteria are not quantitative. 
254·., Bray, Oscar s.1 
11 Thoughts on Eng:ineering Education.tr Jour .. Boston Soc. 
Ci.v, Engrs .. ~ 35-8 (Jan. 1955), 
Engineering education is good now, but :it is turning out good tecb:-
nlC!lans o Another year should be added, and devoted to liberal studies . 
In this way, engineers would be prepared to operate beyond the technical 
field .. 
255. Burdel.l.,p .Edwin S.,; liThe Hu..'ll.an:istic-Social Studies in the Engineering 
Curricul.a~/! ~Jour. Eng. Educ. ~ 747-52 (June 1955)., 
The problem of provi.ding engineering students with humanistic-
social backgrour~d is discussed from all viewpoints. The author, president 
of the Cooper Union, favors a four-year sequence of three.-hour courses. 
Th:i.s has several advantages~ superfiroali ty is avoided by allowing the 
sequence to advance to profound material in the upper years; teachers can 
introduce higher standards; greater student maturity can be capitalized upon; 
the relationship between science and soci.ety is made ·more vivid. 
Suggestions are offered for finding the necessary curricular time, 
incl.u.ding the e.limination of descriptive material; postponing more technol-
ogy un til the graduate years, and adoption of a single "engineering science" 
cu:;."'ri.cullun (J The five -year curriculum is not the answer. Another al terna-
tive is use of extra-curricular activities and off-campus cultural activi-
ties o 
256o Cell»' John Wo, rsMathematics for Graduate Work in Engineering .. 11 Jour. Engo 
Educ . ~ 42.3-7 (Jan .. 1955) o 
Undergraduates who plan to enter graduate study should have an additional 
year of rr.atb.e:rnatics beyond normal requirements D Graduate students should 
b.ave at least on.e more year; MoSo candidates should have the following 
mathematical subjects in a one-year course: 
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I<) 1 .. Complex vari.a ble s 
2. Operational mathematics (Laplace transforms and other trans-
forms) 
3oc Ordinary and partial differeatial equationso 
Candidates for the Ph .. Do shou· d have two additional one..,year series, 
including~ 
II'O- l0- Determinants and matri.ces 
2 o Advanced vector analye.is 
3oc Tensor analysis 
4oc Space geometry . _ 




Integral equa ·io:n.s 
Fi:n.i te differences and diffe~ence equation s 
PetaJ,rbation methc ds and advanced boundary value problems 
5o Numerical met hods 
6.. :r:Jon-linear problems o 
In these last two courses, some o:f t h e subjects woul d t e presented rigor-
ously.9 but i::t. course I the emphasis would be upo:t total problems, leadi.ng 
to derivations., 
257 o C,~enea.v Paul F 0.9 "The Rol e of ~Jgin.ee:ring :Mecha n i.cs i J . Engineerir~ Educa-
tiono!! ~>Jouro Eilgo Educ~ i2.? 4.38-4·3 (J a -·· .1955) o 
After rev!iewing the role of mechan i.cs i r . every- way except as regards 
curricular cont en ·J t.he autho:r' discusses liberal edu.cat ion (it should be 
integrated i nto engineering courses), 1YI..aster~ s t h eses ( they are redur1da:at 
if courses encm.rrage the proper inquiry) .9 Doc 'to~"' i ,s t heses (every course 
should co::1t:ri bute directly tc t~.:.e dissertat i on) » a. ::..t.d Purdue 1 s new 
engineeri.r1g science undergraduate c·u.r_-:-:iculum. o 
258 o Davi.s, ~Jess H.,, HAn Administ:r'ator Takes a Look a t General Stu dies for 
Engineerso 1s t.Tou:ro R>.t.gc Educo .4.67 .11)9-2)+ ( to 1955)o 
T'ne engineering approach should be app.lied to the problem of what 
general studies should be offered to engineering students~ T'ne approach 
should be fu_n.ctional, tailo~ed to tJ:1e outlook of the student~ o~Neill 
instead of Shakespearep jazz instead of Bachp etco 
259 El . J h C t! S . f m a '{;1.. • :s o gln, .osep.... . OJ ~.. Clence .. o:r .1.o:v.orrow s .i!~rlgl:r-wers .. 
33, 4296.r 4298 ( Octol0 7 1955) o 
Chem. E:..~ o News 
By 1975 engineering science wi1l be the basis of e::J.gineeri:n.g educa-
tion, and technology and art wi11 :have bee:3 abandoned.. The 1975 chemical 
engineering curriculum will consist of such .:;: .gineering sq'ience courses 
as transport processesJ flu.id mecha:n:lcsJ fluid pa~icle systems, thermo-
dynamics and ·kinetics, phase equ:i.librium.$1 phase contacting~ and prin-
ciples of cont.~oJ. and information theory o 
Nuclear :processes wiJ~. not introd·uce basically different concepts . 
The inclusion of liberaJ:. cou:!:"ses will he ba:lanced by reduction of empirical 
material.. K..rmwleP:ge of e j,_gi:neering art s ho _a.. h~ a qu i red on the job o 
Boundaries between engineering branehes will a _most·disappear" 
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260e Fairba~ks, H& V., "The Place of Solid State Physics in Engineering .. " Jour. 
Eng o Educ .. ~ 251-4 (Novo 1955). 
Solid state physics is finding its way into more and more engineering~ 
and deserves attention in the engineering curriculumo Suggestions include: 
lo Infusion of solid state science into existing coursese 
2 o. Replacement of some courses with modern material. 
3o Elect"ive courses in solid state physics .. 
4o Establishment of new courseso 
Regular physics courses should include solid state topics. Four semesters 
of physics should be required of engineers"' Applied phases of solid state 
physics shou~d be left for engineering courses .. 
261. Foecke7 He~ Ao, "Specialists in Diversification." Jour. Eng. Educ. ~ 
270-3 (Novo l955)o 
Students embarking upon engineering careers n.eed to develop a "unity 
of 'lJ..n.derstanding" as early as possible o This need could be answered by in-
structors who combine a broad background, particularly experience, with 
a love of teaching ~~ 11 specialists in diversification" -- who would intro-
duce the ~tudents to engineerir..g ~ 
262o Rratl.'kp No Hop rtThe Role of Physics in Engineering Education." Jour01o Eng. 
Educo .!±2_, 404-7 (Jano 1955) a 
The objectives of physics courses in the engineering curriculum are: 
lo To impart a comprehensive, broad background in physics as a 
cultural stutject o 
2.oc To supply a deep quantitative scientific base for an engineering 
careero 
263o Gammel, John,. "What Industry Expects of the Young Graduate Engineero 11 Joure 
Eng o Educ. ~ 86-92. (Sept. 1955) e 
Opinions of industri.alists are influenced by their separate interests. 
In general,.~~ they want men who 
1, Have basic knowledge and creativity .. 
2o Have awareness of economic factorse 
Except for this, and the desire for desirable attitudes,. it appears that 
"industry likes young engineers to be in their own image. 11 
264.. Grinter, Lo Eo, chairman, "Report of the Committee on Evaluation of Engin-
eeri.n_g Education.," Jour. Eng. Educ. 1§., 26-60 (Sept. 1955) .. 
In thi.s, the famous "Grinter Reportn of the ASEE,. the committee 
announces its searching evaluation of engineering curricula. The time 
distribution of a modern engineering curriculum should include the 
following: 
Humanistic and social studies 
Mathem.ati.cs and basic .sciences (equal weight) 
Engineering Sciences 
Analysi~ design, engineering systems 
Electives (any of above, or :m..anagement, or 
research) 
-18-- -- --- . - - -- . -- -- - -- -
About one fifth 
About one fourth 
About one fourth 
About one fourth 
About one tenth 
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The engi:neer:i.n.g sciences a.re co!J.sidered to be (1) mechanics of so.lids; 
(2) fluid mechanics_, (3) t h ermodynamics, (4) trans:fer and rate mec:r...anisms 1 
(5) electrical theory9 and (6) properties of materials~ This is not 
intended as a complete list, bt..t as a g~.:.ide ~o areas wt.ich sho".lld be included 
in all engir:eering curricul.a .. 
Mathematic s and the basic sciences are the f o®.datio:c . ., A mi.:::.imum level 
of req_·uired mathematics should be ·8Stablis:tedJ' wi tb differential eq_uations 
considered to be r.ear this miPi :n.um.. Modern physics s hould be i~ the 
curriculum, and shoul d virtually replac e the semi-engint;ering variety of 
physics.. Chemistry should be pr eser ted in conde::;sed form and should include 
topics in i .'1orga_..t.icJ organic a nd physical chen.i .. stry .. 
Ba kgrour...d i.:::l a ·- .1 si.x e :::-r.gi ::J.ee:ring science is ne e ded . y the engi·:'leer .. 
Om.issior.:. of a ny O?J.e s}:.otil.d be av. ided excep v. after caref'u c o:.. .. sideratio:~:'l 
a::.td dete:rrr.i :~tion t:~.a t h e cor:·.c;ep "ts a:r'e co re red i:1 L;t h.e::.'" ccru.:rse3 at a:! 
equ:ivale:.;.·, mathemati cal leve:... 9 A ~--ife sci.e :r2.ee or eart:t1 scier..~.ce may !.!.ave 
a place in specia· i zed c·urrie!u'2.a o 
The commit tee e~'tTrpr as:Lzes <t2.a h e engiL~e:er~!lg ,scl.er. e !"eq,ui::re!ne~-::tt. s 
represent t:._~.e tre!.l.d o:f' fv. ;u:~e ed_uca ' ·i o:-~ . .. 
Er.cg:i.:aeeri:r..;g a n.al.ysis a nd de ::d.g::~ . i.s the classic c -:'nporre ::!.t of engin~ 
eering cur:t"i cu: a o .Ma:.~ tirr.eP t hese ('..:!OU:rses are dul~' a:!:.td outdatedo I t is 
ve:cy difficuJ: '·J' · ~J'ti ver y des ira· l e, ~_;o b:!'ing the e :r~i.neerin.g scie:!:· ces t o 
bear upon t hese ccur se,s i :'1. e:::tg:i::].ee :i.:Jg art ~ so "that they be""om.e H.\ri tal . ~~ e.xpe":"le:r ... c es,. 
Laborat o:..cy t~ime shc.n.i~.d ~:1ot be spe:.r1t i .!.. s t ereotY .. ed experime nts" Tne 
labo:rato:ry is the place fo~:." t:t e st"IJ.de:c t t o observe, t est t heories, a n d 
devise e.xperiment.s " It is desirabl e fo:r .. he st~;.de ... :ts themselves to d.evelop 
a re~~.ativel.y &"D.a.ll :.:umber of experiments u r..de.r effec·..Jive guidance o Labor.., 
ato:ry reports are a p2:"imary smJ.r~e of ski.l." .. in pr esenti ng engineeri:ng in= 
fo:rm.a tion, a nd t:b.ey s:.w· !.ld not te s te:rec typed .. 
:!Yo .. ~depa!"·~me:c~tal courses sb. uld no~..~ c oncentrate on devices J b'J.t o:::_ 
prin.c i :p.: .e s o Shop cuu.rses s h oul d be C:."i t i cal.l y exarrd:rLedo Graphical 
expression s~.tov~d tE: st·adied as a _ J~ans of devel opi!l..g s:pat ial vis·ual..:.zation. 
and conveying :i.deas, especiaJ~ y ·cy :free =:ba nd sketching; skilJ. in. drawing 
is not desirabl e for its own sa.keo 
Huma~1.i t :ies a nd social s t udies 1-1ill hel:p the engineer realize his 
fullest de'"~?e_opm.e~J.t as a n t lidi vidual" The en_gineer will become an educated 
man o:nly if t~1e techni ea.l a nd the l lberal ompo:ne71.ts of his curriculum 
are seen as i.::1tegrated parts of o:::1e total program, T.b.e recom:nendation 
that hutr.an i ties compr:i.se o:o.e ... fift h of ti-:1e curtic·JJ :um i.s an. e ndorsement 
o:f earlie:r fi ndings by the ASEE" 
'Itl.e co:m..'I'!Li t tee re "'ognizee f our al.t e:r:1.atives as .T.eans of adding new 
c u.rricu- a r mate:rlal ~ 
1... Raise eLtra::1~~e req.-~iremen.ts o 
2 o Pr ovide bet""Ger instr~ctl o::.J.~ . 
. 3" E i.minate s nme material from c·!;~rri c· ..Lllln-c< 
4" Extend lengtL of ·the c·,l:rriculu.m, 
T.b.e corrJ.Dli ttee has no specific r eco!nm.endatio::-_. ~o:o.cernin,g t~ese al ter~m ti ves . 
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Repl.yi.ng to the com.'TJ.itteews inquiry, colleges of engineering endorsed 
the following v:iewpoints : 
loc Higher standards of accreditati.on should be adopted .. : 
2.. Engineering curricula should not be bifurcated into "practical" 
and 11 .scientific n options o 
3 o All engineer:ing curricula should be deepened and broadened .. 
Industrial firms concurred in these judgments, and registered their desire 
to improve engineers 1 cap~cities for comm.unication 0 
Graduate study has the following objectives~ 
l o More fundamental understanding of a particular field and under-
lying related fields .. 
2 <> Bette3:" methods of analysis o 
3,. Capacity to :read and understand advanced work .. 
4 o Capacity to :r.nake new advances o 
These objectives are considered more significant than increasing specializa-
tionq Another objective of graduate study, in many cases, is continuance 
of general education at a high levelJ particularly for prospective engineer-
i.ng educators ., 
Graduate study, representing as it does a considerable advance beyond 
undergraduate work, should be more flexible and more suited to the individualo 
·In ar.;y case, more m.athe.1r1..ati.cs -- a year beyond differential equations for 
the M .. So and another year for the Ph~Do -- is necessary .. Advanced train-
ing i.n engineerii'..g science is also necessary~ and no graduate student, if 
b.e plans to pract:i.ce research or development, should avoid the opportunity 
for university researcho 
Off-campus graduate programs present real dangers if faculty, library, 
and other facilities are inadequate.. It i.s nearly impossible to maintain 
standardso In such programsp the parent institution must maintain complete 
acade..mic co:ntrol o 
At the end of the report.9 the historical background of previous studies 
is summarized i~ an appendixo 
2.65. GrinterJ L., E.,, chairrnan, 11 Summary of the Report on Evaluation of Engineer-
ing Education a I! ~Tour" Eng., Educ o ~ 25 (Sept. 1955) o 
Recommendations of the committee includez 
Strer...gthening basic science i.n the curriculum 
Identification of six basic sciences, and their use as a common 
core of engineering curricula 
II • .An integrated study of engineeri.ng analysis, design, and engln-
eering systems" for professional background 
Inclusion of elective subjects 
An effort to strengthen humaniti.es in the curriculum 
Insistence on performance in communications 
Encouragement of experiments 
Strengthening of graduate studi.es. 
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266. Gumpe:rtz 7 Werner H., 
11
Graduate Study in Building Engineering and Constrtlc-
tion." Jour. Eng .. Educ. ~ 619-~~6 (April 1955) .. 
Graduate study should be reserved for serious specialization, not 
an extension of lLVJ.dergraduate cou.rsesa Since it is impossible to teach a 
man everything abolJ.t his profession, the student must be founded ir: 
fundamentals, and his graduate trE1.ining must teach him to synthesize. 
2670 Hawkins, Go Aop "Designing the Edv.cation Program," Jour~ Eng., Educ .. ~ 
241-6 (Novo 1955)Q 
An edu.catior..al program should. be designed in the same way t:r..at. any 
complex engineeri:r~ system is d.es:!.g::.1ed 0 T'ne followi~g desi.gn p:rin ipals 
should be employed~ 
l" The learni::J.g process a:-:-1d :moti vation7 and the laws of ."i.ea1~1in.g o 
2. o An appreciation of the languages of engineerin g ., 
3 .. 'Unde:rstar:ding of natural .laws and concepts .. 
Ii- o Appreciation of engineering., 
5o General m.ode of a nal.ys:Ls o 
6" Laboratory experienceso 
7" Knowledge of p~operties of materials, 
8 o Computatio:o.al skill o 
9 o Knowledge of regula t:io'~l a n d cont :r 
10 " Aequainta.n •e with industrtal proces ses o 
ll o App:recia. tion of va. u.es Q 
12.. I.r.:tegratio~J. of s ubject r-mtter fo~ t he pu:.: pose of design o 
The aut.hor7 dean of er;gin.eer:!.ng at Pu.rd: eP' has mechanical e::::gineeri.ng 
principally in mind" 
268.. Hazen., Harold L o 9 ?:Backgroun d ar.~.d ~:ighl.i.ghts of Ir.t.terim Report o.~' Com.o11i ttee 
ox.:. Eva1:uatio:::-t. of Er.i.gineerir.g Ed-ucatio:r.to 11 Jour o Boston Soc .. Civo En.grs., ~ 
18-23 (Jano 1955)~ 
269" Hollister 7 So C ~ 7 
11 I.rnpor tan ce of Engi.neeri.:c.g Scie:::tce on t..'lJ.e F·:.1ture of 'the 
Professio::.1 .. 
11 
Ap:pl. Mecha Rev .. §J 181-2 (1955)" 
T.Q.e dean of engineering of Cornell University reviews the trend 
toward engi:n.eeri!'ig scie:~tc e ..,,_ particularl y mechanics -- in the er~ineering 
cu...."!'Tic:ulum o 
270" Hollister, S., c .. , ICimpol'"tar,ce o f Engineering Science on the Future of the 
Professionon Mecho E:ng .. 'fl.; 57l·o2. (July 1955) a 
2(1 o Hutchisso:n, EoJ chairman.9 HThe Role of Physics in E:.r1gineeri.:2g Educatior ~ 
The Report of a Committee of the American In.sti tute of Physics<> u Physics 
Today §1 12 -21 (Dec .. 195 5) o 
The purpose of the cow.mi ttee was 11 to study the role of physics in 
engineering education and to recommend ways of maki:.r..g the teachi2:'lg of physics 
in engineering as effe.:;:tive as :possible on The ASEE Comm.i ttee on Evaluat:ion 
of Engineering Educatio~. had requested the studya 
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Of the schools responding to the survey, three-fmrrths offer a 
physics course of 8-12 semester hour~ usually starting in the sophomore 
year o About 10 per cent of the course is given to atomic physics. Most 
schools7 with the concurrence of the engineering departments, teach physics 
as a self-sufficient d:iscipl.ine without emphasis on applicationso 
The fo11ow:lng are suggested as goals for physicists who are educating 
engineering students; 
lo Imparting curiosity to studentso 
2 o Imparting appreciation of the li.mi tati.ons and scope of physical 
interpretationso 
3o Imparting underlying principles wh:ich are expressed in mathematical 
termso 
4 o J.:.rnparti.ng appreciat:l.on of the historical development of physics o 
5., Teaching the impo!'tance of precision .. 
6., Teachi.ng the importance of obj ecti.ve judgment o 
Recommendations of tb.e cormni ttee include the following~ 
1 o Improved commu~ .ication between engineering and physics departments .. 
2. o Ear.ly co:atact of students with physics courses o 
3o Improvement of physics laboratory instruction<O 
4o Emphasis on matheWBtics in physics courseso 
272 o ~Johnson, J o Stuartp 11 The I nteg:rati.on of Rumani ties into an Engineering 
J?rogramo
11 
Jouro Eng .. Educ .. 12.., 805-6 (June 1955) o 
A vertical seq_ue~ .-c e of humanities is desirable, according to the 
author, an electrical engineer., 
273" Kirkbride, Cha.1m.er CL., "Education for Research in Industry ... Jouro Engo 
Educ o ~ 2.16-22. (Nov .. 1955) o 
Engineers shouJ,d not be trained specifically for research, but should 
be given a broad, intensive education. The engineer of the future must 
have more understanding of history, economics, philosophy, psychology, 
goverrunent a:{td po.li t:ics o Training in deductive and inductive reasoning is 
b.ighJ.y desirable o 
274., Leach, Richa~~d R <>JY 11 Engi.:neering Education from Industry1 s Viewpoint _,.. 
One Manss Lrnp:ressio:nso
11 
Jour"' Engo Educ. ~ 174-8 (Nov. 1955)., 
Industry needs engineers who have knowledge beyond their immediate 
specialty, wb.o can handle hu.rna:n problems, and who can express themselves .. 
Al so freqtte r .. tly heard is the complaint that curricula contain much that is 
of no value in. industrial practice =~ too much "theoreti.cal" engineering 
and not enough practical t~ain.ingo The author is a social scientist., 
275., I~eBold;; William Ko, "Industry Views the Engineering Graduate and His Cur-
riculum o 
11 
Jour" Ens.,o Educ., ~ 808-17 (cJune 1955). 
A survey of 85 responses :from irldustries who employ engineers in-
dicated that there was almost unanimous feeling that English and speech 
sb.m.lld recei.ve :increased emphasis o Research and design people favored more 
advanced science, while those i .n production and in sales or supervision 
:favored more h:;lrD.anistic-socia1 studies o Opinions were divided on the 
:fciar:.....year vs o five~year CU!Ticulumo A majority were in favor of an inte-
grated er..gin.eering curriculu .. 111 . ., 
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276. Lindahl, Eric J~, "some Suggested Changes and Shift of Emphasis in the 
Engineering Curricull1IU., 
11 
Jour. Eng o Educ • .1.b 780-3 (June 1955) o 
A mechanical engineering edueator argues for curricular nnification ., 
In particular, the so-called r! service course" is criticized 0 
277 o Lockhart~ Frank J o 7 
11
What Is L".lduBtry' s Responsibility in the Training and 
Development of .E..-r:1gineers ? 11 Jour., E...:w;., Educ o .?:±.2.., 598-602 (April 1955) o 
Industry can train engineers i.n practical applications, with the 
possible exception of small companies for the case of civil. and structural 
engineers o The u.i"J.i versi ties should be responsible for training in ·the 
basi areas, and i ndustry for tralning in t :te arts., 
.Ethics and behavi.or :r:eeds more emphasis :in the university., Hu::nan= 
i ties are al}. very well. ,9 bu t more courses are no substitute f or be·:;ter 
courses., 
2.78o l'lf.c:Neary, M:atthew, !? I s Engineering Graphics a Science't" Joura Engo Educ .. . 
.!±§., 303-4· (Nov" 1955) o 
~~e author believes that graphics, far from being reduced in future 
curricula, should take its place with engineerin.g sciences., 
279 o Murphy, Gle:::1.r2., ?2Report of the Carnegie Conference on the Lrnpac ~ of Sol id 
State Scienc e on Engineering Materials , ~ r .J our" E.ngo Educ., ~ 418=22 
(e7ano l9.55)o 
There are four wa~ys in which solid state material may be i.ntroduced 
into the engineering curriculum~ 
1 o En:ricbment of present courses o 
2o. Replacement of existing courses"' 
3 o Utili.zati.oE of ava:tlab.1e r:!ot!Z"ses as el.eeti ves ~ 
4o Establis-nt of new courseso 
Al.l four alternatives are disc·ussed.? but none is recom..rnended spec ifically. 
Many comments fro.!Il the general diseussion. of the importance of solid 
state physics are incl.udedo 
280.. Murphy" G-lenn, uThe Complementary Hole of Physics and M..echanics i .n 
Engineering Educatio:J. .. !l Mech Engo 1L 573-4 (July 1955). 
Physics should not be a prerecruisi te for mechanics, but i~.lstead an 
introduction to universal pb.ysi.cal principles o Errgineeri~ mechanics 
prepares the student for the design of engineering systemso 
There should be a course ir., solid-state physics in. the undergraduate 
curriculumo 
281 Od . G S :? rro_h .. J.e T b-l · +-'b E .· 11 -t• lo:r.:ae, yeorge , Off L :ruu . e WJ. u. _ :nglneers" 
(JarL 1955)" 
Ff.aryer 1 .s 210 IJ 41-6 
A five-year plaD ..9 two years at a liberal arts school7 is favored 
for e :~.:.gineering education." The engineer shortage can be more effecti.vely 
satis:f;ied by a man who is prepared to serre the community as well. as 
the p~ofession. 
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282 ~ OlmsteadJ Sterling P ., "A Graduate Curriculum in Technical Wri t:ing .. " 
J_.9uro Eng. Educ .. ~ 587-9 (Mar .. 1955) o 
283.. Pollard..9 William G .. , 11 The Value of Research to Graduate Instructiono 11 
Jour. Eng. Educo ~ 226-9 (Novo 1955). 
Unl.ess the research project is a central feature of graduate educa-
tion.9 the engineering student cannot be made to feel that he is a part 
of the professional communityo 
2.84o Potter, J .. G .. , nPhysics in Engineering Education: ASEE 1954 Annual. 
Meeting .. " Amo Jour .. Phys .. £b 192-7 (1955) .. 
All aspects of physics in the engineering curriculum came under 
discussion at this meetingo Prominent opinions were (1) physics has a 
greater place i:n. the cur:riculum than presently, (2.) more modern physics 
is needed in the curriculwn7 (3) physics nust be taught by physicists, 
(4) beginning physics should be taught about as it is taught nowo 
285o Rauch, S, E .. , 11 Combined Pl.ans of Study~ Arts and Engineering .. " Jour .. 
Higher Educ .. ~ 153-5 (Mar .. 1955) .. 
Tr1.e history of the 11 three=twot! plan is outlined from its inception 
at M.IoT-e in 1936.. Under this planJ the student studies for three years 
at a 1i.beral-arts college.? then spends his last two years in an engin-
eering col.lege .. 
2.86" Reed~ C .. E .. s !!Goals of Engineering Education .. " Tool Engr .. .,db 199-200 
(Deca 1955). 
Industry expects the graduating engineer to be a problem solver 
unfamiliar with the details of his chosen industry, familiar with basic 
sc ientific toolsy and the rudiments of an understanding of hurn..an relations .. 
Th.e article is a summary of an address .. 
287o Rettaliata, John T .. , 'Education by Research Trainingo" Jour. Eng. Educ .. 
~ 327=31 (Dec. 1955) .. 
An entire student body may be upgraded by permitting selected 
students to perform .laboratory research. These students would receive 
a :'lew outl.ook on education, which would be transmitted to other students. 
288 . 11 Ph . . En . . A p bl . A . l II o :ttydel7, J" Do-$ .. ys1.cs ln .glneerlng -- . ro em ln ppralsa .• 
~fouro Pb.Y§o ~ 331«>6 (l955)o 
Basic physics should be taught to engineering students in engineer-
i.ng courses o T'nis material should be divided among various engineering 
departments, so as to :reinforce the teaching of fundamental engineering 
eonceptso The physics department would teach about half their present 
amou:~tJ but this time would be given to modern physics o 
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289-. Sanks, R .. L .. , ~~Place of tb.e- Undergraduate- Thesis in Enginee-ring Education." 
Jour .. Eng. Educ. ~ 645-8 (April 1955)o 
The advantages of the sen:Lor·-.year thesis are overwhelming o Advantages 
in. order of importa~ce, are~ 
l., It req_uires init'liative and resourcefulness. 
2 o It trains the stude:::J.t to reason and work alone o 
3 a The student can wo:rk entirely on a problem of his own choosir...g o 
4. A survey of the literature is i n cluded .. 
5o Minor advantages~ integration of studies, introduction to 
research, career determin9.tio:. o 
'I'he experimental t~J.esis preser:tts t:J.e greatest challenge, compared to zy...e 
design thesis cr library thesis" I"he best. administrative .method is 
probabl y a weekly sem.i.na:ro at which progress is discussedo 
~,ajor disadvantage is lite ti:me req_uired per credit hour" T'.2e exper-
imental thesis w..ay :n.ot be a SU(! (~esl3 o The variation in probl em difficulty 
and time required f o:r· editing are othe:r disadvantages o 
S T E YU P.. • f' v~ II auer, vol:n Aa, a :: td F.i.a:rden·bergp.p Dc.:r1ald <YJ .:J.y'SlCE . . or .I.!L:,"'lgi!leers., 
~ our.. R0..g " Educ .. ~ 34-9~52, (Dec ., 195 5) 
'J.~here should ·be moreJ :not l.eBBp cl assical physics in t...1.e engineering 
curriculv.rr: a The :folJ.ow:ing steps are p:roposed for pr .... ysics instructio!l to 
engineers~ 
l o Emp:hasize f'lf.t"J.dament al prir_aiples o 
2 o Illustrate the principles with examp_es frQ'!l .moderYl physics a 
3., Omit ext~aneous material; avoid the 11 su.:rvey1i approach .. 
4., Use calc·u.:.u.s as rrm.ch as ossi ble o 
5" Pla:::;. laboratory instruc'tio::::. to develop thougb.t* 
6., I~.~troduce basic conpe·
4 
ts cf nuelea:r physics o 
T.o 0 t • + + • • - t n • • t'l,.c t' • ~ ( • + 6) .J...L ll1.S l uUvl C.l::-:!.8 prO'VJ..ae WC year3 OI pnysH;S, .~.1e new ma .,erlal. l uem 
could be added a At otb.er i~ sti tuti.•Jrts a not h er semester of physics would 
be req_ui:redo 
With regard to subseq_uen:t e:ngi:~.:.ee:ri:c.g cou.r·ses ~ the following prin= 
ciples s·p.ould be obser ..... \Ted ~ 
1 o Specific course s i:n mecb.an:lcs p el.ectrici ty and thermodynamics 
must be based on f'u..Ldam.e~ .. tal principles, wi tho·J.t assumir.Lg the 
student has al~:>eady m.as t erE=;d tl7.81L o 
2a Engineering instr~ctors shou.J.d be aware of what i.s taught in 
physics; i ::..1.terc:2an.ge of' instructors, which Per.msylvania State 
University has tried)/ i.s desirable o 
.3 a Calculus should be used wherever possible., 
:2.91~ Se.egar, R. J .. , ICPhysics Is Not Er.gir.teeringo l ~ a·our•o Engo EdU.Co ~ 127~ 
31 (Octo 1955)., 
292 o Sweigert, Ro L.,» srW~b.ere Are We Going in E..':lginee:ring Education? 11 Jour o 
Eng .. Educ o 46v 247 =50 (l'Jov <> 1955)., 
Engineering educa"t:i.o:,J.. !!!" ·lst p:::epar e stude:tJ.ts for professional careers, 
not merely caree~s as tecb.~icianE o To this end, engi:aee:ring is becoming 
much more scier.:..tific Q Bifurcatic:::-1. exists in fact, if ::1ot in theory, be-. 
cause of the divisio;::~. b etwee.-::1. professionals and technicians.9 and this can 
he a-ekr.1ow.led.ged by di.fferen es i:-.1 choice of electives o 
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Education requires attention to liberal studies but these must not 
dilute the professional curriculum. Liberal studies also have a place 
at the graduate level, where they have hitherto been ignored. 
Professional status demands education beyond the undergraduate 
level a Either graduate study or persistent individual study will fil.l 
this needo Off-campus graduate programs in engineering reveal the need. 
Perhaps engineering education should be integrated so as to present 
only two divisions: the physics-oriented and the chemistry-oriented 
engineer, at the undergraduate levelo Then, by graduate study, the 
student could enter a particular fieldo 
293 ~ Thomas, G9 B .. , Jr o' chairrnan.9 "Report of the Joint Committee of the 
Alimerican Society for Engineering Education and the Mathematical Associa-
tion of America on Engineering Mathematics o" Jour. Eng. Educ o ~ 583-8 
(April 1955). 
The Mathematical Association o~ America has devised a first year 
mathematics course for all students who study mathematics in college, 
with supplementary material for engineersa The freshman engineering 
mathemati.cs curriculum "\ITOuld consist of a five-hour course including 
graphical analysis, Newton~s methods, numerical integration.9 rate prob-
lems, binary representation~ computing machines, centroids and moments 
of i.nerti.a.9 finite differences 7 tables of normal probability, and a 
few other topics, all. in addition to the basic course taken by all 
studentso 
In the second year 7 engineeri.ng students would receive a course 
in calculus and analyti.c geometry with applications using vector 
methods, includi.ng linear differential equations with constant co-
efficientso The program has been successfully applied at Tulane. The 
joint committee does not necessarily endorse the MoAoAo 1 S proposed 
programo 
The committee conc.luded that there was considerable sentiment for 
the following~ 
1 o All engineers should receive mathematics through differential 
equationso 
2.. Statistics and probability deserve more attention,. 
3o Students should be able to elect more courses in mathematics. 
The commi.ttee also recommen.ds more emphasis on numerical and graphical 
methods and on fundamental concepts, and more use of mathematics in junior 
and senior engineering courses. 
294 o Tichenor$ George, 11 Interrupting the Great Conversation." Tech, Rev. 2]_, 
241-4.9 260, 262, 264y 266 (lf~ro l955)o 
H1.l.IP..ani ties should be optional in technical schools. There is no 
proof that they have ever made men more democratic, and their presence 
i n a technical curriculum at the expense of useful courses is merely 
gratification of a contemporary fad,. 
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295 a Warner,- J o C •p 11 The Value of Research to the Education Program .. " Jour .. 
Eng .. Educ. ~ 338~41 (Dec .. 1.955) .. 
The student should be :i:rLt:roduced to research as a freshman, then 
he should encou~2.ter lo:~ge:r a!Ld longer problems which would culminate in 
these.s in senior and graduate work.,_ 
Research influences the cu:rr:Lculum by its effect on edu.catprs . Those 
who do research can evaJ..rJ.ate what is really ~portant lrl. their fieldo 
296" Wbj te, William C ~s 1 ulill...Ti.8 rti.stic-Sm~ial Content of Engineering Curricula., e~ 
~Jour .. Boston Soc o Ci Vo Engrs .. ~±0 24-9 (Ja:n.o 1955) o 
297v 
The present si t ·aatioz.t. regarding humanisti.c-social st~u.dies is 
s11..rveyed. Th.e:r . tt.e possLt:e methods for i n.troduc ing this m.ater:ial into 
the crurric'tl.lum are surveyedo 
!" !! 
Wilburs> John B oJ "Limitations of Logic in Engineeri.:o.g Education .. Tech. 
Rev .. TI., 2.33-6.? 256, ~~58=9 (Mar .. 1955)o 
The engi:~:-.eerir:g c·urrlctJJ.;u::~ is v.rell. designed to develop the student v s 
logicaJ.. sense, but per:~:taps endangers l'J.is !~i.nfo:r"J1l..a- l! faculties of judgm.ent, 
im.agi!.l.atio::.l and i.ntui tio:::1 o Aft,er bei.ng i ntrodu ced to exact sciences in 
·he first years of hi.s traini:r:gp in hi.s later years the stude:r.1t must 
readju.st to the ~eed for inexact reasoni:~ o 
The author, a civil e~ngineer, proposes a vertical curricul~im i~ 
which e.xac't science»" e:ngi~ ... eeri:.;g 1 and the hum.ani ties go forward simuJ..-
taneouslyJ so that tt~ere 1s simultaneous development of logical and 
i.nforma.l facul. ties a A con roept of t :he total WO'!Jld 'be acq_uired before 
the parts are closely stud::l.edo 
A.~ i.l.lu.strative fresr.Jll1a ::::l. :prob:.em i.: ..  c:i vil engineering is outlined 
f or example~s sake~ 
298 W."" W E '2P 'j.. ~ • C . +. . '* b "Q.., • • S . . o l-Lsor., arren OJ .ro~).l.e~rns l :!::~ o~uraca ,§l.on ln .;. ~e digli2.eerlllg cle::J.ce " 
Gu.rriculum¢'" Jour., Eng__<> Ed:uc" ~:2, .374~8 (De;;;<> 1955) <> 
Perrnsyl vania State Uni ver,si ty~ s e:1gir.eerir....g science c-urricv.lum.p in 
which no specialized deg:ree is granted$! i .s describedo This curriclilum 
was established in ~ 953" 
299o Wolfer ~o:trn K,, nEva.luatioD. of E:r..lgineering Educatio:cJ.. 11 Jour .. Eng. Educ. 
~ 342-8 (Dec .. 1955) ~ 
A :placen~.er.tt d:i.rector has assembled the comments of about 160 
electrical. exetrttti ves and rnanage:~s of t he General Elect:!'ic Company~ 
regarding tb.e Lrtterim :Report of t he ASEE Committee on Eval113tion of 
E:ngi.neeri:r...g Educa t~ion" T2ese industrialists rate the need for better 
expression above social studieso 
Concerning graduate study, responde .. ts felt a definite need for 
highly speciaJ..ized graduate eng:lneers" Some engineers with advanced de-
grees, however., should be broadly trained in order to prepare for man-
agement., Undergradua.t.es sb.uc.ld ge:ci.era.ll.y be trained broadJ.yo 
'Y.nere is a rea.l :v.:teed for off~~:::;am}Y s graduate study~ It shoul d not 
be out1awedo 
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300 .. Abbott7 Jo Po, "Modern Engineering Physics from the Viewpoint of an 
Administrator.," Jour .. Engo Educo .~ 442-8 (April 1954). 
1his is a survey of the position of physics in the er...gineering cur-
riculum, by the dean of Texas A & M • 
. 301.. Anonymous, "Take a Look at Correspondence Courses.," Chern. Eng • ..§.!., 222 
(Deco 1954)" 
302 o Beck7 Cli:f'ford, nReport on ASEE Summer Institutes on Inclusion of Modern 
and Solid State Physics in the Curricula of All Engineers .. " Jouro Engo 
Educ., ~ 254-7 (Nov .. 1954)o 
T-wo schools of thought emerged from the summer iil..stitutes sponsored 
by ASEE and NSF6 One school of thought was for revision of general basic 
physics courses, either by eliminating non-fundamental material or by 
moderni.zing co:n.tent.. The second prominent opinion was for addition of 
ne"T material~ (1) three semester hours of modern physics and (2) three 
semester hours of solid state physics? both above the general physics 
level. o 
Nuclear engineering curricula were di:scussedo Most felt that this 
curriculum was best suited for graduate specialization.. The author, head 
of the Physics Department of North Carolina State, cites three reasons 
why that school's undergraduate nuclear engineering curriculum is suc-
cessful~ 
lo High prestige value .. 
Heavy demand for graduateso 
Sound curri cul urn .. 
303.. Boeij_ter, IJ .. M. K., "Professional Engineering in Educationo" Paper 
No., 54·, presented at Am .. Soco Mecho Engrso Meeting, Sept .. 13-24, 1954 .. 
9 PPo 
304., Booker1 H .. G .. , "What Is Wrong with Engineering Education?" Proc. I.R.Eo 
~ 51.3 (Mar .. 1954) o 
The pr:incipal :function. of undergraduate education should be to 
develop the mind of the student by having him think through things that 
other people have flreq_uently thought through before.. Research is stressed 
as the basic tool for graduate education .. 
The refusal of engineering educators to use engineering as a basis 
for education is the illness of today's engineering education. 
305 .. Boyajian, Ao, uThe FL"J.al Courseo- Dress Rehearsal for Practiceou Jour .. 
Eng o Educ o ~ 394~6 (Mar o 1954) o 
Ihe entire second semester of the senior year could profitably be 
given to an introduction to engineering practiceo Even if engineers are 
w·el . .l. trained in fundam.ental.s, they will need the ab:ility to apply the 
fundamentals o 
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Four practical projects in different fields would provide the needed 
varietyo Each project ·would be carried through the stages of study, 
literature review, field or laboratory experiment~ design, costs and final 
engineering report~ 
306o Bronwell, Ao, uBasic Conflicts in Engineering Educationo~v Mecha. Engo 76, 
886=90 (Novo 1954) o 
There are several irreconcilable coni'licts in engineering education~ 
lack of curricular space for neecied subjects, unified curriculum vs a 
specialized curriculum, functional :social studies vs o pu:rely cultural 
studies o All viewpoints are rev:ieweci in this article., 
Three new concepts of engineering educations are noted~ strengthen-
ing of mathematics and basic sciences, new areas of technology, and the 
movement toward a balanced currieul:.uno 
307 o DawsonJ Charles Ho.~ ~~Servomechanisms in. the Undergraduate Curricul.umot~ 
J~ur .. Eng., Educ o 44, 617-9 (J11ne 19~54) a 
3o8o Everitt, W o La, ~~~The Place of the Socio=Humanistic Studies in Professional 
Graduate Instruction o ~~ Jour e~ Eng" Educ o 45, 69 "'"72 (Sept o 19 54) o 
Graduate schools should devote more attention to a social=humanistic 
stem for technical stucients a The author v s argument may be sunnnarized as 
foll.owsz 
a) The engineering undergraduate is intense.ly interested in techni-
cal studies J but too i.-rn:mature to recognize value in humanities., 
b) It is the graduate student.a who will become educators and leaders., 
Thus the author urges concurrent socd.al-humanistic studies from beginning 
to end of a studentis educationo 
A minor in cultural courses is one alternative 4 A persOnal cultural 
programj planned by the student in consultation with a professor, is 
another., 
309 o Grinter, Lo Eo, v1Educat:i.on for a Creative Professional Life o H Jour., Eng o 
Educ. 45, 7-13 (Sept" 19 54·) ct 
In his presidential address, the retiring presd.dent of ASEE reviews 
the forces at work for changing engineering curriculaa It seems less 
probable that additional specialized. curricula will develop in the future o 
There may even be some ~Jmtinations, with specialization reserved for 
graduate studyc1 The recently (June, 1954) released Interim Report of the 
Committee on Evaluation has sugges.ted a 9ucommon stem, u~ of about a hundred 
hours for engineering curriculao-
The importance of graduate w·ork is underlinedo The author calls for 
a survey of the present status of graduate study, with improvement of 
objectives and standards as the goalQ The author also predicts in~ 
creasing importance for graduate study, in view of the heavy pressures 
on the fourc.year curriculum o 
310~ Grinter, Lo Eo J chairman, ninterim Report of the Committee on Evaluation 
of Engineering Edw:~ationoRR Jour.a Eng a Educo 45, 4o...66 (Sept., 1954) o 
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This is the preliminary version of the 9~Grinter Report 11 (Jour o Eng. 
Educ o 46, 26-60, Sept. 19 55)) • The onl.y concept in this Interim Report 
which does not appear in the final report is the concept of the "common 
stem'1 for engineering curricula, which is treated less explicitly in the 
fi.nal report a A suggested curriculum is the following: 
Humanistic - social 21 semester hours 
Math and basi.c science 36 
Engineering science 36 
Technology 7 
Total for common stem 100 
Major department seg~ence 
Electives (technical and otherwise) 
21 semester hours 
17 
38 
Common stem 100 
Total for four-year curriculum 138 semester hours 
In the Interim Report there are considered to be nine engineering 
sciences~ (1) statics, (2) dynamics, (3) strength of materials, (4) 
fluid flow (5) heat flow, (6) thermodynamics, (7) electrical currents, 
fields and electronics, (8) engineering materials, and (9) physical 
metal.lurgy a The final report considers only six engineering sciences o 
Appendix A summarizes previous evaluation studiesa 
311 a Grinter J La E 0' u~Physic .s for Engineers in the Mid-Fifties 0 II Pun 0 Jour .. 
Physo 22, 464=7 (1954)a 
The chairman of the ASEE Committee on Evaluation of Education dis-
cusses the need for modern physics in the engineering curriculum~ More 
physics is needed by engineers, but the proportion of modern. physics should 
be higher than at presento 
312 t> Grinter, La E I) , nPhysics for Engineers in the Mid-Fifties 8 11 Jour .. Eng~ 
Edu.c o _45, 246-50 (Novo 19 54) (1 
Duplication of elementary physics material in engineering courses 
needs to be reduced, and modern pbysics emphasizeda 
313o Hamburger, Fo ujEducation for the Professionull1! Proco loRoEo 42, lo61 
(July 195J+) 0 
The prospective engineeri.ng student of today is faced with two 
alternatives~ (l) prepare himself in such a way that after completion 
of studies he can be immediagely productive and useful or (2) seek a 
broad fundamental knowledge which will probably require a longer appren-
ticeship but result in a longer period of productivityo The pressure 
of :llmnediate productivity tends to force schools into alternative (1), 
but the schoolsi duty to the profession and society dictates alternative 
(2) in order to uphold progessional. quality and achieve social maturity. 
31417 Hancher' Virgil M .. ' CSLiberal Education in Professional Curricula. rr Jour. 
Engo EdUC a 44, 356...61 (March 1954)o 
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A certain amount of liberal subject matter in the curriculum will not 
result in a liberal education~ The liberally educated man is one who views 
all his learning in a liberal manner.. The duty of the colleges is to pro-
vide this liberal outlooka 
315 o Houston, R o W ", $fReport of Suimner Institute Preliminary Conference on 
Nuclear Physics in Engineering Education." Jour a Eng(t Educ"' 44, 573..80 
(June 1954), 
The conference did not emphasize how to introduce nuclear material in~ 
to the curriculum, but dwelt instead on course Contento The general feel-
ing was that an undergraduate nuclear engineering degree is unwarrantedo 
One or two courses, however) should be available to undergraduates, and 
many examples from the nuclear field could be used in existing courseso 
316., Hrones, J" a A a, . ~ 8Role of Measurement and Instrumentation in Engineering 
Education~" Paper No a 54 -IRD .E presented at Am o Soc o Mech o Engrs" meeting 
Septo 13-24, 1954. PPo 3o 
A sound train:i.rig in the eng:ine2ring sciences can exist only if the 
problems of measurement and instrumentation are integrated into these 
courses a 
3l7a Jeffries, Ro J"' ~cinstrurnentation Problems in Universityo" Paper No .. 
54-IRD -=9 presented at .Am o Soc o Mech o Engrs" meeting, Sept o 13 =24, 19 54 o 
PPo 5., 
318 <> Murphy, Glenn, ~~ASEE Summer Inst:ltute Conference on Solid State Physics 
in the Engineering Curriculum.," Jouro Eng .. Educo 44, 494-7 (May 1954)o 
Two course outlines were evolved~ a three ....credit course in atomic 
and solid state physics, and a seq_uence of two three-hour cmrrsesp- one on each 
of the two topics.. These are designed for engineers rather than physi-
cists, but there was no discussion of their logical place in the curriculumo 
319 a 0 "Brien, M. p a' 0'Gradu.ate Professional Education in Engineering 0" Jour 0 
Eng~ Educo 44, 545-52 (May 1954)o 
The emphasis :l.n graduate engineering education must be shifted from 
its present inflexible position toward the ideal of individual studyo 
320o Sawyer, Herbert Ao, Jro, 'vAxioms of Curriculum Change .. u Jouro Engo Educ~ 
44, 610-1 (June 1954·) a 
The following are considered ~ciomatic, based on the authorvs study 
of the writings of many colleagues~ 
1 o Additions must be matched l)y deletions o 
2o Overlapping of course content has some advantages., 
3a The undergraduate years merely initiate professional training. 
4o Bifurcation (on the basis of ability) is comingo 
32.1., Shumaker, C ~ H.,, u8Training Engineers , " " A Mutual J ob for Colleges and 
Industry a Ui Mecho Eng 0 76' 814.,.,5 ( Oet 0 1954) 0 
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The possible methods of putting more material into the engineering 
curriculum are reviewed$ Industry's obligations to the schools and to 
:its young engineers are listed o 
322 o Smith, J. F o Downie, ~'Improving the Teaching of Engineering." Jour .. Eng., 
Educ., 45, 7.3=9 (Septo 1954)~ 
Lineral arts should be injected into the teaching of engineering 
courseso The "direct teaching of cultural subjects, without vocational 
pu rpose," is not necessary o 
323 o Turini' eJohn J o, 9'Is Closer Integration an Answer to Crowded Curricula? 17 
~Jour., Engo Educ o 44, 340-2 (Jano 1954)., 
Closer integration of introductory courses (i.,e .. , physics and 
mathematics) will ease some of the pressure on engineering curriculao 
1953 
324.. Anonymous, 01Accrediting and Evaluation Discussed at ASEE-ECPD Meetingou 
Mechoc Engo 75, 1037=9 (Dec., 1953)., 
325 ;;~ Anonymous, 91.Ameri.can Society for Engineering Education and Engineers Coun= 
cil for Pro.fessional Development Joint Meeting, New York. n Chern. Eng e 
~ 31, 4434, 4437 (Octo 26, 1953)" 
At the meeting, L., E .. Grinter proposed a bifurcated undergraduate 
engineering curriculum.. If professional causes are added to the 
~scientificn branch of the c.urriculum, four years may not be sufficient 
time., 
326 a Anonymous' 09Engineers' Educators Propose Changed Engineering Education8 II 
Machine Design 25, 251~2 (Dec., 1953)" 
A proposal emanating from a joint ASEE-ECPD meeting calls for a 
bifurcated curriculum: professional~scientific and professional-general., 
327., Anonymous :J ~~Important Need in Engineering Education; ASEE 6lst Annual 
Meeting, Gainesville, Fla/' Mech" Eng" 75, 681-2 (Aug.,. 1953)" 
Among the speakers, Lo Eo Grinter cited the need for more science 
in engineering curricula., 
Another speaker, Jo Wo Parker, stressed that training in nuclear 
engineering should ne the same as in other fields, but should include 
more mathematics., 
328 a Anon_ymous, oeLetters on Engineering Education.," Midwest Engr o _2, 24-5 
(March 1953); 21, 23 (April 1953); 22-3 (May 1953)" 
Respondents indicated a need in engineering curricula for writing 
and speaking, humanities, nusiness courses, and management courses., 
Engineers were nelieved technically competento 
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329. Anonymous, ~'Slide R les and Execut:l.ve Posts.~~ B'U.Sirress Week, p, 48, (Dec<> 
26, 1953) .. 
A majority of executives feel that engineers are lacking in other 
fields of knovledge, Many engineers agree, citing a need for more work 
in English.? l:i.beral courses J and_ business acLm.inistrationo 
330 ~ Arms by~ Henry H <>fr 91 ::Che ~Three =T':wc i Plan == An Educational Experiment o uu 
Higher Education lOJJ 61=-)+ (Dec: o 195j) o 
The ~~three =two ~ plan provides for a three ~year l.iberal arts curricu-
lumJ fol.lowed by two years in engineering schoolqc All the student~ s basic 
s c ience and mathemati.cs are obtained in the first three years o The plan 
has the advantages of al.l.Jwing the studer:t to achieve more maturity be= 
fore d_eciding on an engineeri.ng career~ and removes the diffi.culty of 
ir:.serting liberal studies i.nto the engineering curriculum o 
Opinions are reviewed.? and s c hool.s using the plan are listed in 
this article a 
331 .. Boelter, L, M., K,, u 9 In~ervice 'I'rai.nin.g fo::.:' Research and Development, ~' 
~:gL Mech.. Rev 4-£. 4.89~5?0 ( 195 3) o 
The training which research and development engineers should receive 
on-the =job i.s descri.bed i n this article o Engineering graduates, trained 
for analysis_:~ must d.evelop their powers of synthesis after graduationo 
332o Boelter.9 Lo Mo KoJ a~Uni.fied. Engineering Curriculum.<>u~ Geno Eleco Rev,. 56, 
12-1,4 (Novo 1953)" 
The unif'i.ed engineering curriculwn i .. s adeq:uate for the engineer seek-
ing employmeu.t where specialized on=the =job training is available or in a 
pos:i.t:i.on where a large variety o:f p:ooolems involving broad basic concepts 
are enc ountered .o 
A detailed descrip ::~m. of engineer:i.ng currie ·Ja i.s given~ Content 
of the unif i ed curri.cul~:rr~.9 co~f::i.ned to fundamental.s, is disc s sed at 
length, 
1J:'he theory of a unlfied curricLt:tmn is for all undergraduate engineers 
to receive the same basic engineer-ing course o ~rhe emphasis in this course 
i.s on problem solvi.ng o 
An attempt is oeing made to put mechanics on an experimental experi-
ence basis,. The techniq:ues of c:ircu:it analysis are being applied to 
systems other than electricala Considerable attention is being given to 
reduc:i.ng the time gap betwee n relat2d courses.:~ Physiology J psychology, and 
biotechnology are bei.ng experimentally in trod' ~ ced into the engineering 
curricu.lmna. The uses of materials are being given considerable attention 
with both an analytic and experimental approacho 
333<1 Boyaj:ian.9 Aram, '~Ed.xc::ation of Tom, Dick.? and Har:r.'Yo~'~ Techo Revo 1_2, 
262.J--1-J 280.? 282, 284.JJ 286 (March 1953) o 
A new emphasis on engineering educat1,on should be consi.dereda The 
suggested rearrangemer. t would create fields of (1) manufacturing engineer-
ingJ (2) developmental engineering, and (3) application engineering, to 
replace the usual branches" This would more nearly agree with the tem-
peramental. and employment :probabilities of enginee:rs o 
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334. Doan, Gilbert Eo, uStronger Engineering Graduates." Jour. Eng. Educ .. 43, 
534-6 (May 1953) .. 
Graduates should leave the engineering colleges with a rational life 
view, which is not now being provided for them. 
335o Farrar, Go La, qiUniversity-Level Course in Process Instrumentation .. " 
Instruments 26, 4o6 -10 ( 19 53) o 
A thorough description of a minimum acceptable course for the modern 
process engineer is presentedo The general outline .is as follows: 
l., Introduction to instrumentation 
2 a Measurement 
3o Responses of measuring instruments 
4o Automatic controllers 
5.. Final control elements 
6a Characteristics of processes 
7o Application of control responses to various processes 
8 a Automatic control systems 
Each of the above points is discussed in detailo The course is de-
si.gned for an eighteen~week semester with ._a four-hour laboratory period 
each weeko Prerequisites are physics, chemistry, mathematics and unit 
operations a 
336 o Grinter, L" E a, chairman, uSwnmary of Preliminary Report" Committee on 
Evaluation of Engineering Educationo" Jour11 Engo Educ. 44, 143-7 (Novo 1953). 
This report outlines the objectives and the background of the ASEE's 
evaluation study, begun in 1952o For the findings of the Corrunittee, see 
the Interim Report (.Jour .. Eng" Educ" 45, 4o-66, (Sept~ 1954)) and the Final 
Report (Jour .. Eng .. Educ" 46, 26:t)o,(Septj)c 1955)) .. 
3.37a Harrisberger, Lee, nimproving the Producto 11 Jour .. Engo Educ .. 44, 82-7 
(Octo 1953)a 
Engineering graduates need a broader background in fundamentals " To 
this end, the necessary mathematical background should begin with calcu-
lus in the freshman yearo In the second year differential equations, 
Fourier serdes, Laplace transform, statistical analysis and nomography 
should be offered" 
Also in the freshman year, advanced chemistry and physics should 
be offeredo The second year should see the introduction of engineering 
science courses~ mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity and electronics, 
fluid mechanics, metallurgy, etco 
The first two years should also include liberal courses: philosophy, 
psychology, logico There should also be courses in speech, technical 
writing, descriptive geometry and elements of visual presentation during 
these yearso 
In the last two years of his curricull.Ull, the student would have 
considerable freedom to choose certain percentages of major courses, 
minor courses, and cultural-hl.Ullanistic courses'& 
The studentis major should fall into one of three areas: (1) re-
search, (2) production and design, or (3) sales and management .. 
The author is a mechanical engineering educator~ 
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338. Hollister J s <> c a' ~iFi.ve ....year Eng:i.neering Program 0' H Gen .. Elec 0 Rev 0 56 2 
10=12 (Nov .. 1953) ~ 
Weaknesses of the four-year engineering c-u.rriculum po:i.nted out by the 
author includ.e g 
1 a Current fou r =Year program.E: are not ad,eq_uate to provide proper 
depth for the present d.ay general practitioner engineer .. 
2~ The fact that industry has, to resort to technical education 
programs is a sign that the colleges are not doing their jobo 
3 o The average four =Year program is designed to terminate in four 
years, thereby limiting in advance the amount of subject materialo 
The uFthree...,two av program and. t:t.e possibility of making engineering 
entirely a grad-..:ate program are d:i.scussed but discarded because of 
curricular fir:anc ial difficul.ties that would be involved a 
If the broad fundamental. trair.;.ing requirements being set forth by 
industry are to be met by the coll eges, a f'ive=year undergraduate program 
is necessary o 
339 .. Houston, Woo V~ s nDoes College Make an Eng:i.neer'l vu Oil Gas Jouro 52, Noa 1, 
225=6, 315~ (Novo 16 7 1953 ) ; Pr8Co Amo Petrola Insto 33, 78:::E4 TI953)o 
College does n ·~ make an engineer.; only experience can do this a 
The university gives the student a general. educ ation and. a scientific 
background<> 
The curricu' um of R.ic e Institute=cd()f which the author is president--
i .s designed to award. a bachelor of arts degree after four years of study 1 
and a specific engineering degree after a fif'th year of studyo 
Probably there \rJil.l. develop a scheme of engineering internship 
analogous to medical. internship o This may come about as an extension of 
the already customary postgradu ate training program., 
340a Howland, Wo Ea 7 g?What can the Enginee ring Schools Do About It '? uv Jouro 
Engo EdUCo 4-4Jl 212~3 (Novo l953)o 
The schools should concentrate on educatiw.g professional engineers 
instead of produ~ing practical men of bus iness a IJ'he tittle refers to 
corruption in public placeso 
34la McEachron.9 Ka B~' .? Jro, rOW'hy Opticns Anyv..ray? c·r Eleca Eng., 72:~ .305=6 (April 
1953) (J 
Indu.stry is bec oming less an.d less interested in the engineering grcd ~ 
uate who thinks he is a specialist, who wants to know ~~more and more about 
less and less until he knows everything about nothing,~~ says Robert Sprague 
of the Sprague Electr:",c Company" One of the three basic requirements in 
the education of engineers is u~intensive t:raining in the basic and applied 
sc:i.ences, even at the expense of apJ)J..ied engineering subjec.ts o 2' 
The u~optionu~ system of today causes a lac k of' interest by students 
toward other phases of engineerir:.g" One method of correcting this 
attitude would be t inr:~ lude engineering problems of all types, starting 
with the freshman year y i n or der to produce in the student the real.i.,. 
zation of the need f or a Kc.c:vrledge of the sci.ences and mathematics" In 
this way the eng::i.neerlng student wou l.d alsG gain a -broad. knowledge of 
his field and will C.e oetter eq_u:Lpped. to hand.le problems involving know-
ledge outside of his spec:i.altya 
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342. Piper, Henry Dan, "English and History as Professional Eq_uipment for the 
Engineerotl Jour. Eng. Educ .. 43, 460-4 (April 1953) .. 
The engineer needs English so that he can communicate, and history 
so that he can maintain a historical perspective. To make room for these 
in the crowded curriculum, it is recommended that the student demonstrate, 
before graduation, a command of English and a historical sense as they 
apply to his field o 
343o Pletta, Do Ho, "Selected Reports by Institutional Committees on Evaluation 
of Engineering Educationo" Jour. Engo Educ. 44, 257-72 (Dec. 1953) .. 
The secretary of the ASEE Committee on Evaluation of Engineering 
Education introduces abstract reports from seven institutional committees: 
Stanford University; University of California, Los Angeles; Cornell Uni-
versity; Johns Hopkins University; McGill University; Oregon State College; 
and Illinois Institute of Technologyo Beyond agreeing that a broadening 
trend is desirable, and that humanities have a place in the curriculum, 
these abstract reports make no specific statements regarding curricula. 
344 o Smith, J o F o Do, nFour -year Engineering Program." Gen o Elec. Rev o 56, 
8 =10 (Novo 19 53) o 
The four-year engineering program will continue to supply the largest 
portion of industry's engineers, but there is a growing demand for engi-
neers on the grad.uate level o In order for tomorrow 1 s engineers to be 
properly rounded and prepared for civic and professional obligations, there 
must be an eight-year program, beginning with high schoolo By beginning 
the engineering education in high school much time could be savedo 
345 0 Smith, Ralph J" 0' 11Education for the Engineering Spectrum D rr Jour 0 Eng. Educ" 
44, 88=93 (Octo 1953) a 
The most feasible w·ay of meeting the increasing demands on engineering 
education is to limit the number of objectives req_uired of students. This 
can be done by eliminating the current specialties in favor of functional 
specializationo This means educating engineers for the function they are to 
fulfill~ research, development, production, construction, etco 
346,. Sprague, Hobert Co, "Training Engineers for More Effective Results in 
Industryovr Souro Eng. Educ$ 43, 451-6 (April 1953). 
Basic sciences should be stressed in the curriculum, 
with the strongest basic training is the most adaptable. 
assume more responsibility for specialized training" 
Continued increase in humanistic studies (including 
business) is desirable, as is exercise in teamwork~ The 
electr:Lcal industry executive o 
because the man 
Industry could 
economics and 
author is an 
347 o Sproul, Robert G G, ''A University President Looks at Engineering Education." 
Civ o Eng a 25 j 394-5 ( eJune 19 53)" 
A rev:i.ew of current trends, particularly in Californi.a, is given" 
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348 o Anonymous P tvFuture may Requ.ire IJDnger thg,n Four-Year Engineering Curriculum.; 
Largest Conclave of Engir.~..eers Attacks Pro-blem of Personal Shortage" n Chern" 
Eng" NewB 30, 38 30=2. (S-ept o 15 7 19 ~i2) o 
Among ideas brcught ou.t at the Symposium on Education and Traini.ng, 
in conjunction with the C~ntenn].al of Engineering Convocation at Chicago, 
were the following~ 
Dean So Co Hol.l.J..ster of CorneJ..l foresaw more extended engineering 
programso 
Bell TelephoneD s 01.iver E,. B-:.:~k.ley c:ited the need. for more graduate 
c ou rses i.n i n.iu.st.ry Dr in cooperation w1"t.-2 oJ.n.iversit:ies o 
General. Electr:i.c »s Maynard. Mo Boring said that engineers must continue 
to broader. themselves" I nd·u.stry must help do this o 
349 o Armsh,y, Henry H o, ~ £Engineering Ed '.lea t ~ .. 0n :l.n the United States o ~~ Higher 
Ed-u.~ation .2,, 7.3=82 (Dec " 1 p 1952) o 
Al.I. facets of engineering e 'i ucat:..on are reviewed o Current curricu-
lar problems == objectives J specialization.~ liberal content, length --
are out1:i.ned, 
.350., Barke:;:-' George J 0 ~ g·uFou r Year VS 0 Fi.ve Year Engineering Course oi·i Jour 0 
Eng 11 Edu c o 42, 460=:2 (Mg,y 19 52) o 
The four year cu rricu.lurn shou ld be retained.9 but course content should 
be strengthened o Rnphasis shou ld be placed on a mastery of fundamentals" 
Specialization should be left to graduate s cr.ool or to the employer o 
35lo Boelter, Lcr Mo Ko- .ll ~s :L,- tJ king Aheai i n Engineering Educationou~ Jouro Eng., 
· Educ o 43, 249-57 ( e c <> 1952) a 
The undergra'iuate eu.r:ricul.um will l ose its emphas i s on fragmer..tation 
and separate disciplines a Social=humanistic studies will become an in-
tegral part of the c;u.rricu l:mn" One of the strongest unifying forces in 
undergraduate curricula will be the science of engineering materials~ 
Graduate educati.on will develo:p along two paths~ the discipline of 
research and the discipline of the a ..esign of e ngineering systems" Grad= 
~ate education will. also see greater emphasis on soc ial-humanistic contenta 
3 52 o Boyd, James o H o, 1~What Type Education == Spec ialized or Fundamen.tal? v~ 
Chem" Engo Prog., ~~ 371=3 (1952) , 
A curri.culu.rn. att em:p'tii. g t o tra ~n stu.dee.ts i.n a professional special~ 
ty is bound t o fai.~ o A basi.c s c:Len.t.if' ic tra~ni.ng is best" 
353.. Brown, Gordon S ,. _9 ~~The Modern. Engineer Shou.ld be Educ ated a_s a Scientist. 
I T .,. ,""l 1·~ gq J ~ · E Ed" 'lA 274 o ·1 1D 19~2) .L o .... n v O .Lege o Ou.I' _o ng.,. v." o ~:d.,.9 .. =U. \. eC, ) o 
In addi tion to inc reased empha::.is on basic science and mathematics, 
the curricu1u.lll shou.1 i a1low student partic ipation in research or make fre ~ 
quent u s e of t~1~ case :.:r,et r c d o? j_r.. ,::: ~~r:. c ·to::.~ .• 
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354.. Doan, G" E .. , nstronger Engineering Graduates." Mech. Eng. 74, 877, 908 
(Nov. 1952),. 
355.. Eshback, 0. W .. , "Encouragement of Technical Training for Young People." 
Elec .. Eng,. 71, 869-71 (1952) .. 
At the present ti.rne there is a large deficiency of engineers. One 
recommendation is training on an intermediate level so that engineers can 
be utilized only for engineering jobso Young people need to be interested 
in engineering as a career and an elementary foundation in science and 
mathematics in high school is emphasized. 
3.56 o Gibbons, Eugene F o, "Is Specialized Engineering Needed?" Petrol. Proc. 1' 
615=9 ( 1952) 0 
The refining industry wants specialized engineers, and specialized 
training at the undergrad.uate level is being encouraged o Educators, 
however, largely feel that an engineering graduate should have a broad 
training, with specialization reservedfor graduate studyo 
It is not true that specializati.on l.imi ts the graduate o His train-
:ing is fundamentalJ and is merely applied with a specific purpose .. 
357" Grinter, Lo E"' "Questions Concerning the Engineering Curriculum"" Jour,. 
Eng., Educ o 42, 261~2 (Jan .. 1952) o 
The emphasis on specialization in the curriculum seems to have begun 
to wanep Because of the needs of research and administration, and the 
great variety of functions which engineers now perform, the curricula 
are drawing together again .. 
Students must be broadly educated, must have a detailed background of 
physical science and mathematics, and must have a respect for economicso 
If these things are all. to be in the curricul.1.un, then the curriculum needs 
re-examination in order to find room for them .. 
The author suggests curricula based upon professional objectives: 
design courses for the designer, more non-technical courses for the non-
professional engineer, etco 
358"' Hammond, Ho Po, 8'What Engineering College Will and Will Not Do for Student." 
Mech., Engo 74, 217..8 (March 1952) .. 
Among things which the college wil~ not do are the following~ give 
the student an appreciation of his position as a citizen, help the 
student develop originality, teach the application of basic laws rather 
than derived formulas .. 
359., Hollister, So Co, Crouse, Co S ", Grant, L .. F ... , and Hooven, M o D .. , 9'Ade-
quacy and Standards of Engineering Education." Elec .. Eng.. 71, 27-30 
(Jana 1952) o 
Current accrediting procedures relate almost entirely to mini.rnum 
standards and that this practice leads to complacency among the schools 
that barely satisfy such a standardo 
The general trend has been to overcrowd the four-year curriculum to 
meet the demand for more general education and at the same time maintain 
high standards of engineering education. 
A pre-engineering school has been suggested to bring the engineering 
student to a · desi.red level before entering engineering study .. 
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360,. Hollister~ S,.. C 6, chairman, ~'Adequacy and Standards of Engineering Curricula. u 
Mech~ Eng& 74, 15...8 (cJan., 1952) "' 
361 o Hollister, So Co, crLooking Ahead. in Engineering Education o" Jour o Eng o Educ o 
43, 258...62 (Dec" 1952) q 
The ba_sic science content of engineering curricula must be strengthened .. 
362<) Hollister, S .. Ca, Crm.l.se, C<~ So, Grant, Lo Fa and Hooven, M, D.,., ~vReport 
of Committee on Adequacy and Standards of Engineering Education.,¥~ Jour .. 
Engo Educ o 42, 249 =54 (JanQ 1.952) () 
The current positi.on o.f engineering curricula is reviewed broadly" 
It is concluded that curricula · should be based upon the fundamental 
sc.iences and espec ially ·u:pon mathematics" It is mentioned that architec-
ture is far ahead cf en.gi.neerin.g in teachi.ng students to solve problems 
creatively" 
363o Ihrig, Harry K,, uu\rhe Modern Eng:ineer Should be Educated as a Seientist., 
Io In Industry.,." e.Tou.ro Eng"' Edue " ~.? 269-73 (Deco 1952)cc 
From the industrial. standpo:lEt J a curriculum of non-specialized en ... 
gineering would be useful, consi:sti.ng of the followingz 
Mathematics 2B credits 
Chemistry 26 
Physics 3:3 
Engineering fundamentals 3:3 
Humanities 2J+ 
I4Ij: credits 
This would lead to a BaS o in engineering a A cormni ttee of industrialists, 
including representatives of small :lndustry, has made this recommendation 
in cooperation with the " '~ni.versity of Wisconsina 
The author cites the graduate program offered by Allis-Chalmers in 
cooperation with Ill:inois Institute of Technology o The school directs 
the program, but the company provides the thesis topic or else the equip-
ment for the student to useo 
In the absence of universal. agreement regarding a fundamental curri~ 
culum, it is recommended that the fundamental course be offered a_s an 
alternate to existing courseso 
364$ McEachron, Ko B~, Jr .. , wTomorrovr~s Engineer, In Preparation.,u~ Eleca Er...g., 
71, 597..602 (July 1952)1] 
In ord.er to provide enough engineers for the future, secondary and 
primary school age gro::~ps need more training in science and mathematicso 
Also techniques need improvement at the college level., 
The proper use of comprehensive problems that stress the basic laws 
are characterized in five waysz 
(1) Problems should be of such a nature that the student would have 
to arrive at concl".l.Sions on his own initiativeo 
(2) They should be devised so that the sindent must decide the best 
angle of attaek.a 
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(3) Problems should deal with real situations to help provide 
motivation and a sense of acc:omplisbment. 
(4) Some problems should be assigned orally so that the student 
must clarify the situation and discover and state his immediate 
goal for himself, 
(5) The problems should be carefully exam:i.ned by the teacher, comments 
noted on paper, prompt1y returned and discussed fully in class .. 
365 .. McMillan, F .. D .. .l' uOur Heritage from Engineering Education/' Eleco Eng., 
71, 4B7 ..,91 ( 1952) 0 
The engineering curriculum must not become molded and rigid., It 
mUBt remain unrestrained, free to exercise originality and improve it~ 
selfl.. The requirements imposed on the engineering curriculum are constant-
ly changing., 
366.. Saville, Thorndike, uvAchievements in Engineering Education," Jour o Eng, 
EdUCo 43, 222~.35 (Dec..- 1952)" 
The curriculum trends of the previous 50 years are surveyed in 
general terms, Increasing rigor and basic emphasis are noted, as are 
the increasing numbers of specialized curricula, and the emphasis on 
social=humanistic studies., 
367" Shurter:; R a L,, u~Tod.ay t s Educa ti.on and Tomorrow 1 s Engineer o 11 Gen o Elec " 
Revo 2.2' 7 =12 (Sept t~ 1952) o 
It is the opi.nion of the author that the engineer should be prepared 
to perform properly as a citizen as well as a professional engineer .. 
The following aims are considered fundamental: 
1" To prepare the engineer to express his ideas cl.early and con-
cisely in both speaking and writingo 
2 q To give him an understanding of and convictions about his 
responsibi.lities as a citizen in a democracy. 
3.. To provide him with a knowledge of the background of the social 
organization within which he lives and of the great expressions 
of the human mind concerning man and society .. 
4o To stimulate his interest in some aspect of the humanities or 
social studies as a basis for continued study or pleasure in 
these pursuits. 
368 o Taggart, Arthur F o, e~Ed.u.cation for Engineering o 0' Jour o Petrolo Tech, 4, 
15 (Seco 1), 3 (Sec, 2) (May 1952)., -
The engineer is incomplete unless he can handle problems in six 
basic fields~ materials, stationary st~~ctures, energy transformation, 
machines, process elements, and approximationo In addition, humanistic 
studies are necessary" 
369 a IJ:iaggarrt, Arthur F", uEducation for Engineering" u Mining Eng" _::, 770-4 
(Aug~ 1952)o 
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Engineering education should c:onsist of fifty per cent basic science 
and fifty per cent stud.y of man through literature, history, bio.logy and 
economics" Industry is asking for men tra:i.ned in basic fundamentals and 
asking that the specific subjects be left for indlJEtry to teach" 
Undergraduate school is where the engineer should. gain the foundation work,; 
specifics should be taught in graduate school" 
370, Vidosic, Jo Po, "Undergraduate Machine Design/~ Machine Design 24, 242, 244, 
246, 248 (June 1952)~ 
Theory should be emphasized. in undergraduate machine design instruc-
ti.on at the expense of empiricism" Empirical methods enter only af'ter 
theoretical analysis, and the problems should emphasize this" 
371 ~ Warner, J-, C ", uiEngi.n.eering Education in a Free Society" vv Paper presented 
at Chicago R.egional Technical Meeting, American Iron and Steel Institute, 
Septa 11, 1952, . 
This paper by the president of Carnegie Institute of Technology 
s1.mrrnarizes the trend. of engineering education toward a broader scientific 
baseo 
1951 
372 o Barnard, N" Ho, uuAccident Prevention and Safety, A Vital Course in the 
Engineering Cu.;rricu.l:um.our Mecha En~~ 73J 814=5 (Oct" 1951)" 
373$ Eckles, Robert B"', ~iEngineering Edueation and the Social Sciences g a 
Criticism," Jour .. Higher Educo E' 476~9 (Sept-.1 1951)" 
Engineers are vv social illiterates ~v ·~rho do not realize that inductive 
reasoning w·ill not solve human prob~Lems" In the future more time must be 
given to general-education courses ln the engineering curriculum, 
374o Hannah, John A., nLustre or Glitter·.i' ~f Jour, Enga Educ"' 42, 18-23 (Sept~' 
1951), 
The graduate . needs training narrow enough to earn him a living, 
. while broad enough to eg_uip him to make a life" A college 1 s duty is to 
turn out educated meno 
375" Hannah, John ·Ao, vr~tre or Glitter'zvv Machine Design 23, 228, 230,. 232, 
234 (Septo l95l}o 
The glitter of civilizationws material achievements is no substitute 
for the lustre of civilization itselfo Er~ineers with no education in 
humanities are only half educated." 
376 6 ,_Henson, R" D ", "Development of Engineering as a Profession au 
70, 213~7 (March 195l)o 
Elec .. Eng a 
(~'-
An instructor of engineering law at the University of Illinois says 
that the trend in engine,7:ring edueation on the undergraduate level is 
general, both in engineering subjects a.s well as in other fields of 
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knowledge, w·i th specialization on the graduate level.. "The public expects 
leadership from members of a profession, and engineers individually and 
collectively must be prepared to meet that expectation and to fulfill 
their obligations with distinctiono" 
377.. HaD.and, Malcom B .. , and Bell, Kenneth A .. , "Survey of Industrial Instruments 
Courses in Engineering Schoolson Instruments 24, 886-7 (Augg 1951). 
In 1949, the Engineerst Council for Professional Development sent a 
q_uestionnaire to 136 accredited schools... This article gives the q_uestions 
and replies to the q_uestions and an analysis as follows: 
lo There is a lack of understanding of what is meant by 11 Industrial 
Instrurnents.,n 
2o There is a wide difference of opinion regarding the courses in 
which this subject should be taught., 
3" There is a difference of opinion regarding the importance of the 
subjecto 
4.. There is a desire for better preparation by instructors. 
5., There is a lack of appreciation for the importance of the subject .. 
It is concluded that a basic course in nindustrial Instrumentation" 
should be available at least to all chemical and mechanical engineerso If 
there is any q_uestion regarding which course this subject should be intro-
duced into chemical engineering should have first consideration. 
378., J'ohnson, Charles Ao, ~~coordinating Calculus Instruction in the Engineering 
Program.o~1 Jouro Eng11 Educ., 41, 537-41 (May 1951). 
A brief study at the 'Jniversity of Kansas brought several facts to 
light~ 
lo The objectives of calculus ought to be different for different 
branches of engineeringo 
If calculus is not used in follow-.up courses, the student's 
facility deteriorates rapidlyo 
Civil and architectural engineers perfonned poorly, indicating 
that success in these fields does not depend on receiving the 
same amount of calculus as otherso 
379o MonteithJ A., C.,, ogEngineering --Its Future .. u Elec .. Engo 70, 758-6l (Septo 
1951)" 
The vice president of Westinghouse Electric Corporation states that 
graduate credit is not a necessity in most cases for an engineer, but 
rather an i.ncentive" The need for self -betterment among engineers is 
great as wel.l as the need for constant, intensive reading and study in 
the broad professional fieldo 
380 () Sawyer' Herbert A IJ' seHumani ties for Engineering Students 0 II Jour 0 Higher 
Edu.c. _gg, 470""5 (Sept .. 1951) o 
The University of Alabama program of humanities for engineers is 
outl.:i.ned., The program is parallel to the program of engineering# 
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381. Shanks, M.,. E~, cgMathematics for E:-tf~:i.neerso-~~ Jour .. Eng!)" Educe~ 41, 3o8-lO 
(Janjt; 1951). ~ 
Since a large proportio:r.. of engineers i.s not benefited by mathematics 
beyond elementary cal.cm.lus, stud.ents training for designJ production or 
sales should have the option of receiving an abbreviated course in the 
sophomore year" 
382o Simpson, Wo Mo, t·uDevel---:ping Creativ·e Ability o~~ Machine Design 23, 225-6, 
228 (Sept" 1951) o -
Creative ability :Ls best developed. from a background in fuP...damentals. 
The learni.ng of fac~s will not provide it " 
38 3., 'Ihuesen, H" G ~ J ~zEngineering Economy == What :It Is and Its PJ..ace in En-
gineering Curricula~;~cu Jouro Engo Educ, 4~, .533=6 (M.ay 195l)a 
Pointing to the desirabili ty of cost =eonscio·$ness i.n engineering 
groo:u.ates, the a1:;.th r propos es that engineering economy be an elective 
course for J!lnior.s cr sen.icrs <> 
384a Weil, Josephs ~~Building an. Engi.neering (';urriculum 6cc Jour., Engo Educ~~ _41, 
578 .J32 (June 19 51) ~ 
The principles which shouJ.d gu:i.d.e curriculum.-=-b"" ilding are discu.ssed 
in general termso The author; dean of engine e ring at the Unive:rsity of 
JfloridaJ sets forth these bas i c tenetsz 
l o :l1he graduate of a fou r=year curricu lum should b.e able to perfonn 
successfu lly in his fie .Li and to q_~llal:i.f'y for professional regis-
tration o 
2" ;The grad.uate should be able t,:_) profit from literature and philos-
opby a:t:ld should be able to fun _.tion as a citizen a 
3 ~ The grad:u;;J.te cur-.ricuJ:um is the special strength of the · engir1eering 
graduate e1 A thesis i s probably appropriate :for all graduates Q 
4oc Electives should. be availa1)le o-
5o Freq_uent study and revis:i.on of the curriculum is desirable Q 
6 ~ The cu rriculum shonld c on.tri.bute t o the student~ s consciousness 
of his ethical and prof'ess].onal res:p nsibilities o 
1950 
385~~- Anoeymous, nqEngineering Cur:ric--:tla Ac:credited by EGPD as of Oct~~ 28, 1949," 
Elec., Eng<> 69_, 179..80 (Feb, 1950) " 
386 tJ Anonymous J 01Four Year Program Favored at M 0 I<> T a~~ 
38 (D.e~ o 7, 1950) o 
Eng o News ..Record 148, -.....-
An MoiaTo facuty committee recommends continuance of the four...year 
c'Urriculum and i nc reased emphasis on .science and. humanities c Engineering 
should not follow the lines of law or medi.eine c 
The objectives of the undergraduate program should be general, rather 
than accumulati r>n of ed ~.:t~ ationo 
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387. Anonymous, 11 Liberal Arts, Engineering o" Eng a News -Record 145, 50 (Aug. 10, 
1950) 0 
!Y 
The 11three-two plans of Case Institute of Technology and Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, in cooperation with liber·al arts colleges, are 
announced a 
3880 Anonymous, 11What Is ECPD? e1 Mecho Enga 72, 400-2 (May 1950). 
389 o Davis, Jess H o, nTrends in Engineering Education o i! Tappi 33, 52A-53A 
(Feb. 1950) o 
This is a review by the president of Clarkson College. 
390 o Doherty, Robert Eo, 9°Comments on tDifferentiating Characteristics of 
an Engineering Curriculum!": Jour. Engo Educo 40, 442-5 (April 1950). 
The author criticizes the statement adopted by the ECPD Committee 
on Engineering Schools (Jour. Engo Educ. 4o, 291-4, Jan. 1950). The 
criticism includes four objections: (1) 'W8:bility to design!! is not 
the only distinguishing function of the engineer; ( 2) the 11design~' 
criterion is violated by adding other functions (construction; etco) 
in the original statement) (3) design courses are not what is needed 
but that is the implicatl.orq ( 4) the importance of flexibility is over-
looked o 
39lo Drake, Go Go, u'The Hwnani.ties :in the Technological School. 11 Jour. 
Higher Educ. 21, 253~9 (May 1950)o 
The importance.of humanities to engineering education is discussed. 
A program is suggested. 
392 o Fainnan, J o F", c~ Is Engineering a Profession? n Elec. Eng o 69, 579 ...82 
. ( July 1950) o 
A profession requires its practitioners be educated, involves 
mental rather than manual labor, implies scholarship and ministers to the 
populace. 
Engineers would be better citizens if they underwent longer, broader 
more rigorous training. Engineers need to be able to talk more effec-
tively on matters of public welfare and take more interest in public 
affairs. 
393. Glennan, T a Keith, ijuHuman. Relations in Engineering Education. 11 Jour .. 
Engo EdUCo 40, 411=6 (April l950)o 
The teaching of human relations to engineering students is in the 
experimental stageo The most profitable experiment seems to be con-
CT1.rrent training in humanistic ...social studies and engineering. 
394o Gl.ennan, T. Keith, crThe Interrelation of Technical Education and In-
dustry. 11 Mecho Eng o 71, 1028.,30 ( 1950) o 
Engineers are technologically prepared for industry, but are not 
prepared in other ways: moral values, human relations, communications 
sk.il.ls. 
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395<> Griffith, James R.,J ~~Engineering Gurric-u.lao n~ Mecho Eng a 72, 508-9 (J1me 
1950) a 
Basic engineering science must not be crowded out of the curri,~ulum 
by speciali.zed. courses o The new ( 1948 ) general engineering curric·u.lum 
of the University of P rtlandJ regon, is outlinedo 
396 a Hannnond, Ho Po, 2~Contri.butions of the Liberal Arts to the Training of 
Engineers" uc ~ rr:.:tr{) Higher Educ o 21., 189=93 (April 1950)" . ·=· 
397.. Hollister, So Co, u~Differe-r:ttiating Characteristics of the Engineering 
C·:J.rriculumo u~ Elec" E~ .§2, 99c·lOJ. ( Feb o 1950)" 
In differentiat:i.ng the engineerirlg curr.iculum from other curricula_, 
one mu st understand the d i ffering characteri stics of an engineerlls work~ 
Generally, all engineering c· ·· rr:i.ClJla can be divided into five basic 
sections~ 
lo Basic science (mathematic s:; physics 3 chemistry~ biology) 
Appl ied scienc e mechani•cs J thermodynarnic·s, fluid mechanics, 
aerodynami.c s!f geology 1 properties of engineeri ng materials, etc .. ) 
Applied engineering courses (internal combustion engines 9 machine 
designJ structures J :industrial electronics, plant layout, etc.) 
Admin istrat:tve and managerial ( cost control, quality control, 
industrial orgar~ization 3 labor relat i ns, etc") 
General ( liberal courses for general background). 
398 o Hollister 9 Sa C a, t::T'if:ferentiat ing Characteristics of an Engin.eering 
Curriculum o ~r. Jour., Eng o Edu.c o .;~1 291=4 (Jan" 19 50) o 
The differences bet-w~en engineering and science curricula are 
discussed o The engineer:i.ng c·u.r:riculmn f · · rnishes the background for 
the ability t o analyze and synt he size which i~ essential to designo This 
statement has been adopted by t he :E:CPD Committee on. Engineering Schoolso 
399" Hollister, So Co, oc ifferentiat:tng Charact.erist:lcs of an Engineering 
CurriC"t~luma cr Mech, Eng~ ]1J 122.=3 ( Feb o 1950) c. 
400.o Kingdom, Ko Ho, l'fEngi.nee r :i.ng Education for .Atomic~nergy Development .. v~ 
Gena Elec., Rev a 53·." 7 =:1.3 (Feb a 1950) a 
Most of the people needed in atomic power work in the future will 
need special. training in G:J.rrent engineering and in physicalJ chemical 
and metallurgical ski:Lls o Abou t ten per cent of these people will need 
upF>to.,q.ate knowledge of fissior: and. neu tron physics a Most of this 
knowledge has t o be obtained on th~= j ob now due to security restrictions, 
unavailaoility of n::tclear react r s.and excessively expensive materials 
and equipment o · The largest portion of the work force will consist of 
chemists 1 chemical eng·onee rs and health physicists who again vill have 
t o gain the hulk of thei r knowledge on the job o 
40la Kirkpatriok, Sidney D a, n?ostgraduate Tr aining f o r Leadership o g.~ Machine 
Design ,gg, 226, 228.9 230 (..J ·ne 1950) ~ 
Ideas for introd:u..eing liberal material into the curr:iculum are 
reviewed a 
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402 o LeClair, T .. G", uis the Engineering Graduate Educated?" Elec" Eng o §2, 
951~2 (Nov., 1950)., 
~Yif an engineer is to become a reasonably well-rounded man and 
not merely a highly specialized technician, he must have a knowledge 
of' the arts and sciencesJ he must be able to express himself, and he must 
learn how to think in general," say T. G. LeClair, president of AIEE. 
The engineer at the end of four years of college is not completely 
educated and not competent in a specialty. A professional society can 
help fill the gaps in education after graduation and selection of a 
specialty" 
403., Lee, E., SQ., ~tAn Engineer Looks at Mathematics Teaching, 11 Elec., Eng .. 
.§z, 492-5 (cJune 1950)" 
This article is a speech by past AIEE president Everett s., Lee. 
Mathematics is the tool through which even the simplest daily 
routines and jobs are carried out., The actual mathematical function 
takes a back seat to the actual phenomena, but properly used, it can 
explain the how and why of the phenomena.. Often a keen understanding 
of mathematics is necessary to produce the desired result. 
4o4., Lewis, Warren Ko, chairman, ~ 1MaioTa Educational Survey,c' Tech. Rev .. 
..21' 30=3, 60, 62=3 (Nov, 19 50). 
The Committee on Educational Survey, after three years of study, 
has produced the report which is surrunarized here., 
The committee adopts as basic policy the principle that the objec-
tives of undergraduate study are general rather than the accumulation 
of information., Reconunendations include~ 
1" Reducing detailed course content and emphasizing fundamental 
principles. 
2., Fortification of humanities and social sciences. 
3. Allowance for individual student aptitudes, 
The concept of an education built along the lines of law or medical 
education is rejected, as is the suggestion of a five~ or six-year 
curriculum. 
A four ... year curriculum, after which the graduate may or may not do 
graduate work, is cited as the best alternative for M .. I.T. 
The humanities program, as proposed by the conunittee, provides a 
two-year core curriculum followed by an upper-class elective se~uence. 
405,. Linville.!/ T., M., and McEachron, K .. B.,, Jr.,, e1Design Problems for Engi-
neering Education"H Elec. Eng., 69, 29-33 (Jan. 1950)" 
Due to the more and more specialized training received in college, 
the engineering graduate finds it increasingly difficult to solve simple 
problems involving more than a single fieldo Industry is becoming more 
aware of a need for men with a more comprehensive knowledge. 
Engineering courses, co.mmonly given to seniors, should emphasize 
the breadth of practical engineering problems., 
=.1.06~ 
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nwe must have engineers who have the knowledge, imagination, and 
vision required to produce new prcducts and devicesj knowledgeJ imagina-
tion, and vision which is not limj_ted to anyone particular kind of engi .. 
neering but which ranges over the whole field a v'l 
406 a. Osborne, Harold S o , u"Engi nee ring Education and the Requirements of Indus., 
try., 9~ Jouro Engo: EP.uc, 41, 199=205 (Deca 1950)a 
Engineers need less training in specialized techniques, and more 
in economy, elementary statistics 5 report preparation, human relations, 
and planningo 
407 o Plett a, Do H o, u~ A New Approach to the Doctor~ s Degree for Engineers o ~~ 
Jour " Eng a Educ o 2±2:' 161=5 {Novo 1950) o 
Largely because of unfavorable public attitudes toward professional 
engineers, the author proposes a ·basic four.,year curriculum 9 followed 
by two years of advanced study, and cuJminating in a one.,..year internship 
as requirements for the doctorate" This wo·:J.ld reduce engineering Ph.D. 
requirements to seven years instead of the ~ ~equivalent of nine academic 
years c ~ now required a 
The basic curriculum, designed to avoid too early specialization, 
consists of 39 credits (quarter basis) of cultural subjects, 32 of 
physical science, 40 of mathematics (through differential equations and 
~ Y advanced calculus ~c) ;~ and 109 credits of engineering o 
The fifth year program, in this case for civil engineering, would 
include specialty subjects in transportation, sanitary engineering, 
surveying and mapping, construction) and design o The sixth year would 
be highly specialized o. 
A seventh year of broad int-ernship would qualify the graduate for 
the doctorate and a professional license o Tne public pays little heed 
to professional licenses:; but combined with the doctorate, the engineer-
ing profession would stand much higher tH':;ca·u.s~ cf the:~n ~ 
4o8 o Saville, Thorndike, ~>rEngineering E1iucation in a Changing World. n Jour. 
Eng9 EdUC a 41, 4=10 (Sept a 1950)o 
The retiring president of ASK~ surveys the state of engineering 
curricula a On the who:Le, they remain conventional and compartmentalized a 
A student should. not be forced. to choose his branch of engineering 
so early o The author presents his suggestion for a unified three""year 
program for all college students 9 1vhich would be capped by a fourth 
year for earning an undesign.ated Bachelor of Engineering degree, and a 
fifth year for earn:ing a designated degree o 
409. Schwieger, Albert J" J ~~survey o:f the Teaching of Economics and Related 
Subjects to Engineerso 9~ Jour o ~ngcr Educo ~' 231-4 (Deco 1950)., 
No uniformity of curricular. ~ttte~s in the fields of economics, 
industrial=management type courses} and psychology was observed among 
43 sehoolso 
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410 o Sherwood, Thomas K", "The Relation of Research to Engineering Education." 
Chern. Eng a News 28, 456-8 (Feb. 13, 1950). 
The most important feature of university research is that it be of 
such a nature as to permit student participation. Students who intend 
to enter research should undertake research problems and should write 
theses, even as undergraduates. 
4ll o Taggart, Arthur F . , tvNew Way of Educating Engineers o 11 Mining Eng. 187, 
460-2 (April 1950)o 
The author presents a five point plan for the education of engineers: 
1. Human relations ="" elementary biology, humanities, political 
and economic history and English. 
2. Science -~physics, chemistry and mathematics. 
3. Basic Engineering -- strength of materials, fluid flow, elec-
trical machinery, heat transfer, etco 
4 o Specialty subjects - ~ limited to ten semester credits in the 
senior yearo 
5. Graduate work -~ reserved only for those engineers destined for 
research. 
In a statement accompanying the article, Curtis L. Wilson avers 
that this curriculum would be turned down by the ECPD Committee on En-
gineering Schoolso He adds that it is not engineering" 
Professor Taggart is with the Columbia University School of Mines. 
4l2o Freund, Ca J o, ~~Engineering Education and Freedom from Fear." Jour. 
Eng o Educ . 4o, ll~l7(Sept. 1949) . 
The retiring president of ASEE underlines the moral obligations of 
engi.neers and scientists, and the paucity of their moral contributions 
to date. He concludes that engineers should be taught religion, ethics, 
and philosophy. 
413 o Killian, James R.., (.Tr., uScience and the Humanities. 11 Tech. Rev a 52, 
33-5 (Nov. 1949). 
The president of Moi.T. underlines the complementary nature of 
general and specialized knowledgeo 
414o Ledgerwood, Lo W. , Jr o, !~ Engineers Need Broader Training. 11 World Oil 
129, .50 =2 (Nov. 1949) • 
415. Prentice, D. B. , 11 ECPD Accrediting Program "1' Elec. Eng. 68, 959-60 (Nov. 
1949) 
The Engineeris Council for Professional Development, fonned in 1932, 
has as its end "the enhancement of the professional status of the engineer. 
I t aims to coordinate and promote efforts toward higher standards of 
education. 91 The following are basic princ.iples of accreditation: 
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1. Recognition of curricula rather than institutions. 
2. Consideration of undergraduate curricula only. 
3. Inspection of curricula only on invitation from the institution. 
4. Avoidance of rigid standards, to prevent standardization and 
to encourage experimentation. 
5, Accrediting only after inspection by competent exam+ners who 
will consider qualitative as well as quantitative f~ctorsg 
6. Review of examiner 1 s reports and recommendations by the in-
spection ' Qommittee, the national committee and finally the 
Council itself. 
7. Publication of list of approved curricula, all on the same 
basis, with no reference to other unapproved curricula. 
Approximately 6 5 :per cent of the engineering curricula in the United 
States have been fully accreditedo 
19~3 
416.. Girvin, Harvey F o J A Historical A~9Praisal of Mechanics. New York: 
International Textbook Co. ( 194B) o 228 pp o 
417, Wickenden, W, Eo, director and Hammond, H .. P., associate director, 
Report of the Investigation of :BJng:Lneering Education 1923-1929. 
Pittsburgh, Pa.x Society for the P:~cmotion of Engineering Education. 
(1930).1320 pp., (2 vol.)o 
418. Anonymous, Bulletin of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Vol. 48, 
No • 1, ( 1912 ) , p ·• 33 . 
419. Anonymous, Bulletin of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Vol. 48, 
No " 1, ( 1912) , p . 38 .. 
420. Anorzymous, Bulletin of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Vol. 48, 
No. 1, (1912), p. 88a 
1906 
421. Anorzymous, Bullet in of the Georgia School . of Technology, Vol" 6, No. 3, 
(19o8-9) J Po 75~> 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
1960 
422. Bl:i.hl, Harold R._, '~All You Need Is a Handbook." Jour. Eng. Educ. 50, 
312-5 (Jan. l960)o 
The goal of an engineering education is to attain the ability to 
solve problems, according to the author, who is a mechanical engineer. 
Since it is no longer possible to expose the student to all available 
engineering knowledge, he should be exposed to an atmosphere in which 
the method of solution, :rather than the answer, is emphasized. 
To this end, curricula sh0':1ld be examined to determine if all cours<es 
are f ·undamental. Course material must be conducive to analysis and, 
finally~ synthesis of new solutions. 
1959 
423. Landis, F., chairman , v•survey of Undergraduate Heat Transfer Teaching for 
Me(:hanical Engineers." J'mrr. Eng . Educ. 49 _, 977-8 ('lTune 1959). 
424. Modrey, Joseph, ~tThe Fut-,rre of Machi.ne Des:ign." Jour. Eng. Educ. 49, 
355 (J an . 1959). 
425. Pefley :; R. K. ,, s~Experience in Teaching Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics 
as an Integrated Course.u Jour. Eng. Ed:1c. 50, 77-80 (Oct . 1959). 
426 . 'Wu.lff, J . , and Taylor .? H. F . , "A Materials Engineering Course of Engin-
eering Science Calibre o c! J our. Eng. Educ. 49 ·' 707-12 (April 1959). 
Attempts at three schools to present materials from a more fun-
damental appro~ch are described and discussed. It is concluded examples 
sho~ld indicate earnest efforts are being made to teach materials as an 
engineering science. 
1958 
427. Astill., Kenneth N' .. , uThe New Look in Heat Power: Undergraduate Study. it 
Jour . Er:.g . Ed~ 48, 277-82 (vJan. 1958). 
428. Dreifke _9 Gerald E., Ho·ugen, Joe 1 0. , and Williams, Theodore J. , "An 
. .,..n.d·u.strial Plan for Systems Engineering Education. n Jour. Eng. Educ. 48, 
760-3 (May 1958). 
429 . Keenan, J·. H., Fay ., J. A., and Hatsopoulos, G. N., 61Education in Mechan-
ical Engineering for Power Production." Paper No. 58-PWR-10, _presented 
at Am. Soc. Mech. Engrs. meeting, Sept. 28 -Oct. 1, 1958. 4 pp. 
Modern developments ir. power can be exploited only by engineers who 
have a broad scientific training. A suitable undergraduate mechanical 
engir..eering program is outlined. 
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430. Thal-Larsen.9 Herman, rvA Course of Instruction in Systems Engineering. 19 
Jour. Eng. Educ. 48 ·' 742-54 (~.Ry 1958). 
-~957 
431. Arms, H. S", 00American System of Ectacation and Training of Mechanical 
Engineers. 81 Proc. Inst. Mechu Engrs, l71J 215-9 (1957). 
A British engineer reviews American engineering education. Particular 
attention is given to the tre·~::.d tmva,.rd engineering science in the curriculum. 
The author singles out these reasons for the present-day interest in 
engineering curricula ~ Z 
.L. Rivalry with the U .S.S~R. 
2. The s·uccess of scientists in performing engineering work during 
the war years. 
3. 1rhe self -a~'J.alyti.f' al atti t")_de of the Americar. engineering pro-
fession s:i.n.ce its early days. 
No trends in graduate education are noted. 
4 32. Howe, Everett D. , 00'I're r;.d.s in Laboratory Instruct ion for Mechanical Engin-
eering.~e Jour. EEg. Ed1 ... c. 47.~ 565~·7 (Mar. 1957). 
433" Potter, J. H. J f11Grad·:;.ate Study in :Mechanical Engi.neering. c~ Mech. Eng., 79 7 
157-60 (Feb. 1957). 
Graduate stu.dy in mechanical en.gineerirrg is reviewed. Mechanical 
engineering is compared. with otb.er branches, w:i.th regard to the number of 
graduate degrees granted" 
434. Zylstra, L. B., ~Voice f:r.Jom the Other Side of the T:r.·acks. 08 Jour. Eng. 
EdUCo 47 3 543-7 (Mar" 1957). 
Production methods eou.rses, far from teing trade-school courses, 
have an importance in mechan.ical ar.d industrial engin.eering curricula 
over and above the pro:po:rtion of time given them. 
1956 
435 o Salveson, Mo E. ,, uaS·2ggestions for Graduate Study ir: Operations Research 
and Systems R~1gineering. H Jo"t~:c . En.g o Edu c. 4 7, 211-22 (Nov. 1956) o 
1954 
u ~ 1 1 W. ·1·- . 9 ~1"'! d t Ed t . 1 E . . ui . r.u ... c.L ay, 1 ..L.lam, -~rra ~ ::a e uca lOu _n .r.g1nee:ru1g o 
~; 455-60 (April 1954)o 
Jouro Eng" Educ .. 
The primary emphasis in gradu.ate s tc1dy 
scienceso A suggested gradaate program fo:r 
engineers is the following: 
should be on engineering 
mechanical and aeronautical 
Applied mathematics 
F1·;_id mecha:J.i c B 
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Thermodynamics and heat transfer 





This is a Ph.D. program, which would also include a research-based 
thesis and concurrent courses in a physical science. 
437 o H~1tchisson, E:lmer, "Engineering C·urricula 
Edu co 44, 584-9 (J~ne 1954). 
Then and Now. " Jour . Eng . 
Today~ s c·u.rriculum differs from that of 25 years ago in being much 
more concentrated with emphasis on fundamentals. There is also more 
emphasis on humanistic-social. studies and communicative skills. Todayvs 
e·u.rric·ulmn i'n mechanical engineering is typically 36 hours of basic science, 
35 of basic engineering, 42 of applied engineering, 8 of skills, and 34 
ho· .rs of humanistic-social studies. 
438. Sanders, Jenni.ngs B o, General and Liberal Educational Content of Professional 
Curric.ula" En ineerin with S eci.al Reference to Mechanical En ineerin . 
Parn:pb.J.et No. 11., Office of Education, U. S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. Washington: Uo S" Government Printing Office (1954). 
31 PP o 
The principal concern of this bulletin is the present-day c·urriculwn. 
A detailed evaluation of mechanical engineering curricula from the view-
point of non-technical content is presented o The findings of this bu.lletin, 
appearing a year before the Fi.nal Report of the ASEE Committee on Evaluation 
of Engir:eering Edllcation, strongly underlines the low fraction of humanistic-
social st·u.dies in engineering curricula u 
Only 9 o .5 per cent of the curriculum is liberal in nature. At best, 
when communication. arts and free electives are included, the percentage is 
l7o8:; even though electives are more likely to be technical subjects. Even 
in the lower fig·:J.re the courses include economics, while history, languages 
and literature are less frequently required. Only in private colleges 
having religio·'J.s affiliation is there significant concern with ethics, 
philosophy and religion, and even this is doctrinal. 
The t ·wo major portions of the curriculum -- liberal and technical 
do develop in parallel sequences, as recommended in earlier ASEE reports. 
One very large area of knowledge -- biological science -- is almost 
completely absent from mechani.cal engineering curricula. 
Mti.ch of the bulletin is given to review. There is first of all a 
his·tpric.al review of curricu lum st·<J.d:Les o Salient individual opinions are 
also revie'wed. Then the various schools of thought regarding curricular 
plans ( especially with regard to length of c. ·::crriculum) and the place of 
liberal studies are mJ.rnmarized. 
Another finding of the bulletin is that "the most striking thing about 
the engineering curriclilwn 8' is its great weight. The course work is 
!:loticeably heavier than that of liberal arts colleges. 
'rhe analysis includes 112 four-year and 4 five-year curricula, plus 
9 cooperative curricula and 2 which fall into no other category. Mechan-
ical engineering is chosen for evaluation because it represents the largest 
n~rnber of engineering degrees being granted. 
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439· Wellmanj B. Leighton, uAn Engineering Curriculum. Designed for Todayts 
Student." Jour .. Eng. Educ. 44, 469-75 (April 1954). 
A professor of mechanical engineering outlines a suggested modern 
curriculumo The first two years concentrate on mathematics, materials and 
processes, energy in ·i.ts various forms, graphics, and verbal training. 
The second two years begin with strong emphasis on testing and analysis, 
deal strongly also with design a-o.d synthesis, and introduce the student 
to nliving 8f_, personnel_, and assorted speci.alty subjects o 
1953 
440 o Bailey, Ne:i-1 Po, "What Are Contemporary Demands on Engineering C·urricula? 
Mechanical EngiL.eering. ee Jou:r. Eng~ Educ o ~7 303-6 (Jan. 1953) o 
Emphasis on sclence and mathematics has disadvantages when applied 
to a mechanical engineeri.ng curriculum " An engineer must solve problems, 
and to strip his traini:IJ.g of departmental, specialized courses is to en-
danger his ability to apply his kL:Jwledgeo 
To date P the efforts to train e·.c.gineers for the everyday business 
reilations which they will exper:lence have been a failure. Future programs 
must eq·uip ei!.gine~rs for a broad o·. :~.tlook and for successful relations with 
other people. 
441. Besio, Charles Ao, and Bl·u.m, Harolcl Ao, "Unit Operoations for Mechanical 
Engineers o" Jot•.;r .. EngQ Educ. ~-' l-t-69-71 (April 1953) o 
Because many mechanical engineers enter the process industries, the 
authors (both MoE o ~ s) recommend a unit operations option for this branch 
of engineering. 
442o Wolpert_, NoN., gjjAir Conditioning _, Refrigeration, and Heating and Ventil-
ating Co·urses Offered by Colleges. n Heating and Ventilation 50, 87-90 
(Aug . 1953).9 99;.,102 (Sept. 1 953). 
195~~ 
443 o Hardgrove, Tom, uPlant Engineeri.ng Goes to College. ej Plant Eng o .§., 80-l 
(Mar. 1952) . 
A cu.rriculwn in plant engineering is outlined which closely parallels 
a mechanical engineering curriculum.. Because of this, and because of (1) 
lack of appeal to entering freshmen and (2) limited job placement for the 
plant engineering grad·uate, it i.s recommended that plant engineering be 
an MoEo optiono 
1951 
444o Bailey, Neil Po, nEngineering Physicso" Mecho Engo 1J., 819-20 (Oct. 1951) .. 
Such fields as mechanics and thermodynamics should be taught exclusive-
ly in the engineerir_;_g science courses of the student 1 s department., Physics, 
freed from this b·t.:;rde"LJ. of duplication, cou ld be taught from the modern ' 
standpoint alone" 
=1.13 ... 
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445.. Eisenberg, Richard F., "Metallurgy in the Mechanical Engineering Curricu-lum. •• 
Jour. Eng. Educ. 41, 387-8 (Mar. 1951). 
Mechanical 
metallurgists. 
first a lecture 
atory course in 
engineers need a knowledge of metals only less than 
A sequence of two three-hour courses is proposed, the 
course in physical metallurgy, the second a lecture-labor-
applied metallurgy. 
446. Heuschkel, J., "Welding in American Engineering Education." Welding Jour. 
lQ, 435-46 (1951). 
447" Kellogg, D. S., "Are Engineering Graduates Prepared for Their Jobs?" 
Mech. Eng. 73, 572-5 (July 1951). 
The most important attribute of the engineer is his ability to "get 
things done." He should develop in college those traits --ability to 
organize his thinking, to work with others, and to communicate with others 
which are most important to industry. 
A new sequence of courses is needed. A committee of industrialists 
co"a.ld review present courses for "adequacy and method of approach" and for-
mulate the needed new courses in "Industrial Training." 
To make room for these courses, less essential, supplementary material, 
designed to etround out" the student, could be dropped. If the normal 
academic year is not long enough, it should be lengthened. 
Existing courses should be reviewed primarily from the viewpoint of 
how well they prepare the student for industryts problems. The new course 
series, consisting of about one hour per week for two years, should con-
centrate heavily on examples drawn from industry. 
The author is an engineering executive. 
448. LaJoy, Millard H., rtinstrumentation and Automatic Control Course for Mechan-
ical Engineers." Instruments 24, 4o6-7 (April 1951). 
The Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Minnesota 
feels that it is the school's responsibility to train engineering students 
in instrumentation and automatic control. The purpose of this article is 
to outline the setting up and teaching of an Instrumentation and Automatic 
Control course. A brief.eleven-week outline of the course is given: 
lo Domestic control circuits~ 
2. Terminology. 
3. Mathematics of control. 
4. Principle of operation and circuit analysis of pneumatic-type 
controllers. 
Principle of operation and circuit analysis of hydraulic-type 
controllers. 
Principle of operation and circuit analysis of electric-type 
controllers. 
7· Lag coefficients and process time constants. 
8. Process analysis of single and two capacity systems. 
9. Controller settings as related to process analysis. 
10. Final control elements. 
11. Typical applications of automatic controls. 
The laboratory course includes twelve experiments on domestic control 
circuits and nine experiments on industrial instruments and controls. 
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449. Slaymaker, R. R., and Wright, D. K .. , Jr., "Graduate Work in Machine Design." 
Jour. Eng. Educ. 42, 164-9 (Nov. 1951). 
The mechanical engineer who masters in machine design is a practical 
person who uses rather than diseovers technical facts. For this reason, 
additional course work may be preferable to a thesis. A typical M.S. 
program would include: vibration J~roblems, advanced strength of materials, 
kinematics and dynamics of machinef3, problems in machine design, applied 
elasticity, experimental stress analysis, and either thesis or about eight 
credit hours of course work. 
450. Taylor, Howard F., ''Graduate Studies for the Foundry." Am. Foundryman 20, 
54-7 (Aug. 1951). 
The foundry program at M. I. T. ~' based upon graduate or senior -year 
specialization, is discussed. 
1950 
451. Jiuran, J. M., "Engineer as Manager." Mech. Engo 72, 300-2, 320 (1950). 
The engineer is not trained. for management, because he is not trained 
in dealing with people. H:illlani tie e. are a step in the right direction, but 
very little more can be done in college toward training engineers for 
management. Graduate study is some help. 
For the most part, however, training for management must be performed 
in industry itself, which is the only real laboratory for this purpose. 
1928 
452 o Turnbull, Archibald Douglas, John. Stevens 2 .An American Record~_ ~ew · 
Yorkg .American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1928). 545 pp . 
. =115~ 
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OTHER 
453 o Moore, Ff...arry D .. , "A Modern Approach to Teaching Manufacturing Processes 0" 
Jour. Engo Educ • .2Q, 316-20 (Jan. 1960). 
1959 
1+-54.. Armsby~ Henry H., "An Analysis of totherw Engineering Curricula." Jour. 
Er~. Educ. ~ 467-9 (Febo ~959) o 
Minor branches of engineering, for which degrees are offered at 
various schools 7 are listed. Schools are not listed.. The report is for 
fa],l 1957. 
455 .. Clark, George B .. , "High.-~Level Energy Transfer Processes in Mining Engin-
eeringo11 Jouro Eng .. Educ. ~ 600-5 (Mar. 1959). 
4~6o Degroff.9 Harold, "An Undergraduate Course in Mechanics of Materials for 
the Aeronauti<~al. Engineering Stu<iento" Jour. Eng. Educo ~ 360-5 (Jano 
1959), 
457o Hoelscher, Ho Eo, "Chemical Engineering Education at Johns Hopkinso" Jour. 
Eng .. Educ o ~ 791 ... 6 (May 1959). 
In 1952 Johns Hopkins adopted a chemical engineering curriculum based 
on the "engi.neering science" concept. In this article the curriculum is 
outlined in detail., and the effect of the program on its graduates is 
discussed a 
The author observes that all students seem to have benefited from 
the program, but he notes that its major limitation is the necessity for 
a high faculty-student ratio o 
458. Nicholas, John Eop "1'he Impact of Nuclear Physics on Agricultural Engin-
eeringo18 Jouro Eng. Educ • . ~ 457-61 (FebG 1959). 
Uses of radiation and radioisotopes in agriculture and metabolic 
studies are mentionedo The author asserts that future curricula will have 
to include some of this technology. 
4·59. Pac.kie, QJohn W ., and Smith, Charles W OJ "A Petroleum Industry Look at the 
Chemical Engineer's Curriculum9" Jouro Eng. Educ • ..!±.2, 691-8 (April 1959) .. 
Chemical engineering graduates are rated strong in chemical engineering 
calculation principles and in professional ethics .. Graduates were weakest 
in communication and i.n judgment o 
Other recommendations for curricular improvement include: 
lo Course in statisticso 
2~ Familiarization with computersp 
.3 o Integration of physical chemistry and thermodynamics .. 
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4 o Reduction. of quarJ.ti.tati ve and quaJ.i tati ve chemistry courses .. 
5. Red11ctio:n of drawing .. 
6 a Increased e.mphasi.s on type of problems e:ncountered i:r.:. industry o 
460 a Pas.k, Joseph .A OJ nEducati.cr .. fo:r the New EY."a of High T'emperature I'ech.n.ology~ 
TIE Chal~enge tc Cera~rrie .ED.gi:;::ee:ring Eduea ti.on " 11 .ifou:r· o E'ng. Educ a ~ 328-
31 (Jano 1959)o 
The rapid advan ~ e of cera:nic sci.ence has posed to ceramic engineers the 
problem of inserting more edu catio::1 into the same avail.able time.. The 
author calls for a strongly scientific approach to the study of materials? 
and a lJ.ni.ficatio:.'J. of producti.orr prq cesses i~G.to a 11unit o:peratio:n.s11 approach 
l.i.ke that used by chemical engineers .. 
J+6l o Peters.? :M'.ax S ·~ ~~Pla . ·~ed ~;echuical 1?~ecti ves f or Better E:r.:.gi::.1.eering Educa-
ti.o::':'.o11 Jouro Engo Educ" J±2J 71.3·-7 {April .1959) .. 
A che..rnica ..... engir.:.eer:Lng ed·ucator s~ores tr.e rigi.di.ty of e:ngi:~.ee:ring 
curricula o Courses of a b:r'oaderj_:tg :r.:~t·ure a:::ve most desirable as electi ves 11 
with courses i.n s.dvanced basic scie:·.,.ce {e.g.,.~ physics) and specialized 
courses in the major subject next. 
A table of tec:h_n.i.ca electives, rated acco:rdir_g to value, i.s prese:-o.ted 
for the major fields of e.ngi.:neering study" Particular recommendations 
are (l) chemical en.gi.neer i:r.:.g for nor..~chemical engiYJ.eers and (2) engineering 
economics. 
4-62 o R tb f G rr r"l t " '" h 1 .. r "f 2 T , ' E · · · · Ed t · 11 ee · . ... o. :; ·OJ vO~~l ·roJ .. ·..~.. ec . · ... o. ...... ogy as ..! ... - l .. y :Lng · 0 0.1. ln . ng1.neeru1g · uca . lOn o 
Paper No .. 58~A-199 prese:n:ted at Am o So c o Mec: ·"'' :Engrs o meeting.9 Nov. 30 ~ 
Deco 5 ~ 1958., 4 ·PP o 
463., Schroeder, E., Wo, ':The Developi~:Jg Pho.Dc Program i n Ag:ri c1Jltura.l Etlgineeringo" 
J"o·ur. En.go Educ o 2!2., 806=9 ( May 195Cl) o 
46.4. Scl:unidt, Ao Xo, 11Wnat :·s the Cl;rre:L.t. B. ~h .. E .. Curriculum'l 1 ~ Jouro Eng. Educ. 
2Q., 65-76 (Oct. 1959) o 
The 1956-57 cur:ri.e'J.la of 87 tJ .. So che.'ll.ica.l engineering scb.ools are 
ex~mined statisticaliyo Al . .l kr~ow:1 accredited school s are represented. 
The Study de.mo:n.s t ,!"a"te.s t~ .. e d:i.ve:rseness of che.t1lical engineering currie .... 
ula among a:;credited schoclso Net eredit;s (adjusted for non=standard 
courses) rangE; f'rom ll.8 t c .160.? cb.emical engineeri.r.t.g credi.ts from 23 to 
4-5 o T.h.ere e...rn.erges a '~J~ . .a.rd corc:' 6 c·ur:ricu.lu.'i! of sub~jects offered i n at 
least 90% of accredited i :.:sti.t-u.ti.onsp a nd accou:t_.ting fo:v 72.% of average net 
credit, 
Averages are examined in. t: J.e light o f the ASEiE recommendation that a 
fifth of t:~e curricul.ll..rrl be devoted. t .J h u.."llani ties and s ocial. studies.. About 
l O% of t h e currer t cutTic-u~ a confo:r.rn close.ly ·to the recomm.endationo Most 
others cov~d, ·by e.lim.i.:natin.g col:tr.J3es better s uited t c high school, increase 
their " cu~.tural 17 conte:'.".t " 
The current curri. c· iL.J..lli i s ~how·1 t o be weak i.::-1 mathematics b Less than 
half include di.ffere::1.t:i.al equ.a tioLs" 
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465. Stewart, Warren E., "The Wisconsin Course in Transport Phenomena." Jour. 
K~g. Educ. ~ 593-9 (Mar. 1959). 
A basic chemical engineering course in transport phenomena is intended 
to impart fundamental principles, leaving special.ization to later courses. 
1958 
1.!-66. Liebeskind.P Herbert, "The AEC-NSF ... ASEE Nuclear Institutes .. " Jour. Eng. 
Educ o ~ 611-14 (April 1958) .. 
A professor of chemistry discusses the benefit he derived from the 
1956 and 19.57 summer institutes on nuclear engineering.. All who attended 
agreed that, although nuclear science should be incorporated into present 
curricula, there was no justification for an undergraduate nuclear engin-
eering curriculumo 
4-67" Linsky, Chester, "Professional Education for Automation Engineers." Tool 
Engr. 4oi ll3-18 (April 1958)0 
Automation engineering has emerged as a new branch. In this article 
a curriculum is proposed which includes: 13 semester-hours of mathematics, 
12 hours of chemistry and physi.cs, 30 hours of English and social science, 
and the rest principally engineering art, a total of 149 hourso 
468oc Philbrook, W o 0., "Education in Process Metallurgy •11 Jour. Metals 1.Q., 679-
81 (1958). 
Trte "unit :process" or ''unit operations 11 approach is discussed as a 
po:Ssible system for teaching process metallurgy. This embodies the plan 
for studying a body of basic engineering principles and a set of unit 
operations and processes that occur in most important engineering :processes. 
The foundations for teacb.ing by this system are mathematics, physics, 
and chemistry. Physical chemistry is most important. 
469. Power1 Harry H.1 "so You Want to Be a Petroleum Engineer?" Petrol. Engr. 
dQ; E3-5 (Jan., 1958). 
The ideal petroleum engineering curriculum_ contains perhaps 190 
semester hours of courses, requiring eleven semesters for completion. In-
cluded are 30 hours of geology, 16 of mathematics, 34 of petroleum engineer-
ing, 38 of assorted engineering, 35 of science, and 31 hours of English 
and rr general 0' rr 
A " . +" " f prlmary moulVe o graduate study is to obtain emphasis on basic 
science which was lacking in undergraduate work. 
470. Weikart.9 John, l!Wb.at Does Industry Want in Engineering Graduates?" Jour. 
Eng. Educ. ~ 376-80 (Feb .. 1958). 
Industry wants a chemical engineer well grounded in fundamentals. 
Matb.ematics was :prominently mentioned, after chemical engineering subjects. 
Also cited was ability to communicate .. 
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1957 
47lo Davis, W .. Ker.t...1'l~th, "AEC Educational Assistance to Engineering Colleges." 
Jour. Eng. Educ o ~ 193-200 (Deco 1957) o 
The present fragmentat:ion of engineering argues against establisrdng 
a new field of nuclear engineering... Nevertheless tb.e nuclear field needs 
engineers for its specialized work,, The AEC is interested in assisting 
schools in the:ir rruc.lea:r :programs o 
4 72 o Dryden.? Gb.ar.les Eo, "Summary of Survey on College Programs in Nuclear 
Eng: tneeringo 1u Jou..ro F!IleLo Educ, .~ 470 ...,1 (eJan.a 1957)a 
I n the school year 1955~56 t here were 73 sc· _,ools offer:L~lg nuclear 
subjects, a total of 2:69 cou:r>ses o Chemical e~€ineering was most active 
in the fieldp f ollowed ~py physics, ,_.,uclear engi::~.t.eering and mechanical 
engi.neering o 
4 73 o Gunder, Dwight F ", "Remarks on t:t.e I ntegra tio:-1 of Su.bj eet Matter ore 
Jouro Engo Educa ~ 238-40 {Deco l957)o 
An experiment was performed. 1:n integrating mat:h.ematics, :physicsp 
mechanics and two rni _ _,or collrc.'es :i.n the chemical engineering curriculum 
i~to or'-e. cours: (two ye~rsl in e:~in.eer_:n~.,, fun~~e~tals 1 w~th. w~thema.tics 
a ... ,d physlcs (o __ e year eac.b. rese .. vei fo "'" t .r...:.e ju:rno ... or senlor yearo The 
e.xperime:a.t was conducted at Cornell~ 
Mathematics was introduced :Lnto the engineering fundamentals course 
as need arose c The physical bas i s of rr.athematical p:roced·ures was em= 
:phasizedo 
With this approach, students are able to enter marzy- advar"ced courses 
a year sooner than norm.c'1l.ly., Addi t.:Lona:' . mathem.atics and physics are 
taken by the student after he has some background and has become aware of 
their value. 
474o Lewis, Ho Clay, 11 1he Cost of a Pract,;ice School for Chemical Engineeringo" 
Jouro Engq Educ .. .!±I, 827-3.5 (QJ";Jne 1957) o 
475o Madden, RoB.,, rr Undergraduate Educati.on of Naval Engineers~- UoSo Naval 
Academy o ~e Jour., Am" Soc .o Naval ~ngJ~ .22., 7 =28 (Feb .. 1957) o 
476<~< Stebbins, Dean Wo, uDeve opm.ent of Operatio:ns Researaho 1g Jour .. Engo Educ., 
~ 836-8 (J une 1957) o 
The educattl.onal backg:ro nd req.uired for operati.onrs analysis is sum-
marized., 
477 o Stehling, Ko Ro, nEducation fo:r Missil e .Age. !! Mis.ailes and Rockets g, 
50-100 (Jan. 1957)o 
The missil.e engineer of _,b.e future will need a thorough grounding in 
only the fundamentals of physics, mathematics and chemistryo It is the 
authoru s opinion tha·t today as er1gineer is 11 overtrai.r.ted and only partly 
educated. r~ 
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1956 
478. Aries, Robert s .. , and Cziner, Rudolph M., "The Integration of Economy Con-
cepts in the Chemical Engineering Curriculum." Jour. Eng. Educ • .±§, 446-
52 ~an. 1956)" 
479o Barish, No N., nNew Undergraduate Curriculum in Industrial Engineering .. " 
Jour. Ind. Eng o L 226-9 (1956). 
An experimental curriculum which emphasizes breadth of coverage in 
science and mathematics is outlined completely, including the number of 
credit hours associated with each course. Elective options are included .. 
480o Elgin.9 Joseph C., "Engineering and Chemical Engineering of the Future .. " 
Chern .. Eng. Progo .2£, 8J-llJ (Jan. 1956) o 
The author finds himself in agreement with the ideas outlined by 
R. Ro White (Chemo Eng., Prog . .2l:J 379-81 (Aug. 1955)) 
481. Guerrero, E .. T .. , and I .. an.genheim, Ro L., "An Idealistic Curriculum in Petro-
leum Production Engineering o u Jour" Eng. Educ . .±I, 304-9 (Dec. 1956) • 
The idealistic curriculum is compared with the present curricul1~ 
of Tulsa University" Seven other petroleum engineering curricula are 
also surmnarized o 
1955 
482 o Carter j) J" W .. , r! Graduate Study in Aeronautic Engineering. rr Aero. Eng o Rev. 
~ 28-30, 34 (Septo 1955) .. 
The aircraft industry generaJ.ly fee.ls that an engineer well-grounded 
in fundamentals will be ready for any assignment.. In aeronautical engin-
eering} the curriculum should stress mathematics and mechanics" 
In this article.9 sub,jects for inclusion in the Master's and Ph .. D. 
programs are listed., It is mentioned that engineers in the industry believe 
l::Lberal studies have a place in graduate education. 
4830 HawkinsJ Go A., "The Role of the Colleges in Nuclear Engineering Education .. " 
~Tour o Eng_o .. Educ .. ~ 123-6 (Oct" 1955). 
The college can meet the nuclear industry's needs for engineers in 
three ways: 
1. Curricula in nuclear engineering. 
2.. Providing flexibility in existing programs. 
3 o .Adding nuclear topics to existing req_uired courses. 
Gradp.ate study in nuclear engineering subjects should be offered. The 
recommendations of the ASEE Committee on Evaluation of Engineering Educa-
tion are well suited for study in this fieldq 
484. Hayward, Bo W ., "Textile Education, Graduate and Undergraduate .. '' Textile 
Res .. Jour o g2_; 603-8 (1955). 
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McKee, Robert E.~ 11 T-raining Tomorrowrp Tool Engineers.r~ 
69-72 (July 1955). 
Tool Engr • d..2_,. 
More tool and production engi::1eering courses are needed in engineering 
curricula. A mechanical engineeri:J.g curriculum, suitably altered at the 
junior and senior level, might become a tool engi~eering optiono 
486.. Schuhmann.? Ro 1 Jr~, "Integration o:E' Metallurgical Engineering Education." 
Jour. Metals L 647-50 (May 195~3) o 
It has been proposed that undergraduate metallurgical engineering cur-
ricula should be built around four principal scientific themes: thermody-
namics~ structure, mechanics, and rate processes .. 
Each of these themes are di.scussed and a complete four .... year course is 
outlined although the author emphaE:izes that no curriculum is cut and dried 
because of the recognized fact that "both teacher and. student must contin-
ually reorganize their knowledge and continually replace their own general-
izations .. " 
487., Tillerp F .. M .. , "Thermodynamics for Chemical Engineerso 11 Jouro Eng .. Educ. 
12., 658-9 (April 1955) • 
488o White, Robert R .. 1 nChemical Engineering and Science Engineering." Chern. 
Engo Progo _2b 379-81 (Augo 1955)" 
T.h.e new Science Engineeri:n.g program of the University of :Michigan is 
compared with t.be chemieal engineering program. The new program begins _ 
physical chemistry and calculus in the fresh.rnan year~ with heavy emphasis 
on engineering science :Ln succeeding years o Elec.ti ves are offered in math-
ematics, liberal studies, ar:d profession.al courses including chemical engin-
eering. 
1954 
489.. Draper, C .. S .. -9 "Teaching Instrument Engineeringea Jour. Instro Soc. Amer. 
~ 13-7 (Octo l954)o 
Suggested req_uired cours~s for instrtunentatiOl'l engineers are divided 
into four categories~ 
lo Background courses in humanities and social scienceso 
2o Background courses in mathematics and sciences. 
3o Background courses in engir:.eeringo 
4., Professional courses in instrument engineering., 
The humanities req_uirements should make up one-fourth of a four-year 
curriculum. 
490. Forrester, J CJ Do, 11An Analysis of rvr.J.neral Industry Engineering Curricula o 11 
Jour .. Eng., Educ.., 44, 332-9 (rTan" 195.!+) a 
Three branches of mineral engineering are recognized: (l) mineral 
exploration engineering9 (2) mineral producti.on engineering, and (3) 
mineral process engineer:ing o Curricula are outlined for each o 
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Mineral engineering compares with c!remiea-1 ~nginee.ring a-s follows : 
Basic sciences 


















49lo Hayward, BQ W,., et al .• , "Textile Education." Modern Textiles .d.2.., 32-3, 
42.~3, 46, 49, 52., 541 56, 59 (~Tune 1954). 
492., Mehl, Robert F.,, "'Ihe Nature of Educati.on in Metallurgical Engineering." 
Jour .. Metals .§_, 728-33 (J'une 1954). 
As a freshman and sophomore, the student is prepared mairily in the 
basic scie.c.ces. The real metallurgical engineering and science studies 
do not come until the last part of the junior year and the senior yearo 
Tr1e a'ut...l-:lor states that no one pattern is sacrosanct, since the same goal 
can be reached with different curricular patternso A few of the basic 
principles of the curricular outlir1e are discussed such as physical metal-
lurgy, physical chemistry of metallurgy, and the social-h:umanistic courseso 
493. TaylorJ Jo G4, et al., "Texas Petroleum Engineering Schools." Oil Gas 
~fouro 2l_, 186-8, 190-l, 193-5, 198 (May 24, 1954). 
Seven eol.leges in Texas offer degrees in petroleum engineeringo This 
article describes them and discusses petrolelun engineering curricula briefly. 
1953 
494., Browe, George Grange X', 11Wb.a t Are Contemporary Demands on the Engineering 
\J·u.rricu.la? Chemical Engineering .. " Jouro Eng. Educ. ~ .307-ll (Jan .. 1953). 
A strong background in basic science, and practice in solving engin-
eering problems, are needed by all chemical engineering graduates. 
495o Emerson, Howard P .. , nA Mathematics Foundation for Industrial Engineering .. " 
Jouro Engo Educo ~ 472-5 (April 1953). 
Higher mathematics, particularly statistics, is increasingly important 
to i.ndustrial engineers .. Matrix algebra will also be more valuable as 
computers are used more and moreo. Two years of fundamental mathematics, 
more comprehensive than that currently offered, can provide the industrial 
engineer with the background he needs,. Differential equations may not be 
among the necessary courses. 
496. Holderman, K. Lo» Brenernan, J <> W., and Walker, Eric A .. , "The Echelons of 
Engineering Education." Jour. Eng. Educ • .±±., 2.34-42 (Dec. 195.3). 
The Engineering Science curriculum of Penn State i.s outlined o The 
new curriculvm is regarded as an "honors course." 
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497. Keyes, D. B., ''History and Philosophy of Chemical Engineering Education." 
Chern. Eng .. Prog$ !±.2., 635-40 (1953). 
In this article the types of courses needed in a chemical engineering 
curriculum are discussed at le':n.gth. Specialized colJ.rses, it is noted, do 
not belong in the cun'iculum at the expense of broader education. 
The only trend noted is tb.e rising importance of chemical engineering 
economics. 
498. Marston, George A., "Integrating the Activities of an Agricultural Engin-
eering Department in a School. of :E:ngineering o" Jour. Eng. Educ o l±.L, 570-2 
(June 1953)o 
499. Smith, Jo Mo, "Integration of Chemical Engineering Fundamentals .. " Jouro 
Eng. Educ~ ~ 537m9 (May 1953). 
500. Wilson7 C .. Lo7 "What Are the Contemporary Demands on Engineering Cur ... 
ricula? Mining and Metallurgical Engineeringo" Jour., Engo Educ. l±.L, 312-
:L5 (Jan .. 1953) <> 
50.L .. Winding, C .. Co1 et alo 1 
11 Forum on Education of Plastics Engineer," Jour-.. 
Soc o Plastics Engrs .. 2, 18-21» .34 (Octo 1953) J 1.Q; 20-1, 68~71, 90 (June 
1954) 0 
A survey in 1951 by S~PoEo reveals~ 
lo There are few schools offering required courses in high-
polymerso 
2o There are virtually no courses in high polymers offered out-
side of chemistry and chemical engineering departments. 
3.. Very few schools have laboratory processing or fabricating 
equipmento 
4 o Only one university has a program in high polymers that even 
approaches the one suggested by the S .. P .. E. 
Due to the lack of plastic~3 eJJ.gineers in the pure sense, industry is 
interested in having ot her types of engineers such as chemical, mechanical, 
electrical, and aeronautical engineers, trained in the arts of plastics1 
in the order named. The demand fo:r engineers trained in plastics currently 
exceeds the supplyq 
1952 
502o. Barish, Norman .N o 7 
11
Doctoral Study in Industrial Er~ineering." Jour .. Eng. 
Educ. ~ 455-9 (¥Jay J.952) o 
503. Bergen, Martin J' "' ·rwhat Should a ~~echnical Education Offer?!! Pub .. Utilo 
Fortnightly ~ 802-5 (June 5 JJ 195~~) .. 
There are four things the undergraduate should expect from a technical 
school: 
1~ . A general but not universal knowledge of the language of science, 
through mathematics .. 
2 D A knowledge of the general grammar o;t' science through the study 
of sciences such as physics and chemistryo 
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). Knowledge and proficiency in the application of both of these 
branches. 
4. Mastery and proficiency in the graphical language of engineering .. 
504. BotsetJ Holbrook G., 11 Evaluating a Petroleum Engineering Curriculum.," Jour. 
Petrol o Tech., ~ (Sec. l), 23-4 (1952) • 
In addition to a background in science, economics, and humanities, the 
petro.l.eum engineer needs specialized knowledge of geology and reservoir 
engineering. More highly specialized topics (eogo, well logging, mud-
engineering) should be left to graduate study .. 
505 ~ Hurlbut Jl L., W .. , "A General Curricultun for Agricul. tural Engineers o" Jour o 
Engo Educo ~ 451-4 (May 1952) o 
The suggested curriculum is as follows: 




















rrne curriculum is believed to offer only limited specialization. A 
graduate program based on advanced technical material should be available 
for those who wish to speciali.ze. 
506 o Lehman., Eo W .. , "Ag:ricultural Engineering Curriculwn at the University of 
Illi.noi.s o" ~J?_u..r. Eng o Educ . .iS, ~86-90 (Jan o 1952). 
507o M.ichaels, Alan S., I!The Undergraduate Thesis in Chemical Engineering~" 
Jour. Eng. Educ. ~ 90-4 (Oct. 1952). 
508~ Olyphant, M., Jr .. , "Plastics Training for Electrical Engineers .. " Jour .. 
Soc o Plastics Engrs. §; 4.1 (Dec. 1952) o 
Training for electrical. engineers in plastics can probably be handled 
as well or better by industry tbBn in an academic course. Only the highly 
specialized field of insulation and only a few other phases of the plastics 
field would attract electri.ca.l engineers o 
509(1 Plank, William B., 11An Estimate of the Success df the Five-Year Mineral 
Engineering Programs o" Joln· o Eng o Educ o ~ 103-6 (Oct" 1952) .. 
510.. Platt, Washington..~~ "can Present Curricula i:c. Industrial, Administrative, 
:Management Engineering, Etc., Be Unified Under One Title?" Jour. Eng o 
Educ, ~ 115-2.0 (Oct" 1952) .. 
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1951 
511. Bartlett7 B. W o 7 
11
Nuclear Science and En.gineering School Curricula o" 
Nucleonics !1 68-71 (May 195J.) . 
There is no need for estabJ.i.shing nuclear engineering as a new branch o 
All engineers, however, should :have some course work in nuclear science, 
and graduate training i .n nuclear engineering should be encouragede 
512 o Beck, Cl.i.ffo:rd K., ~~~he Undergraduate Nuclear Engineering Curriculum at 
North Caroli:n.a State College o 11 Jour o Eng. Educ. 41, 378-82 (Mar o 1951). o 
fJ:rhe new Cllrricul·:.m~ iu nuclear engineering, scheduled to begin i n 
September 1951J is desc:ribedo (The curriculum is divided as follows: 
Ge~eral e ducation 26% 
Basic science 32 
Basic engineering 14-
Nu c.lear technology 11 
Tecrillical electi·;res 17 
The currim1.lu:n was establ i s hed 0~::1 the basis of a large demand for 
nuclear engineers a:•1d the rapi.d growth of the indust.ry. 
513 o Beck, Clifford Ko 2 ~~Undergraduate Nuclear E:ngineering Curriculum at 
North Carolina State College. ll ~ucleonics ,Fl., 54-9 ( cJan 1951) . 
514 o Brown, George Grangerp 'vGr aduate Education L'1 Chemical Engineering o" 
9hem" El'l..g" Prog.. !±1_; 46 (:Mar o 1951) o 
Objecti ·v·es and minimum req_u:irem.erJ.ts of a graduate program in chem-
ical e-J.g:in.eering are o>J.tlined in ge:~eral form .. 
515 o Chyle~ John J' o' "Need for Pr o fe.ssi.o::1al 1rraiai.r_,g for the Welding Engineer .. " 
Welding Jour. 2Qp 245-6 (Mar . .1951) o 
A weldiP~ engineeri.:2g curri.culv.m i.s outlined in general form.. After 
mentioning the prereq_ui.si tes o f 1118. thema tics 1 chemistry, and physics, and 
after calling for '~ streamJ..in.ing" of m.ac:t.i!.l.ery and materials courses, the 
author l .ists the mar.o,y speci.alized courses needed by the we.ldi?.J.g engineer., 
5160 Davidson$ Harold O oJ nTL.e Gradlmte l?:rogram in Industrial E..ngi.neering at 
the Ohio State U:ni ve.rs i ty., I~ Gra<iua te Wo:rk in Methods and Standards o u 
Jou..r" E11g .. Educ. 42., 217-9 (Dec. 19:>1)" 
517 o Mitten , Loring G .. , 11The '-.Jraduate Prog:ram i n Ir1dustrial E:ng:ineering at the 
Ohio State Universi.tyo IIo Gr aauate Work in Quality and Production 
ControJ.. o ' ~ Jo"Ur" E..11.g o Ed- .c o ~ 21.9-·21 (Deco 1951) Q 
518.. Power, Harry H".9 : ~An .An.alysis of Petl"'Oleum Er:ginee:ring Curricula, and 
Recommendations for Elect i:ire Seq_J.en c:e.s o
11 
"Jour. E-::1g .. Educ o ~ 300--7 
(Jan .. 1951)., 
.A ;petrolemn engi.neer~:ng curric·~,lurn sho·•Jld e..rnphasize broad fundamental 
studies~ the ro.le of design a nd ecor;.omics, good English, flexibility, and 
the im;porta:n.ce of the fi· ~ eooyear progra.m.o 
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519. Wyant, R.obert A o' "Professional Trai.:c.ing for the Welding Engineer at the 
Hen.s s elaer Po.lytechr..i.c Institute. 
11 
Welding Jour. d.£, 243-4 (Mar o 1951) . 
52'"' Y D P" rrrrn.-. D 1 t -P , d t P · E · · Mechanl· cs ." . u.., ... ourtg.9 . o .• .:. .. , · J. .'l~.e eve cprr.en o '".: a 1...-ra ua e rogram ln nglneerl.ng 
J our!' E~g o Educ .. 4lj 52.8-.32. (IYlay 1951) o 
Stanford Jrti versity' s new program requires 45 quarter hours of course 
work (n.o t :h.esi s ) for tt.e M"So degree in engineering mechanics o Of these 
45 hours, six mus t be tak.en i.n elast.ici ty, six in dynamics~ six in fluid 
motion., a nd six in mathematics. Another 12 hours must be taken in mechanics 
e.l.ec t i:•Je s .s> while ni.ne are a bsol.ute1y free electives. 
T.t~e Ph oDo program require s two more years 1 work beyond the M.So~ in-
cJ..uding a t hesis. No minor is r equired, in line with what the author be-
2..1eves to e a trend.. Nar row specialization is unavoidable in the Ph .Do 
prcgr am. ; t :he aut hor believes t hat four years of undergraduate study shoul.d 
supp..., "y breadt:1J. of background o 
1950 
1::: ~] B ... 1 . ~'l' D !I Th Pl. -P 1 E 0 • • I d t ' 1 _;:.... .. • . :;t.L .l .nger s C; a r er; .. ce .c..., . e a c e o .~. ·_oo nglneerlng l n an n us ~rla 
E:c.gi.r.:.e e r 1r .g c·urri. c-:.li:urrL 0 !e J our. E:~J.g_. Educ 0 ~ 521-4 (May 1950) D 
522.. P :1rns.1 R. Mo, qQ·i· .. alificatiorss of Chemi cal Engi.neers for Industrial Research 6" 
c..- ou r a E~:.g o Educ a 40,..? 607 ~10 ( Ju:~.e 1950) ,. 
Chemi ca}, engi::J.eeri.ng u ndergraduates who are training for research 
sh o·u.ld be trained in fundamentals ~ather than specific prqcesses .. 
Gr ad-u.at e t r a i ning at t he doctorate level is desirable for men who are 
t o pe:r.f'o:rm :Lndepe:J.dent researd:lo The Ph,Da thesis is not enough; a 
t h.ird of the s t u de:;.'lt q s ti.!:~.e should be given to mi.nor researches of varied 
:r~at·u.:::oe ., 
523 o Gorrigan » Thoma s E. J> !'Re s ul t s o f Questionai:re Regarding Graduate Degrees 
in Cb.emJ.cal. E:::1g:Lw.ee:ri.:1g o 11 ~Tour o Eng o Educ .. ~ l 70 (Novo 1950) o 
O:c. the bas is of 23 replies, pol:icies regarding formal requirements 
f o:r· graduate degrees i n chemical e:~gi.neer:ing are compared among schools o 
5-4 . .., +- J 1--- F 11 m: "'jb ·· 1 E . . S . F bma . tb c:. o. v:r·ov.r -..; .::,.erJ ~ O.!..r....'1 "» .Lne C2.e.:."TTl Ca nglneerl.ng enlor as a res n l!l · .. e 
r.:·,-, r.:: 
)r:: .. _) 0 
:?:eavy C:hemi.ca1 It.:.dustry .. 
11 
Jm1r o E:r'£5 o Educ o ~ 536-9 (:May 1950) .. 
.AL. i.:o.du s t:ri .al e.xecuti ve discusses the trai:ni.ng needed by chemical 
er.:.ginee r-·s o Engin.eers going in.to :industry would often spend their time 
better st~ dying e eonomics t han extending their strictly technical 
s t ud :i. es o Wri tin.g i.s a1_other neglected sk.il l. o 
Oi 1key9 B o J' ., 9 "A Curriculam. Leading to the Bachelor 
2 s Degree in Eng in~ 
ee:ri:o .. g Me char.<.i c s an Jouro E:r~go Educ . 409 492-9 (May 1950) o 
Tc~e new eD.g i :.:-ceeri:ng mechanics curri c·u~lum of I owa State College is 
desc::oi .be d. o 
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The time has come~ in the auti1or's opinion~for a new engineering cur-
riculum designed to strengthen bas5_c training at the expense of special-
ization. This will inevitably be a curriculum in engineering mechanics or 
very close to it. 
A proposed 11 curriculmn in eil.gtneerinef being considered at Iowa State 
is outlined as a case in pointo The Purdue Unive.rsity civil engineering 
·and engineering mechanics combined curriculum is also discussed. 
5260 Gray, J. B .. , 11 Teachi.P...g of Process -Gontrol Principles to Chemical Engin-
eers .. " Instruments £2., 557-9 (J"une 1950). 
The primary pu.-rpose of the Process Control Principles course at 
Syracuse University is "to develop an understanding of the behavior of 
typical processes or systems when controlled automatically .. " 
Questions that such a course seeks to answer are: 
lo Why control a process? 
2.. What is automatic control of a process'! 
3. What devices are available for measurement and control and how 
do they fundtion? 
4. What factors influence the behavior of a controlled process and 
in what way'l 
A complete outline of the course is presented. 
527 .. Laitala, Everett, uWhatvs New in Industrial Engineering Curricula'! Jour. 
Eng. Educ. 40? 386-91 (Mara 1950)G 
The onl.y generally new area is statistical methods as applied to indus-
trial problemsQ The major result of this survey (46 schools reporting) 
was to show the firm. position of industrial engi.neering among the major 
branches of engineering .. 
528. Maslan, Frank D .. , "Nuclear Engineering Course at New York University." 
Nucleonics 1., 84-7 (Oct., 1950). 
529. Plank, William B .. , reDiversification vs .. Unification in Mineral Engineering 
Curricula .. " Mining Eng .. !§I, 347-8 (:Mar. 1950) o 
The author of this paper ex})res.ses alarm over the extreme specializa-
tion of engineers related to the mineral fieldo The fact that over twenty 
varying types of degrees in "mineral" engineering are offered points up · 
the need for a return to a more generalized curriculumo No particlllar recom-
mendations are offered by the author .. 
530.. Sherman, George Wo, ' 1 Pu.rdue~ s Co~J.rse in Engineering Instrumentation i.n the 
School of Chemical and Metallurg:ica.l Engineering .. n L"1strurnents ~ 31-3 
(Jano 1950) o 
531 .. Sherwood7 Thomas K .. l !!Graduate Training in Chemical Engineering." Chern. 
Epg. News 28, 2648-50 (Augo 7, 1950) o 
The purpose of graduate edueation is to give the student a better grasp 
of basic tools. An important requirement is that the student accomplish 
a creative objective .. 
Final Re;portt Pro,ject No. A-500 
There seems to be no major change in prospect for graduate programs 
for some years aheado 
The author, an M~IoT. professor, outlines the desirable content of a 
chemical engineering graduate program. 
It H Thomas, Fa Ro~ Industrial Engineering --What Is It? 
~ 589-91 (June 1950). 
Jour. Er~. Educ. 
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ADDI!NDlJM 
1958 
533. Brown, Bonner, and Weir, The Next One Hundred Years. New York: The Viking 
Press (1958)e 
1953 
534. Taylor, Walter A., "Architectural gducationo" Higher Education~ 
17~27 (Oct. 1953)o 
Among archi tectu:re ~ s current :problems are (l) a lac.k of appreciation. 
of research, (2) neglect of the sc:iences as relating to human reactions and 
therefore to design.9 (:3) the diffi,~ulty of providing the breadth of educa-
ti.on needed by architects, and ( >+) confusion regarding the meaning of 
"archi tectura:L engineering 0" 
Since 1950 all accredited architecture curricula are five years in 
lengtho These include integrated r~urricula and the dividedp or 2-3 
curriculum" 
Of 64 schools, only 25 offer a Master's degree, and only two_(Harvard 
and Princeton) offer a doctorate in archi.tectu.reo The few doctorates are 
usually taken in other subjects ~ history P engineeri.r...g, etc o 
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